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Abstract
The Method of Characteristics (MoC) is a well-known procedure used to find the
numerical solution of systems of hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs).
The main idea of the MoC is to integrate a system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) along the characteristic curves admitted by the PDEs. In principle, this
can be done by any appropriate numerical method for ODEs. In this thesis, we
will examine the MoC applied to systems of hyperbolic PDEs with straight-line and
crossing characteristics. So far, only first- and second-order accurate explicit MoC
schemes for these types of systems have been reported. As such, the purpose of this
thesis is to develop MoC schemes which are of an order greater than two.
The order of the global truncation error of an MoC scheme goes hand-in-hand
with the order of the ODE solver used. The MoC schemes which have already been
developed use the first-order Simple Euler (SE) and second-order Modified Euler
(ME) methods as the ODE solvers. The SE and ME methods belong to a larger
family of numerical methods for ODEs known as the Runge–Kutta (RK) methods.
First, we will attempt to develop third- and fourth-order MoC schemes by using the
classical third- and fourth-order RK methods as the ODE solver. We will show that
the resulting MoC schemes can be strongly unstable, meaning that the error in the
numerical solution becomes unbounded rather quickly.
We then turn our attention to the so-called pseudo-RK (pRK) methods for ODEs.
The pRK methods are at the intersection of RK and multistep methods, and a variety
of third- and fourth-order schemes can be constructed. We show that when certain
pRK schemes are used in the MoC, at most a weak instability, or no instability at all,
is present, and thus the resulting methods are suitable for long-time computations.
Finally, we present some numerical results confirming that the MoC using third- and
fourth-order pRK schemes have the desired accuracy.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to develop higher-order numerical methods used to
solve hyperbolic partial differential equations. The numerical schemes developed will
follow a framework which applies Runge–Kutta methods to the well-known Method
of Characteristics.
1.1 Hyperbolic partial differential equations
and characteristics
First, we introduce the concept of a hyperbolic partial differential equation (PDE).
The general quasilinear second-order nonhomogeneous PDE in two variables is
given by
Autt +Butx + Cuxx +Dut + Eux + Fu = G, (1.1)
where A,B,C are coefficients which may depend on t, x, u, ut, ux, D,E, F are coef-
ficients which may depend on t, x, u, and G is a nonhomogeneous term which may
depend on t, x. In the context of this thesis, t and x are the time and space variables.
The characteristics of a PDE are the curves in the solution space over which
information propagates. For PDEs of the form (1.1), a differential equation for the
characteristics is given by
dx
dt
= B ±
√
B2 − 4AC
2A . (1.2)
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PDEs of the form (1.1) are classified as elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic. This nomen-
clature is in analogy with the usual conic sections of Euclidean geometry. The classi-
fication is based on the sign of the discriminant,
√
B2 − 4AC. If the discriminant is
positive, then the PDE is hyperbolic. Therefore, according to (1.2), hyperbolic PDEs
have real and distinct characteristics.
A classic and simple example of a hyperbolic PDE is the wave equation,
utt − c2uxx = 0, (1.3)
where c is a positive constant usually having the meaning of the wave’s speed. In
(1.3), A = 1, B = 0, and C = −c2, and therefore by (1.2), a differential equation for
the characteristics is given by
dx
dt
= ±c. (1.4)
Integrating (1.4), one obtains the characteristics of (1.3),
x− ct = ξ1 and x+ ct = ξ2, (1.5)
where ξ1,2 are some constants. More complicated systems of hyperbolic PDEs arise
frequently in the natural sciences. A form which occurs often is:
u1t + cu1x = f1(u1, u2) (1.6a)
u2t − cu2x = f2(u1, u2), (1.6b)
where f1,2 are some differentiable functions. In this case, it can be shown that the
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characteristics are also given by (1.5). Note that the characteristics (1.5) are cross-
ing; see Fig. 2.1. This fact will play a key role in motivating the research undertaken
in this thesis.
Let us briefly comment upon the physical relevance of systems with straight-line
characteristics. A large body of problems which admit straight-line characteristics
have been reviewed in [1]. In Sec. 1.6, we will introduce two such systems which will
be extensively analyzed in this thesis.
1.2 Method of Characteristics
Now equipped with the knowledge of hyperbolic PDEs and characteristics, we intro-
duce the Method of Characteristics (MoC), a widely used method for solving them.
We describe the MoC here with a simple example, with only one characteristic (as
opposed to two, as in (1.4) and (1.5)), which still involves two stages.
1.2.1 Homogeneous case of the MoC
At the first stage, consider a homogeneous hyperbolic PDE
wt + cwx = 0, (1.7)
where c is a positive constant, with initial and boundary conditions given by
w(x, t = 0) = φ(x), x ≥ 0,
w(x,= 0, t) = g(t), t ≥ 0.
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The general solution of (1.7) is
w(x, t) = w(x− ct), (1.8)
and the characteristic is
x− ct = ξ, (1.9)
where ξ is constant. To arrive at (1.8), one makes the change of variables
(x, t)→ (ξ = x− ct, t). (1.10)
Applying the Chain Rule to (1.7) under change of variables (1.10), one obtains:
(
−c ∂
∂ξ
+ ∂
∂t
)
w + c ∂
∂ξ
w = 0.
This implies
wt(ξ, t) = 0, (1.11)
and thus the solution of (1.7) does not change along the characteristic (1.9).
Let us show how a numerical solution of (1.7) given by (1.8) can be computed on
the grid
xm = mh, tn = n∆t, m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1.12)
4
where h = c∆t (see Fig. 1.1). Let W nm denote the numerical solution of (1.7) at the
Figure 1.1: Grid given by (1.12)
point (m,n) on the grid. Thus, the initial and boundary condition are
W 0m = φ(xm), m ≥ 0, (1.13a)
W n0 = g(tn), n ≥ 0, (1.13b)
and by (1.8)
W nm =

W 0m−n = φ(xm−n), m ≥ n,
W n−m0 = g(tn−m), n ≥ m.
(1.14)
This scheme is the MoC used to solve (1.7).
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1.2.2 Non-homogeneous case of the MoC
Now, consider the non-homogeneous case of (1.7),
wt + cwx = f(x, t, w), (1.15)
where c is constant and f(x, t, w) 6= 0. In this case, following the derivation of (1.11),
one arrives at
wt = f(ξ, t, w), (1.16)
and so the solution will change along the characteristic. When solving (1.16), one
must treat ξ as a constant parameter, because in the variables (ξ, t), one keeps ξ
constant when evaluating ∂tw.
Therefore, one arrives at the numerical scheme
W nm = W n−1m−1 +
∫ ∆t
(n−1)∆t
f(ξ, t, w(ξ, t)) dt, n ≥ 1, m ≥ 0, (1.17)
where the initial and boundary condition are identical to (1.13).
In scheme (1.17), the expression
∫ ∆t
(n−1)∆t
f(ξ, t, w(ξ, t)) dt
is merely a symbol that denotes the numerical integration of (1.16). This integration
can be performed by any appropriate numerical method for ODEs. The notation
w(ξ, t) refers to the solution along the characteristic with a constant value of ξ.
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1.2.3 The MoC for systems with curved characteristics
Suppose we wish to generalize the approach leading to schemes (1.14) and (1.17) for
a system of two PDEs with intersecting families of curved characteristics (see Fig.
1.2).
Figure 1.2: MoC stencil for system with intersecting and curved characteristics
Suppose we choose the characteristics to intersect at time level t = 0. Then, the
intersection points are xm−1, xm, xm+1, etc. A problem arises because the character-
istics do not intersect at subsequent time levels, as was assumed in schemes (1.14)
and (1.17). This greatly complicates the development of an MoC scheme. We will
not examine the case of curved characteristics in this thesis, but it is an avenue to
explore in future research.
1.3 Benefits and Shortcomings of the MoC
Now understanding the general idea behind the MoC, we discuss its main benefits
and shortcomings.
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1.3.1 Benefits: numerical dispersion and the MoC
One of the benefits of the MoC is that it preserves what is known as the linear
dispersion relation of equations like (1.3) and (1.6). Any process f developing in time
consists of Fourier harmonics that follow the equation
f̂(x, t) = eiωt−ikx, (1.18)
where ω is frequency and k is the wavenumber of the harmonic. The relationship
between ω and k is called the dispersion relation. In equations of the form (1.6)
(which the MoC is used to solve), such as the so-called hyperbolic convection equation,
ut + cux = 0, (1.19)
by (1.18) one has
ω = ck, (1.20)
which we call the linear dispersion relation. Substituting (1.20) into (1.18), one
sees that
û(x, t) = e−ik(x−ct). (1.21)
In (1.21), if c is the speed at which the wave moves, the equation shows that when
the displaced velocity is linear, each harmonic is simply shifted by the same amount,
ct, regardless of k. This, however, is not guaranteed to be the case if one solves (1.19)
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by another method, as we will illustrate now.
As described in [2], a well-known scheme used to solve (1.19) is the Lax–Wendroff
Method:
un+1m = unm −
γ
2 (u
n
m+1 − unm−1) +
γ2
2 (u
n
m+1 − 2unm + unm−1), (1.22a)
where γ (≡ O(1)) is the so-called convection number, given by
γ = c∆t
h
. (1.22b)
We provide the derivation of method (1.22) in Appendix A. Expanding (1.22a) in a
Taylor series and simplifying, one obtains:
ut + cux =
(
−16ch
2 + 16c
3∆t2
)
uxxx +O(h3) +O(∆t3). (1.23)
Therefore, if one uses the Lax–Wendroff Method to solve (1.19), one is actually solving
the equation
ut + cux = βuxxx, (1.24)
where β is a constant given in (1.23). Using (1.18), one can show that the dispersion
relation is then given by
ω = ck − βk3, (1.25)
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and thus
uˆ(x, t) = e−ik(x−ct+βk2t). (1.26)
In this case, the shift does depend on wavenumber, when, according to (1.21), it
should not. This results in numerical dispersion.
We will now show how numerical dispersion can be damaging to a solution. Sup-
pose one has a Gaussian pulse centered at x = 0 and propagating with speed c = 1.
We compute the position and shape of the pulse using the Lax–Wendroff Method,
taking h = 0.1 and ∆t = 0.05, and implementing periodic boundary conditions. Nu-
merical results are shown in Fig. 1.3. One can see that the numerical solution quickly
becomes out of phase with the exact solution (as early as t = 25), which is the con-
sequence of numerical dispersion. By t = 200, in addition to being out of phase, the
numerical solution produces a distinctive “wiggle," a common feature of numerical
dispersion. If one were to implement a long-time simulation, the numerical solution
would be completely destroyed due to numerical dispersion.
Fortunately, numerical dispersion is avoided when one uses the MoC to solve a
PDE, since the MoC preserves the linear dispersion relation. This ability of the MoC
will be discussed later on.
1.3.2 Shortcomings: accuracy of MoC schemes
The main shortcoming of the MoC is that only first- and second order-accurate
explicit methods have been reported thus far for the case of two crossing character-
istics. That is, the global error of the MoC scheme is O(∆t) or O(∆t2). Higher-order
10
Figure 1.3: Integration of Gaussian pulse by Lax–Wendroff
implicit methods exist (see e.g. [3]), but these are more difficult to implement and
less computationally efficient. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to develop
explicit MoC schemes for systems of the form (1.6) which are of an order greater than
two.
1.4 Runge–Kutta Methods
The order of an MoC scheme goes hand-in-hand with the order of the ODE solver
used to integrate along the characteristics. This follows from the derivation of Method
(1.17). Some of the most popular and widely used explicit methods for integrating
ODEs are Runge–Kutta (RK) methods, and therefore we will endeavor to implement
them within the MoC. We now describe the general framework of the explicit RK
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methods.
To illustrate how one implements an RK method for an ODE, suppose y′(t) =
f(y, t) is an ODE that we wish to integrate. Suppose one has Yn, the numerical
solution at level n. Then, given a stepsize h, one computes Yn+1 as follows:
k1 = f(Yn, tn + b1h); (1.27a)
k2 = f(Yn + a21hk1, tn + b2h); (1.27b)
k3 = f(Yn + a31hk1 + a32k2, tn + b3h); (1.27c)
...
km = f
(
Yn + h
m−1∑
i=1
amiki, tn + bmh
)
; (1.27d)
Yn+1 = Yn + h
m∑
i=1
ciki. (1.27e)
Each ki is referred to as the ith stage derivative. Here the constants aij, bi, ci, and m
define the particular RK method. To ensure at least O(h) accuracy, one must have
b1 = 0 and
∑
ci = 1. It is common to present RK methods as a Butcher tableau [4],
named for the New Zealand mathematician John C. Butcher. For example, Method
(1.27) has the following Butcher tableau:
b1
b2 a21
b3 a31 a32
... ... ... . . .
bm am1 am2 · · · am(m−1)
c1 c2 · · · cm
(1.28)
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The only first-order RK method is the Simple Euler (SE) method:
k1 = f(Yn, tn), (1.29a)
Yn+1 = Yn + hk1. (1.29b)
In tableau form, method (1.29) is:
0
1
Second-order RK methods include, among others, the Modified Euler (explicit trape-
zoid, ME) and Midpoint (MP) methods. Written in the form of (1.27), the ME
method is:
k1 = f(Yn, tn); (1.30a)
k2 = f(Yn + hk1, tn+1); (1.30b)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
2 (k1 + k2), (1.30c)
where we use the notation tn+α to mean tn +αh. In tableau form, the ME method is
therefore:
0
1 1
1
2
1
2
(1.31)
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Similarly, the MP method is:
0
1
2
1
2
0 1
(1.32)
MoC schemes have already been developed based on first- and second-order RK meth-
ods (namely, SE and ME). These methods will be given in a later section. We refer
to the resulting methods as MoC-SE and MoC-ME. Thus, the main focus of this the-
sis will be on the development of MoC algorithms based on third- and fourth-order
explicit RK methods. From now on, we will omit the word ‘explicit’ since we will
not consider implicit RK methods.
1.5 Stability Analysis of ODEs
When solving a system of PDEs (or ODEs) numerically, it is important to consider
if the method being used is stable. Slightly deviating from the definition commonly
used in the numerical analysis literature, we will refer to a method as stable if, when
solving a system of PDEs (or ODEs) with a bounded solution, the numerical solution
is also bounded. If the numerical solution is unbounded, then the method is called
unstable. The procedure that one undertakes when determining if a method is stable
or unstable is called the stability analysis.
We first show how one performs the stability analysis of methods used to solve
ODEs, as this technique and its results will be useful to us later on. Then, we will
show how one performs the stability analysis of methods used to solve PDEs, as this
can predict and explain the numerical results of the MoC schemes that we develop in
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this thesis.
We now present a more rigorous discussion of stability. Suppose we solve the IVP
y′ = f(y, t), y(t0) = y0, (1.33)
with some numerical method, denoting the ideal solution, computed without round-
off error, as Yn, and the actual solution, computed with round-off error, as Un.
Denote the round-off error which arises in the computation of Un as n. We say that
the method is stable if
||U − Y ||∞ ≤ C||||∞, (1.34)
where C is a constant independent of the stepsize h. When analyzing the stability of
a numerical method, one applies the method to the so-called model equation,
y′ = λy, λ ∈ C. (1.35)
Let us explain why this is so. According to (1.34), we define stability in terms of the
deviation between numerical solutions Y and U . Y and U are supposed to match
their corresponding analytical solutions y(t) and u(t). The difference between y and
u satisfies:
(y − u)′ = f(y, t)− f(u, t) ≈ fy(y, t)(y − u). (1.36)
Near any given point (y, t), fy(y, t) can be approximated by a constant, and the
equation for (y − u) takes the form of (1.35). Thus, the model problem (1.35) is the
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linearized form of the original problem (1.33). We perform the stability analysis on
(1.35) because it is usually simpler than (1.33). Depending on the value of λ, which
is the range of values fy takes on in (1.36), a method applied to (1.35) may be stable
or unstable.
1.5.1 Stability Analysis of RK Methods: Simple Euler
To show how one can do this for an RK method, we present the stability analysis of
the SE and ME methods ((1.29) and (1.30), respectively). Applying (1.35) to (1.29),
we have:
k1 = λYn, (1.37a)
Yn+1 = Yn + hk1. (1.37b)
Substituting (1.37a) into (1.37b) yields
Yn+1 = Yn + hλYn, (1.38)
and therefore
Yn+1 − (1 + hλ)Yn = 0. (1.39)
We now present the general procedure that we will use in this thesis to analyze the
stability of a numerical method for ODEs. One needs to solve the simple equation
(1.39). To do this, we follow the procedure used to solve a linear ODE. For example,
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to solve the ODE
y′′ + a1y′ + a0y = 0, a0,1 = const.,
one makes the substitution y = eρt, yielding the polynomial equation
ρ2 + a1ρ+ a0 = 0.
In a similar fashion, we substitute
Yn = ρnY0 (1.40)
into (1.39) to obtain:
ρ− (1 + hλ) = 0. (1.41)
The l.h.s. of (1.41) is called the stability polynomial for the SE method and has the
solution ρ = 1 + hλ. Therefore, from (1.40),
Yn = Y0(1 + hλ)n. (1.42)
For Re(λ) ≤ 0, the actual solution of the model problem, y0eλt, does not increase.
According to (1.42), this will be the case only if |1 + hλ| ≤ 1. Thus, the SE method
is stable when
|1 + hλ| ≤ 1. (1.43)
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Later in this thesis, we will encounter many cases where the stability polynomial is
not linear. However, the stability analysis will be the same. If one obtains a kth-
degree stability polynomial, one will have the k roots ρ1, . . . , ρk, and the method will
be stable for |ρ1| ≤ 1, . . . , |ρk| ≤ 1.
1.5.2 Stability Analysis of RK Methods: Modified Euler
Now let us follow the procedure given in the previous subsection to analyze the
stability of the ME method, (1.30). Applying the model equation (1.35) to (1.30)
gives us:
k1 = λYn, (1.44a)
k2 = λ(Yn + hk1), (1.44b)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
2 (k1 + k2). (1.44c)
Making the appropriate substitutions and simplifying yields:
Yn+1 −
(
1 + hλ+ (hλ)
2
2
)
Yn = 0. (1.45)
We make the substitution (1.40) to obtain the stability polynomial
ρ−
(
1 + hλ+ (hλ)
2
2
)
= 0. (1.46)
Therefore, the ME method is stable for
∣∣∣∣∣1 + hλ+ (hλ)22
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (1.47)
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The stability criterion for the MP method (1.32) is the same as for the ME method.
In fact, all second-order explicit RK methods share the stability polynomial (1.46).
The same can be said of the stability polynomial obtained for third- and fourth-order
explicit RK methods [4].
1.5.3 Stability Analysis of RK Methods: Stability Re-
gions
Recall that in (1.35), λ is a complex number. Thus, the stability criterion for a
numerical method corresponds to a region in the Re(hλ)-Im(hλ) plane. It is easy to
see that the stability criterion for the SE method, (1.43), corresponds to the closed
unit disk centered at Re(hλ) = −1. To see the stability region for the ME method,
one can plot (1.47) to obtain an oval-shaped region with the same center. Both of
these regions are shown in Fig. 1.4.
Examining Fig. 1.4, one can observe that the stability region of the ME method is
“flatter" along the Im(hλ) axis than that of the SE method. This observation will be
quite useful to us for the following reason: systems which we apply the MoC to admit
conserved quantities, and the equations governing these quantities have eigenvalues
that are purely imaginary. Therefore, we can expect to better numerically conserve
these quantities when the boundary of the stability region for the method being used
follows the imaginary axis as closely as possible.
We illustrate the preceding discussion with an example. Consider the equations
of a simple harmonic oscillator,
y′′ = −y, y(0) = 0, y′(0) = 1. (1.48)
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Figure 1.4: Stability regions of the SE (left) and ME (right) methods. The boundary of each
region corresponds to |ρ| = 1, and the interior of each region corresponds to |ρ1| < 1. This
means that for hλ on the boundary, the numerical solution will neither grow nor decay, and
for hλ in the interior, the numerical solution will decay. For hλ outside of each region, the
numerical solution grows.
It is a well-known fact that the harmonic oscillator admits a conserved quantity called
the Hamiltonian, given by
H(v, y) = 12v
2 + U(y), U(y) = −
∫
f(y) dy,
where v = y′ and f(y) = y′. Now, let us solve (1.48) numerically using SE and
ME. The stability region of SE is tangent to the imaginary axis with the minimal
degree of tangency; that is, Re(λh) = O ((Im(λh))2) near the origin. Therefore,
we should expect this method to conserve the Hamiltonian quite poorly. The ME
stability region, however, has a higher degree of tangency to the imaginary axis:
Re(λh) = O ((Im(λh)4) near the origin; so we should expect this method to conserve
the Hamiltonian much better than the SE method. Numerical results verifying this
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hypothesis are shown in Fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Numerical change in the Hamiltonian as a result of integrating (1.48) to t = 100
with SE and ME, using h = 0.02. Notice the disparate vertical scales in the two figures. As
predicted, the ME does a much better job in conserving the Hamiltonian.
Thus, the take-home message of this subsection is the following: When using RK
methods in the MoC, we will seek methods which preserve some of the conserved
quantities, and the ability of a method to do this can be predicted by examining how
closely the boundary of its stability region follows the imaginary axis.
1.6 Prior work
Now with the knowledge of hyperbolic PDEs, the MoC, and RK methods, we will
discuss prior work related to the application of RK methods to the MoC, and will
introduce the systems of hyperbolic PDEs that will be the focus of the analysis
performed in this thesis.
In a recent work [1], the MoC-SE and MoC-ME were applied to a system of hyper-
bolic PDEs. The system considered is one that arises in the study of the propagation
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of light in birefringent optical fibers with Kerr nonlinearity. In its linearized form,
the system has many physical applications, including acousto-optical interactions, in-
teraction of crossed beams in photorefractive materials, interaction of counter- and
co-propagating light waves in a medium with a periodic refractive index, and in the
relativistic field theory. We present the system now, as much of our analysis later on
is based on the same system. The system considered was
S±t + S±x = S± × JˆS∓, (1.49)
where S± ≡ [S±1 , S±2 , S±3 ]T , Jˆ = diag(1,−1, 2), and “ × ” is the cross-product. In
component form, system (1.49) is:
(∂t + ∂x)S+1 = S+3 S−2 − 2S+2 S−3 , (1.50a)
(∂t + ∂x)S+2 = 2S+1 S−3 + S+3 S−1 , (1.50b)
(∂t + ∂x)S+3 = −(S+1 S−2 + S+2 S−1 ), (1.50c)
(∂t − ∂x)S−1 = S−3 S+2 − 2S−2 S+3 , (1.50d)
(∂t − ∂x)S−2 = 2S−1 S+3 + S−3 S+1 , (1.50e)
(∂t − ∂x)S−3 = (∂t + ∂x)S+3 . (1.50f)
A system similar to (1.50) which governs the propagation of two intense counter-
propagating beams in an isotropic optical fiber was studied in [5]. In the numerical
experiments conducted in that paper, the nondimensional time t = 1 corresponds to
approximately 10 nanoseconds, in which time the pulsed beams propagate the length
of a fiber whose approximate length is 2 meters. In this thesis, we will present many
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experimental results which integrate system (1.50) up to the nondimensional time
t = 500. Following the preceding discussion, this corresponds to integrating (1.50)
along a 1-kilometer fiber.
Another system that the MoC-ME has been applied to [6] is the massive Gross–
Neveu model in the relativistic field theory. This system can be written as:
ut + ux = i(|v|2u+ v2u∗)− iv, (1.51a)
vt − vx = i(|u|2v + u2v∗)− iu, (1.51b)
where “ ∗ ” is the complex conjugate. System (1.51) will be featured in our analysis
as well. Evidently, system (1.51) is in the form (1.6), and (1.50) also has that form,
where u1,2, f1,2 are 3-component vectors. This fact will be useful to us later on.
System (1.51) admits two conserved quantities: the Hamiltonian,
H =
∫ [
−i(u∗ux − v∗vx)− 12(uv
∗ + u∗v)2 + (uv∗ + u∗v)
]
dx, (1.52)
and charge,
Q =
∫ (
|u|2 + |v|2
)
dx. (1.53)
In later chapters, we will examine the effect that the MoC has on H and Q.
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2 Second-order MoC schemes
The purpose of this section is to describe the formulation of first- and second-order
MoC schemes, and to provide the details of the von Neumann stability analysis.
2.1 Existing first- and second-order MoC
schemes
As mentioned in Sec. 1.4, MoC schemes have already been developed based on first-
and second-order RK methods. The focus of this thesis will be on the development of
MoC schemes for hyperbolic equations with two straight-line and crossing char-
acteristics. We present now how one can do this using the ME method.
Suppose we have a system of two hyperbolic PDEs, such as (1.6),
w1t + cw1x = f1(w1, w2), (1.6a)
w2t − cw2x = f2(w1, w2), (1.6b)
with characteristics (1.5):
ξ1 = x− ct and ξ2 = x+ ct. (1.5)
We will work with a rescaled t such that c = 1 in what follows. Following the
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derivation of (1.16), one can write (1.6) as
w1t = f1(w1, w2) on ξ1 = const, (2.1a)
w2t = f2(w1, w2) on ξ2 = const. (2.1b)
The numerical solution for the schemes that we will present to solve (2.1) is computed
on the stencil shown in Fig. 2.1. Since on this grid, ∆x = c∆t and c ≡ 1, we denote
∆x = ∆t ≡ h.
We first illustrate how to solve system (2.1) with accuracy O(h) (the SE method,
Figure 2.1: Stencil for the numerical solution of (2.1)
(1.29)), and then with accuracy O(h2) (the ME method, (1.30)). The purpose of
illustrating these simple cases is to explain how the solution of the PDE system (2.1)
differs from a similar ODE system where w1, w2 would have been evolving along the
same characteristic.
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The SE method for the ODE y′(t) = f(y, t) is given by:
k1 = f(Yn, tn), (1.29a)
Yn+1 = Yn + hk1. (1.29b)
When applying scheme (1.29) to the MoC to solve (2.1), we compute the change in
W1 and W2 along each characteristic ξ1, ξ2 separately. When we compute along ξ1,
we treat W1 as Y . The key point is that we also treat W2 as a function of time,
which we approximate from (2.1b).
To demonstrate this, suppose we want to compute W1 at the node (x = m, t =
n+ 1) in Fig. 2.1 (we denote this as (W1)n+1m ). As stated in the previous paragraph,
to compute the change in W1, we compute along ξ1. From Fig. 2.1, we see
that ξ1 is propagating from the node (m − 1, n). Thus, when computing k1,
all arguments of f1 must be evaluated at this same node, (m − 1, n). Let
k11 denote the k1 which will be used in the computation of W1. In general, in what
follows, the notation kij will stand for the “stage derivative" kj in the RK method
computed for the variable Wi. By (1.29a), we will have an equation of the form
k11 = f1
(
(W1)nm−1, tn
)
. (2.2)
Now, recall the key point that along ξ1 we treat W2 as a function of time, and that
all arguments of f1 must be evaluated at this same node. Thus, (2.2) should
be computed by:
k11 = f1
(
(W1)nm−1, (W2)nm−1
)
. (2.3a)
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In a similar fashion, one computes k21 (the k1 which will be used in the computation
of W2) by:
k21 = fr.h.s. of (2.1b)
(
(W2)nm+1, tn
)
≡ f2
(
(W1)nm+1, (W2)nm+1
)
. (2.3b)
Notice that in k21, all arguments of f2 are evaluated at the node from which ξ2
propagates, and that W1 is treated as a function of time.
It is then straightforward to compute (W1,2)n+1m by (1.29b); one simply treats the
Yn term as the node from which the characteristic ξ1,2 is propagating, and uses the
already computed k{1,2}1.
(W1)n+1m = (W1)nm−1 + hk11, (2.3c)
(W2)n+1m = (W2)nm+1 + hk21. (2.3d)
Equations (2.3) form the MoC-SE. Analogous to the ODE, this method has global
accuracy O(h) and hence local accuracy O(h2).
We now present the MoC-ME. Recall the ME method (1.30) for the ODE y′(t) =
f(t, y):
k1 = f(Yn, tn), (1.30a)
k2 = f(Yn + hk1, tn+1), (1.30b)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
2 (k1 + k2). (1.30c)
The MoC-ME will be computed on the same stencil as the MoC-SE. First, the com-
putation of k{1,2}1 is performed exactly how it was done in the MoC-SE.
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Next, one must compute k{1,2}2 by (1.30b). We demonstrate how this is done for
k12. Since ξ1 propagates from (x = m − 1, t = n), and W2 is treated as a function
of time along the characteristic ξ1 = const, the term tn+1 corresponds to W2 at the
next time level. Along the characteristic, this is (W2)n+1m . Therefore, we need the
point (W2)n+1m , but we do not yet have it.
The resolution is simple. The MoC-ME needs to have local accuracy O(h3). How-
ever, each of k1,2 in (1.30) only needs to be computed with local accuracy O(h2), since
according to (1.30c), they will each be multiplied by h, yielding local accuracy O(h3).
Therefore, we only need to compute k2 with accuracy O(h2), which in turn means
that we need an O(h2)-accurate (W2)n+1m . Fortunately, we know how to compute
this O(h2)-accurate solution by MoC-SE (2.3d).
Let W denote the MoC-SE solution. Then, by (1.30b), we have:
k12 = f1
(
(W1)nm−1 + hk11, (W 2)n+1m
)
. (2.4a)
Similarly, when computing k22, one only needs the SE approximation of W1. Then,
one can compute:
k22 = f2
(
(W 1)n+1m , (W2)nm+1 + hk21
)
. (2.4b)
Finally, the computation of (1.30c) is straightforward:
(W1)n+1m = (W1)nm−1 +
h
2 (k11 + k12), (2.4c)
(W2)n+1m = (W2)nm+1 +
h
2 (k21 + k22). (2.4d)
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Equations (2.4), along with (2.3{a,b}) for k{1,2}1 and (2.3{c,d}) for W 1,2, form the
MoC-ME.
Method (2.3) is the MoC-ME, an existing second-order method which has been
the focus of prior research. In this thesis, before considering higher-order methods,
we develop another second-order accurate MoC scheme.
2.2 The MoC Scheme using the Midpoint
Method
The ME method is a well-known second-order RK method used for the numerical
integration of ODEs. As mentioned in Sec. 1.4, another such method is the Midpoint
(MP) method, whose Butcher tableau is:
0
1
2
1
2
0 1
For the ODE y′(t) = f(y, t), the MP method can be written as:
k1 = f(Yn, tn), (2.5a)
k2 = f
(
Yn +
h
2k1, tn+
1
2
)
, (2.5b)
Yn+1 = Yn + hk2. (2.5c)
We proceed in developing an MoC scheme based off method (2.5) for two reasons.
The first reason is to provide another method with local accuracy O(h3) that can be
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used in higher-order MoC schemes. Recall that for the O(h3) local accurate MoC-ME,
we needed an O(h2) solver. As one might expect, for methods that we present later
on that have local accuracy O(h4), we will need a solver of local accuracy O(h3).
The second reason is to present a feature of many MoC schemes which involves
the computation of a point that is not located at a grid point on the stencil. The
importance of this feature will be explained later on.
Before presenting the MoC-MP, let us make the following remark about notations:
For the remainder of this thesis, when describing the general formulation of an MoC
scheme, we will use the following conventions: the solution which propagates along
characteristic ξ1(≡ ξ+) will be referred to as Y +, and that which propagates along
ξ2(≡ ξ−) will be called Y −. (The superscripts reflect the direction in which the
solution propagates.) The corresponding f1 and f2 will be f+ and f−. Finally, the
corresponding ith stage derivatives will be denoted k+i and k−i .
The MoC-MP will be computed on the stencil shown in Fig. 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Stencil for the MoC-MP. Solid lines represent actual grid lines, and dashed lines
represent the characteristics. Dotted lines are not on the actual grid; we include them to
reference a point which we compute that does not lie on the grid.
We now proceed with our formulation of the MoC-MP. We will explain how one
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computes the point (Y +)n+1m , and the explanation for how one computes (Y −)n+1m
follows the same procedure.
To compute (Y +)n+1m , we only need to look at the left-most panel of Fig. 2.2. The
first stage derivative, k+1 , is computed the same way as in the MoC-SE and MoC-ME.
We state the formulation here to exhibit the new notations.
k+1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1, (Y −)nm−1
)
. (2.6a)
As we have established, when computing along ξ+, Y − is treated as a function of
time. Therefore, when computing k+2 , we need the point (Y −)
n+1/2
m−1/2 (see 2.5b). We
compute this point as follows:
(Y −)n+1/2m−1/2 = (Y −)nm +
h
2f
− ((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm) . (2.6b)
This is the SE method with stepsize h/2, and thus has the required local accuracy
O(h2). This is the first instance where we have computed a point that is not a
grid point. This gives us all of the required ingredients to compute k+2 :
k+2 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1 +
h
2k
+
1 , (Y −)
n+1/2
m−1/2
)
. (2.6c)
Finally, by (2.5c), we have:
(Y +)n+1m = (Y +)nm−1 + hk+2 . (2.6d)
When computing (Y −)n+1m , one only needs to examine the right-most panel of Fig.
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2.2. Following similar logic as above, one obtains:
k−1 = f−
(
(Y +)nm+1, (Y −)nm+1
)
, (2.6e)
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2 = (Y +)nm +
h
2f
+
(
(Y +)nm, (Y −)nm
)
, (2.6f)
k−2 = f−
(
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2, (Y −)nm+1 +
h
2k
−
1
)
, (2.6g)
(Y −)n+1m = (Y −)nm+1 + hk−2 . (2.6h)
Together, equations (2.6) form the MoC-MP.
2.3 Stability analysis
In Sec. 1.5, we performed the stability analysis of numerical methods for ODEs. In
this section, we describe and perform the stability analysis of the MoC for a system
of hyperbolic PDEs. The system for which we will present the details of our analysis
is System (1.50), found in Sec. 1.6.
2.3.1 Linearization of System (1.50)
Before we begin the stability analysis, it will be useful for us to linearize system
(1.50). Indeed, we explain in the next subsection that linearization is the first step
of the subsequent stability analysis.
Linearization is always performed on the background of some known solution. It
can be shown that the system (1.50) has the constant solution
S±1,3 = 0, S±2 = ±1. (2.7)
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To linearize (1.50), we set
S±j = S±j0 + s±j , j = 1, 2, 3, (2.8)
where S±j0 are the components of the solution (2.7) and s±j are small ( 1) perturba-
tions. Substituting (2.8) into (1.50a) yields:
(∂t + ∂x)s+1 = s+3 (s−2 − 1)− 2s−3 (s+2 + 1)
= −s+3 − 2s−3 +O(s+3 s−2 ) +O(s−3 s+2 ). (2.9)
Since the O(s±3 s∓2 ) terms are much smaller than the other two terms, they can be
ignored. Performing a similar analysis for all of the equations in (1.50) gives us:
(∂t + ∂x)s+1 = −s+3 − 2s−3 , (2.10a)
(∂t + ∂x)s+2 = 0, (2.10b)
(∂t + ∂x)s+3 = s+1 − s−1 , (2.10c)
(∂t − ∂x)s−1 = s−3 + 2s+3 , (2.10d)
(∂t − ∂x)s−2 = 0, (2.10e)
(∂t − ∂x)s−3 = s+1 − s−1 . (2.10f)
Written in matrix form, system (2.10) is:
st + Σsx = Ps, (2.11a)
(s±2 )t ± (s±2 )x = 0, (2.11b)
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where in (2.11a), s = (s+1 , s+3 , s−1 , s−3 )T and
Σ = diag(I,−I), P =
P++ P+−
P−+ P−−
 , (2.12)
and in (2.12)
I =
1 0
0 1
 , P++ =
0 −1
1 0
 , P+− = −
0 2
1 0
 ,
P−− = −P++, P−+ = −P+−. (2.13)
2.3.2 General idea behind the von Neumann stability
analysis
The procedure we will follow to analyze the stability of the MoC schemes in this
thesis is the von Neumann stability analysis. The von Neumann analysis is applied
to systems of the form
y′ + Ayx = f (y) , (2.14)
where y′ ≡ yt and f is a nonlinear vector function. As in the stability analysis of
ODEs, our goal is to determine how the error behaves as one integrates in time. Thus,
the first step is to linearize f , as we did for the model problem y′ = λy. The result of
this linearization is:
y˜′ + Ay˜x = By˜, (2.15)
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where B is the Jacobian matrix corresponding to f , and y˜ ≡ y− y0, where y0 is the
known solution whose small perturbations, y˜, we are analyzing. In what follows we
omit the tilde, as the “full" y of Eq. (2.14) will not appear again.
To enable the von Neumann analysis, which is essentially based on the spatial
discrete Fourier transform, we assume
y(xm, tn) = eikxmρnu = eikmhρnu, (2.16)
with k ∈ [−kmax, kmax) and kmax = pi/h and u an eigenvector of a matrix which
will appear later on. Additionally, we must impose periodic boundary conditions,
meaning
(y)n−1 ≡ (y)nM , (y)nM+1 ≡ (y)n0 ,
where M + 1 is the number of spatial grid points and m = 0, 1, . . . ,M . Substituting
(2.16) into (2.15), one obtains an equation for ρn of the form
ρn+1 = Φ(z)ρn, z = kh, (2.17)
where z ∈ [−pi, pi), as follows from the range for k stated after (2.16). Examples of
Φ(z) will be given in the next subsection and also in later chapters. Following the
analysis in Sec. 1.5, one solves (2.17) for ρ, obtaining a solution which depends on z
that tells us how the error behaves in the method. For the method to be stable, we
will require, similarly to (1.43) and (1.47), that |ρ| ≤ 1 for all z ∈ [−pi, pi). Through
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(2.16), we can write (2.17) equivalently as:
(y)n+1m = Φ(z)(y)nm. (2.18)
Equations of the form (2.18) are those which we seek in the von Neumann analysis.
2.3.3 Simple example of the von Neumann analysis (MoC-
SE)
We will first illustrate how one applies the von Neumann analysis to the MoC-SE,
(2.3), when used to solve (1.50). In what follows, we will use these notations: bold-
faced letters with no underline refer to the 4 × 1 vector of all components (e.g.
k1 = (k+11, k+13, k−11, k−13)T ). Boldfaced letters with an underline and superscript “ + ”
or “ − ” refer to the 2 × 1 vector of components corresponding to the superscript
(e.g. k1+ = (k+11, k+13)T ). We also introduce the convention that stage derivatives will
be indexed at the node from which they propagate. Note that when analyzing the
stability of (1.50), we ignore the s2 components, since the r.h.s. of (2.10b) and (2.10e)
is zero and will therefore have no effect on the stability of any method.
Applying (2.3a) and (2.3b) to the linearized system (2.11) yields:

(
k1+
)n
m−1(
k1−
)n
m+1
 =
P++ P+−O O
 (s)nm−1 +
 O O
P−+ P−−
 (s)nm+1, (2.19)
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where O is the 2× 2 zero matrix. We now substitute (2.16) into (2.19) to obtain:

(
k1+
)n
m−1(
k1−
)n
m+1
 =
P++ P+−O O
 diag(eik(m−1)hI)ρn +
 O O
P−+ P−−
 diag(eik(m+1)hI)ρn
= eikmhρn

P++ P+−O O
 diag(e−ikhI) +
 O O
P−+ P−−
 diag(eikhI)

=

P++ P+−O O
 diag(e−izI) +
 O O
P−+ P−−
 diag(eizI)
 (s)nm
= QP (s)nm ≡ K1 (s)nm, (2.20)
where
Q = exp[−izΣ]. (2.21)
We follow a similar process when applying (2.3c) and (2.3d) to (2.11) to obtain:
(s)n+1m = Q(s)nm + hK1(s)nm = [Q(I + hP)] (s)nm, (2.22)
where in (2.20) I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. Equation (2.22) is in the desired
form (2.18), telling us that after a large enough number of iterations N , the size of
the perturbations (s)Nm will be proportional to |λmax|N , where λmax is the largest in
magnitude eigenvalue of
Φ(z) = Q(I + hP). (2.23)
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(See Appendix B for a more in-depth discussion of this.) We plot λmax of this matrix
for z ∈ [0, pi] in Fig. 2.3; the plot for z ∈ [−pi, 0] is symmetric relative to z = 0 and
therefore is not plotted, here and everywhere below.
Equations (2.18), (2.21), and (2.23) illustrate the statement, made in Sec. 1.3,
that MoC schemes preserve the linear dispersion relation (1.20) for system (2.11).
Indeed, (2.18) implies that the frequency ω of the numerical solution is an eigenvalue
of − ln(Φ)/(ih). Then, (2.21) and (2.23) imply that for k  1,
ω = − (ln Q +O(h)) /(ih) = ±k (1 +O(1/|k|)) ,
which agrees with (1.20).
In the von Neumann analysis of the MoC-ME (2.4), one obtains the stability
matrix
Φ(z) = 12 [Q + (I + hP)Q(I + hP)] . (2.24)
Some details of the derivation of (2.24) are found in [1]. Conceptually similar steps
of a derivation are presented for the MoC-MP scheme in the next subsection. The
largest eigenvalues for matrix (2.24) are plotted in Fig. 2.3. As explained in Appendix
B, the largest eigenvalues imply that the instability growth rate is O(h).
In Fig. 2.4, the results of this analysis are verified numerically. Appendix B
discusses the numerical simulation, and how it agrees with the von Neumann analysis,
in greater detail.
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Figure 2.3: Maximum eigenvalue of (2.23) (left) and (2.24) (right) for z ∈ [0, pi] and
h = 0.01. For the MoC-SE, the value on the y-axis is larger than 1 for all z, meaning
that this method is unstable, with the largest instability occurring at z = 0 and z = pi.
For the MoC-ME, the “worst-case" eigenvalue occurs at z = pi/2, with the value on the
y-axis equal to 1. This means that a milder instability occurs for this method at modes
in the middle of the Fourier spectrum. Both methods have a growth rate of O(h2) in the
instability. Appendix B contains more quantitative details.
Figure 2.4: Logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error when solving (1.50) with the
MoC-SE (left) and MoC-ME (right) at t = 500. In both cases, the stepsize used was
h = 0.01. Both plots qualitatively agree with the results predicted by the von Neumann
analysis, shown and described in Fig. 2.3; also see Appendix B. In Fig. 2.3, the worst-case
eigenvalue for the MoC-SE is shown to be approximately 3 times larger than that for the
MoC-ME. This agrees with the ratio of the error in the plots shown above; see Appendix B.
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2.3.4 von Neumann stability analysis of the MoC-MP
We now perform the von Neumann stability analysis of the MoC-MP. Applying (2.6a)
and (2.6e) to (2.11) and following the general procedure of the analysis yields, as it
did in the MoC-SE,
K1 ≡

(
k1+
)n
m−1(
k1−
)n
m+1
 = QP (s)nm. (2.25)
Next, we apply (2.6b) and (2.6f) to (2.11) to obtain:
(s+)
n+1/2
m+1/2
(s−)n+1/2m−1/2
 = (s)nm + h2P(s)nm =
(
I + h2P
)
(s)nm ≡ S1(s)nm. (2.26)
Because (2.26) is automatically written in terms of (s)nm, there is no need to make
the substitution (2.16). To simplify the analysis when applying (2.6c) and (2.6g) to
(2.11), we define
(
Y˚ +
)
m
= (Y +)nm−1 +
h
2 (k
+
1 )nm−1, (2.27a)(
Y˚ −
)
m
= (Y −)nm+1 +
h
2 (k
−
1 )nm+1. (2.27b)
Then, (2.6c) and (2.6g) can be written as:
(k+2 )nm−1 = f+
((
Y˚ +
)
m
, (Y −)n+1/2m−1/2
)
, (2.28a)
(k−2 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2,
(
Y˚ −
)
m
)
. (2.28b)
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Linearization of (2.27) yields, similarly to (2.22):
(˚s)m =
[
Q
(
I + h2P
)]
(s)nm ≡ S2(s)nm. (2.29)
Now applying (2.28a) and (2.28b) to (2.11) and linearizing gives us:
(k2
+)nm−1
(k2−)nm+1
 =
P++ OO P−−
 (˚s)m +
 O P+−
P−+ O

(s+)
n+1/2
m+1/2
(s−)n+1/2m−1/2

= [PdiagS2 + PoffdiagS1] (s)nm ≡ K2(s)nm. (2.30)
Finally, according to (2.6d) and (2.6h) we have:
(s)n+1m =
(s)nm−1
(s)nm+1
+ h
(k2
+)nm−1
(k2−)nm+1
 . (2.31)
Upon making the substitutions (2.16) and (2.30) and simplifying, we obtain:
(s)n+1m = [Q + hK2] (s)nm. (2.32)
Making the appropriate substitutions, one finds the explicit form of the stability
matrix:
Φ(z) = Q + h
[
(PdiagQ + Poffdiag)
(
I + h2P
)]
. (2.33)
The largest eigenvalues of (2.33), along with the results of a numerical simulation,
are shown in Fig. 2.5. From the plot and the analysis in Appendix B, one can see
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that the growth rate of the instability in the MoC-MP is O(h), the same as in the
MoC-SE and MoC-ME.
Figure 2.5: The left pane shows the largest eigenvalue of (2.33) over the Fourier spectrum
with h = 0.01. The strongly unstable are the highest Fourier harmonics with z . pi. The
right pane shows the logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of error at t = 350 that results from
integrating (2.10) with the MoC-MP. If one were to integrate to t = 500 as we did with the
MoC-SE and MoC-ME, the solution would be completely destroyed.
2.4 Concluding remarks
We now comment on similarities and differences between the MoC-ME and MoC-MP
that motivate the rest of the work presented in this thesis. The ME and MP are both
second-order RK methods, and therefore have the same stability characteristics when
it comes to solving ODEs. This might lead one to suspect that they share similar
stability characteristics when used in the MoC. However, as shown in Sec. 2.3, this
is not the case, as the MoC-ME has a mild instability for modes in the center of
the Fourier spectrum, while the MoC-MP has a stronger instability at the end of the
spectrum.
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In Chapter 3, we will present MoC schemes based on third- and fourth-order RK
methods, both of which will have a growth rate in their instability that is O(1), rather
than O(h). In further chapters, we will shift our focus from explicit RK methods to
the so-called pseudo Runge–Kutta methods, whose stability characteristics when used
in the MoC will be more akin to those of the MoC-ME.
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3 The MoC Scheme using classical RK
methods
In Sec. 1.3.2, we explained that only first- and second order-accurate explicit MoC
schemes have been reported thus far for systems with two crossing characteristics.
In Chapter 2, we described these methods: the MoC-SE, MoC-ME, and MoC-MP.
The main focus of this chapter will be to introduce an MoC scheme which uses the
classical third-order RK method (cRK3) as the ODE solver. In principle, this is
a third-order accurate MoC scheme, but as will be shown, this scheme possesses
undesirable qualities in terms of numerical stability. We will also present variations
of the cRK3 that can be used in the MoC, and will briefly discuss the construction
and results of a fourth-order scheme.
3.1 The classical third-order RK method
The cRK3 method has the Butcher tableau:
0
1
2
1
2
1 −1 2
1
6
2
3
1
6
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For clarity, we will write out each stage of the method:
k1 = f(Yn, tn), (3.1a)
k2 = f
(
Yn +
h
2k1, tn+1/2
)
, (3.1b)
k3 = f (Yn − hk1 + 2hk2, tn+1) , (3.1c)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
6 (k1 + 4k2 + k3) . (3.1d)
Following the analysis in Sec. 1.5, the cRK3 is stable for
∣∣∣∣∣1 + hλ+ (hλ)22 + (hλ)
3
6
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (3.2)
The corresponding stability region is plotted in Fig. 3.1, along with the region for
the ME.
Figure 3.1: Stability regions of the cRK3 and ME. The right pane shows that the cRK3
maintains a higher degree of tangency to the imaginary axis than the ME.
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The motivation to develop an MoC scheme using the cRK3 is twofold: first, since
the cRK3 is third-order accurate, one will obtain a more accurate numerical solution
than one will obtain using a second-order scheme; and second, the cRK3 should be
expected to do a better job of preserving some of the conserved quantities admitted
by a system of hyperbolic equations. This follows from Fig. 3.1 and the discussion in
Sec. 1.5.3.
3.2 The MoC using the cRK3
We now present how one can formulate the MoC using the cRK3. The stencil for this
method will be the same stencil used for the MoC-MP. We insert the figure below for
the reader’s convenience.
Figure 3.2: Stencil for the MoC-cRK3
Following the analysis in Sec. 2, (3.1a) leads to the following equations in the
MoC setup:
(k+1 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1, (Y −)nm−1
)
, (3.3a)
(k−1 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y +)nm+1, (Y −)nm+1
)
. (3.3b)
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Eventually, to compute the cRK3 solution at time level n+ 1, we will need auxiliary
solutions at that time level with local accuracy O(h2) and O(h3). We compute these
by the MoC-SE and MoC-ME, respectively. As this will be a common feature of many
methods which we develop, we will denote solutions computed by MoC-SE with an
overline and solutions computed by MoC-ME with a double-dot.
(
Y
+)n+1
m
= (Y +)nm−1 + h(k+1 )nm−1, (3.3c)(
Y
−)n+1
m
= (Y −)nm+1 + h(k−1 )nm+1, (3.3d)(
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y +)nm−1 +
(
Y
+)n+1
m
+ hf+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
, (3.3e)(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y −)nm+1 +
(
Y
−)n+1
m
+ hf−
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
. (3.3f)
Equations (3.3e) and (3.3f) are different than Eqs. (2.4), which was our formu-
lation of the MoC-ME in Chapter 2. However, it is not difficult to show that the
formulations are equivalent. It may be useful to point out that while the (m,n)-index
of k±i is the index of the node from which ki is constructed, the index of Y
± or Y¨ ± is
that of the node at which this auxiliary solution is obtained.
New issues with the MoC-cRK3 begin to arise with the calculation of the second
stage derivative, k2. Let us explain this for k+2 . According to (3.1b), treating Y − as
a function of time along ξ+, we need:
(k+2 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1 +
h
2 (k
+
1 )nm−1, (Y −)
n+1/2
m−1/2
)
. (3.3g)
Recall that in the MoC-MP, we encountered the same term (Y −)n+1/2m−1/2, and had to
compute it with local accuracy O(h2). For similar reasons, in the MoC-cRK3 we
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must compute this term with local accuracy O(h3), which thus is new compared to
the MoC-MP. One way to compute this point is to first find the point (Y¨ −)n+1m−1 by
the MoC-ME, which is a second-order scheme and thus has the local error O(h3), as
desired. Then, using this point and the available solution (Y −)nm, one can interpolate
the desired term using a Taylor series. We demonstrate this process below.
Expanding the desired term in a third-order Taylor series gives us:
(Y −)n+1/2m−1/2 = (Y −)nm +
h
2
[
(Y −)nm
]′
+ (h/2)
2
2
[
(Y −)nm
]′′
+O(h3)
= (Y −)nm +
h
2f
−((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm) +
h2
8
[
(Y −)nm
]′′
+O(h3). (3.4a)
Thus, to approximate (Y −)n+1/2m−1/2 with the desired accuracy O(h3), we need to know
each of the three terms on the r.h.s. of (3.4a). We know the first two terms but not
the third. To obtain the yet unknown [(Y −)nm]
′′, we expand the term that we have
already computed with local accuracy O(h3), (Y¨ −)n+1m−1, in a Taylor series:
(Y¨ −)n+1m−1 = (Y −)nm + hf−((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm) +
h2
2
[
(Y −)nm
]′′
+O(h3). (3.4b)
Solving (3.4b) for [(Y −)nm]
′′, substituting the result into (3.4a), and simplifying yields:
(Y −)n+1/2m−1/2 =
3
4(Y
−)nm +
1
4(Y¨
−)n+1m−1 +
h
4f
−((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm). (3.3h)
Therefore, one can compute (3.3g) with the desired accuracy using (3.3h). By the
same token, the second stage derivative for the negative component,
(k−2 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2, (Y −)nm+1 +
h
2 (k
−
1 )nm+1
)
, (3.3i)
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can be computed using:
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2 =
3
4(Y
+)nm +
1
4(Y¨
−)n+1m+1 +
h
4f
+((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm). (3.3j)
According to (3.1c), to compute (k±3 )nm∓1, we need the solution at time level n+1 with
local accuracy O(h2). Conveniently, this has already been computed by the MoC-ME
in (3.3{e,f}), so we have:
(k+3 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1 − h((k+1 )nm−1 − 2(k+2 )nm−1), (Y¨ −)n+1m
)
, (3.3k)
(k−3 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y¨ +)n+1m , (Y −)nm+1 − h((k−1 )nm+1 − 2(k−2 )nm+1)
)
. (3.3l)
Finally, by (3.1d),
(Y +)n+1m = (Y +)nm−1 +
h
6
(
(k+1 )nm−1 + 4(k+2 )nm−1 + (k+3 )nm−1
)
, (3.3m)
(Y −)n+1m = (Y −)nm+1 +
h
6
(
(k−1 )nm+1 + 4(k−2 )nm+1 + (k−3 )nm+1
)
. (3.3n)
Equations (3.3) form the MoC-cRK3. Notice that, when designing this method, we
had three degrees of freedom: choosing how to compute (Y ±)n+1/2m∓1/2, choosing which
second-order method to use in this computation, and choosing which second-order
method to use in the computation of k3. We will exploit these degrees of freedom
later on in this chapter.
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3.3 von Neumann analysis of the MoC-cRK3
By looking at Fig. 3.1, one might make the correct assumption that the cRK3 would
be a better method to use when solving ODEs than the ME if one hoped to preserve
stability. One, however, cannot apply this logic when using the cRK3 in the MoC, as
we will show in this subsection.
Let us analyze the stability of the cRK3 when applied to the system (1.50). Fol-
lowing the procedure of the von Neumann analysis presented in Chapter 2, we find
the stability matrix
Φ(z) = Q + h6 [K1 + 4K2 +K3] , (3.4)
where Q is defined in (2.21), K{1,2,3} are given by
K1 = QP, (3.5a)
K2 = Pdiag
(
Q + h2K1
)
+ PoffdiagS1, (3.5b)
K3 = PdiagS2 + PoffidagS3, (3.5c)
P is defined in (2.12),
S1 = 18 [8I + (4I + hP)hP] , (3.5d)
S2 = Q− h (K1 − 2K2) , (3.5e)
S3 = 12 [Q + (I + hP)Q(I + hP)] , (3.5f)
and I is the 4× 4 identity matrix. The von Neumann stability plot is shown in Fig.
50
3.3.
Following the analysis of Appendix B, one finds that the growth rate of the insta-
bility in the MoC-cRK3 is O(1). Let us explain why this is so. In the equation
|λ| = 1 + chα, (3.6)
we seek the exponent α. Fig. 3.3 tells us
|λ| − 1
h21
= 16 and |λ| − 1
h22
= 8, (3.7)
where h1 = 0.01 and h2 = 0.02. Using (3.6), one finds from (3.7) that chα1/h21 = 16
and ch2/h22 = 8, or h2−α1 /h2−α2 = 16/8, whence α = 1. Therefore,
|λ|n = |λ|t/h = (1 + ch)t/h ≈ ect, (3.8)
meaning that the growth rate in the error of the solution is c = O(1). Indeed,
following the analysis of Appendix B, for h = 0.01 one has c ≈ 0.17. Due to this
large (i.e., O(1))) growth rate, any numerical solution will turn into complete garbage
rather quickly. This is shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.4 Alternative formulations of the MoC-cRK3
At the end of Sec. 3.2, we mentioned that one has many degrees of freedom when
designing the MoC-cRK3. In this subsection, we take advantage of these freedoms
and present alternative formulations of the MoC-cRK3, and then comment on the
stability of the resulting methods.
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Figure 3.3: von Neumann stability plot for the cRK3 using h = 0.01 and h = 0.02. In both
cases, we see a large instability at the harmonics with z . pi. This is similar to the behavior
we observed in the MoC-MP, except here the instability is significantly larger.
3.4.1 Second-order solver used in the MoC-cRK3
Recall that in the computation of k2 at time level n (see (3.1b),(3.3g),(3.3i)), we
needed a solution at time level n+ 1/2 with local accuracy O(h3). The computation
of this point required the solution at time level n + 1 with local accuracy O(h3),
which was used again in k3. In our previous formulation of the MoC-cRK3, we
computed the O(h3)-local accurate solution at level n + 1 by the MoC-ME. Any
second-order method would have been appropriate for this computation, though,
such as the MoC-MP. When the MoC-MP is used, we refer to the method as MoC-
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Figure 3.4: Fourier spectrum of the error produced by the MoC-cRK3 when solving (1.50)
using h = 0.01. The left pane shows the results at t = 100, and the right pane shows the
results at t = 200. In the left pane, notice the instability at z . pi, which agrees with the
von Neumann analysis (Fig. 3.3). By t = 200, this instability has grown quite large, and
has begun to infect the spectrum at nearby harmonics. The maximum error in the solution
here is much greater than the exact solution itself, so the solution is essentially destroyed.
By t = 250, this error will explode and become too large for the machine to handle.
MPA-cRK3, where “MPA" stands for “Midpoint-Assisted." (Following this notation,
the scheme we presented in Sec. 3.2 would be called the MoC-MEA-cRK3. After this
chapter, this will be the only MoC-RK3 scheme we use again, and thus will omit the
-MEA when referring to this scheme.)
The equations for the MoC-MPA-cRK3 are the same as Eqs. (3.3), except we
replace (3.3{c,d,e,f}) with the MoC-MP. This looks like:
(
Y
+)n+1/2
m+1/2
= (Y +)nm +
h
2f
+
(
(Y +)nm, (Y −)nm
)
, (3.6a)(
Y
−)n+1/2
m−1/2 = (Y
−)nm +
h
2f
− ((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm) , (3.6b)(
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
= (Y +)nm−1 + hf+
((
Y
+)n+1/2
m−1/2 ,
(
Y
−)n+1/2
m−1/2
)
, (3.6c)(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
= (Y −)nm+1 + hf−
((
Y
+)n+1/2
m+1/2
,
(
Y
−)n+1/2
m+1/2
)
. (3.6d)
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(Eqs. (3.6) are equivalent to the MoC-MP derived in Chapter 2.) The MoC-MP
solution is given by (Y¨ ±)n+1m , and one uses this exactly how is written in the remainder
of Eqs. (3.3). The results of the von Neumann stability analysis of the MoC-MPA-
cRK3 will be shown later on.
3.4.2 Other RK3 schemes
Thus far, we have only presented third-order MoC schemes based on the classical
RK3, (3.1). One can, however, use any RK3 scheme. Any explicit RK3 scheme has
the form
0
b2 a21
b3 a31 a32
c1 c2 c3
(3.7)
If one takes b2 and b3 as free parameters, it can be shown [7] that the remaining
coefficients can be found by solving the six equations
a21 = b2, (3.8a)
a31 + a32 = b3, (3.8b)
b2c2 + b3c3 =
1
2 , (3.8c)
b22c2 + b23c3 =
1
3 , (3.8d)
a32b2c3 =
1
6 , (3.8e)
c1 + c2 + c3 = 1. (3.8f)
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When designing MoC schemes, it is convenient to have b2 and b3 equal 1/2 or 1
(otherwise, the numerical grid becomes very complicated). Taking b2 = 1/2 and
b3 = 1 yields the cRK3. Taking b2 = 1 and b3 = 1/2 yields the following scheme,
known as the Strong Stability Preserving RK3 (SSPRK3).
0
1 1
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
6
1
6
2
3
(3.9)
Deriving the MoC-SSPRK3 follows the same process as the MoC-cRK3: one must
first compute solutions with local accuracy O(h3) at time levels n + 1 and n + 1/2,
then appropriately evaluate the functions and combine terms. Later, we will show
the results of the von Neumann analysis of the MoC-MEA-SSPRK3 and MoC-MPA-
SSPRK3.
3.4.3 Computation of the solution at time level n+ 1/2
In all of the MoC-RK3 schemes presented thus far, when computing the solution at
time level n + 1, we have needed an O(h3)-local accurate solution at the time level
n + 1/2. As described in Sec. 3.2, we interpolated this point through the use of a
Taylor series. This is, however, only one of the many ways this can be done.
Recall that in the MoC-MP (a second-order method), we faced a similar problem
where we needed the solution at time level n + 1/2 with local accuracy O(h2). This
was accomplished by using the MoC-SE (a first-order method) with stepsize h/2. In
complete analogy, in MoC-RK3 schemes, we can use any second-order method with
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stepsize h/2 to compute the desired point.
For example, using the MoC-ME with stepsize h/2, one has:
(
Y¨ +
)n+1/2
m+1/2
= 12
[
(Y +)nm +
h
2f
+
((
Y
+)n+1/2
m+1/2
,
(
Y
−)n+1/2
m+1/2
)]
, (3.10a)
(
Y¨ −
)n+1/2
m−1/2 =
1
2
[
(Y −)nm +
h
2f
−
((
Y
+)n+1/2
m−1/2 ,
(
Y
−)n+1/2
m−1/2
)]
, (3.10b)
where the
(
Y
±)n+1/2 are identical to those computed in (3.6a) and (3.6b). One could
also, of course, use the MoC-MP with stepsize h/2. We will present results using the
MoC-ME in the MoC-cRK3, and will refer to the resulting method as MoC-cRK3-
ME/2
3.4.4 von Neumann stability analysis of other MoC-RK3
schemes
In this subsection, we present the results of the von Neumann stability analysis of
four of the aforementioned methods: MoC-MPA-cRK3, MoC-MEA-SSPRK3, MoC-
MPA-SSPRK3, and MoC-cRK3-ME/2. We omit the details of the stability analysis,
as they are similar to those given in Sec. 3.3. The von Neumann stability plots are
shown in Fig. 3.5.
Based on the results shown in Fig. 3.5, we see that there is no obvious advantage
in using one type of MoC-RK3 scheme over another. Due to the growth rate of
the instability being O(1), the numerical solution of (1.50) will be destroyed after a
relatively short computation time if these methods are used.
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Figure 3.5: von Neumann stability plots of the other MoC-RK3 schemes, using h = 0.01.
They are all qualitatively similar to the stability plot for the MoC-cRK3 (Fig. 3.4), with a
large instability at z . pi. These instabilities all have the growth rate O(1).
3.5 The MoC using the classical RK4
In this section, we will briefly describe an MoC scheme using the classical fourth-order
RK (cRK4) method as the ODE solver. The brevity of our discussion here is due to
the fact that the MoC-cRK4 exhibits the same strong instability as the MoC-cRK3
and thus possesses no advantage over the latter scheme for long-time computation.
The cRK4 is perhaps the most well-known explicit RK method. Its Butcher
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tableau is given by:
0
1
2
1
2
1
2 0
1
2
1 0 0 1
1
6
1
3
1
3
1
6
(3.11)
Examining the left-most column of the tableau, one can deduce that in the MoC-
cRK4, one will need the solutions (Y ±)n+1/2 and (Y ±)n+1 with local accuracy O(h4).
Methods to find the (Y ±)n+1/2 solution include interpolation using a fourth-order
Taylor series, or calculation using an MoC-RK3 scheme with stepsize h/2. The latter
method requires the solution (Y ±)n+1/4, so in practice the former method is easier to
implement. To compute (Y ±)n+1, one simply uses their favorite MoC-RK3 scheme
and then interpolates similarly to (3.3h) and (3.3j). Appendix C shows this interpo-
lation.
Figure 3.6 shows the results of the von Neumann stability analysis applied to
the MoC-cRK4 using Taylor series interpolation and MoC-cRK3. These plots are
similar to those produced in the analysis of the MoC-cRK3, so we conclude that the
MoC-cRK4 is similarly strongly unstable.
3.6 Concluding remarks
One of the take home-messages of Chapters 2 and 3 is this: MoC schemes using
explicit RK methods as the ODE solver tend to be unstable. Therefore, we abandon
all hope of developing a stable MoC scheme based on any higher-order explicit RK
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Figure 3.6: von Neumann stability plots of the MoC-cRK4 with different values of h. We
see the same type of instability that arises in the MoC-RK3 schemes, as well as a growth
in the instability that is O(1).
schemes. Fortunately, this does not mean that the main objective of this thesis
has been compromised. In Chapter 4, we will discuss pseudo-RK methods, which
are explicit methods based on RK and multistep methods, in the ODE context. In
Chapters 5 and 6, we will show that stable third- and fourth-order MoC schemes can
be developed using pseudo-RK methods as the ODE solver.
For the developments in the subsequent chapters, it is important to reflect on
the question: Why did the MoC-RK3 and MoC-cRK4 schemes essentially fail (to be
stable)? We do not know an answer to this. However, from our extensive experimen-
tation with various versions of these schemes, we have surmised that the culprit may
be the fact that they all required evaluation of the solution at a virtual node such as
(m+ 1/2, n+ 1/2). We have accepted this hypothesis and therefore seek methods that
require solution values only at the actual nodes (like the MoC-ME). This leads us to
consider the pseudo-RK methods, described next.
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4 Pseudo-Runge–Kutta Methods for
ODEs
In this chapter, we will present the idea behind pseudo-Runge–Kutta (pRK) schemes
for the numerical integration of ODEs. As we will show in Chapter 5, the MoC-pRK
schemes for hyperbolic PDEs (1.6) are free of the strong instability that we discovered
and described in Chapter 3.
To begin, we will present third- and fourth-order pRK schemes first proposed in [8].
Then, we will explain a modified version of these methods described in [9]. After
this, we will derive our own fourth-order pRK scheme. Finally, we will investigate
the stability of these methods and present some numerical results.
4.1 Framework of pRK schemes
The main idea behind pRK schemes is simple. Recall that in explicit RK schemes, one
computes the numerical solution at the next step, Yn+1, by strategically combining
certain function evaluations involving the available solution, Yn. In pRK schemes, one
advances to Yn+1 by using the information available at Yn and that which is available
at previous nodes (e.g. Yn−1). The Butcher tableau of a pRK scheme takes the form
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below.
0
b2 a21
b3 a31 a32
... ... ... . . .
bm am1 am2 · · · am(m−1)
c11 c12 · · · c1m
c21 c22 · · · c1m
... ... . . . ...
cs1 cs2 · · · csm
The upper part of this tableau has the same meaning as usual (see Sec. 1.4) and
governs how one computes the stage derivatives ki, i = 1, . . . ,m. The lower portion
involving the terms cij, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , s, has the following meaning:
Yn+1 = Yn + h
s∑
j=1
m∑
i=1
cji(ki)n−s+1 (4.1)
where (ki)n−s+1 refers to stage derivative i computed with the solution Yn−s+1. In
this thesis, s will never be greater than 3.
4.2 pRK methods of Byrne and Lambert
The first people to propose the framework discussed in Sec. 4.1 were G. Byrne and R.
Lambert in [8]. In this section, we will present their third- and fourth-order methods.
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4.2.1 The third-order pRK scheme of Byrne and Lambert
Byrne and Lambert’s third-order scheme involves the computation of two stage deriva-
tives at the current step and the use of these derivatives found in the previous step.
Thus, the tableau has the following form:
0
b2 a21
c11 c12
c21 c22
(4.2)
The coefficients in method (4.2) are entirely determined by b2 and are given by:
a21 = b2, (4.3a)
c11 =
−5 + 18b2
12b2
, (4.3b)
c12 =
5
12b2
, (4.3c)
c21 =
5− 6b2
12b2
, (4.3d)
c22 = − 512b2 . (4.3e)
When developing an MoC scheme, it is beneficial for the user to have a method with
b2 = 1. Indeed, according to (1.27b), the stage derivative k2 is evaluated at tn + b2h.
Thus, using b2 = 1 obviates the need to evaluate the solution outside of the actual
nodes. As noted in Sec. 3.6, this is precisely the property that we seek.
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According to Eqs. (4.3), method (4.2) with b2 = 1 is:
0
1 1
13
12
5
12
−1
12
−5
12
(4.4)
We will refer to method (4.4) as the pRK3. For clarity, the equations of the pRK3
for the ODE y′ = f(Y, t) are:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (4.5a)
(k2)n = f(Yn + h(k1)n, tn + h), (4.5b)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
12 (13(k1)n + 5(k2)n − (k1)n−1 − 5(k2)n−1) . (4.5c)
Notice that to obtain a third-order pRK scheme, one only needs two stage derivatives,
as opposed to an RK scheme where one needed three stages (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.4.2).
In the numerical methods examined in this thesis, it will always be the case that the
order of a pRK method will be given by m + s − 1, where m and s are defined in
(4.1). (This also applies to the RK methods studied earlier, since in their case s was
equal to 1.)
Let us also comment upon how one may start a pRK method. In the pRK3, for
example, one needs the solution at the current and previous stage in order to advance
to the next stage. Thus, one cannot advance to Y1 from the initial condition Y0 by
the pRK. Since this one step needs to be computed with local accuracy O(h3), one
can use any third-order local accurate method, such as ME, to take this step.
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4.2.2 The fourth-order pRK scheme of Byrne and Lam-
bert
Byrne and Lambert’s fourth-order scheme involves three stages, and therefore will
require the use of stage values found at the previous step. The tableau has the form
0
b2 a21
b3 a31 a32
c11 c12 c13
c21 c22 c23
(4.6)
The coefficients are entirely determined by b2 and b3 and are given by:
a21 = b2, (4.7a)
a32 =
2b3(b3 − b2)
b2(4− 5b2) , (4.7b)
a31 = b3 − a32, (4.7c)
c11 =
4− 5b2 − 5b3 + 18b2b3
12b2b3
, (4.7d)
c12 =
4− 5b3
12b2(b2 − b3) , (4.7e)
c13 =
5b2 − 4
12b3(b2 − b3) , (4.7f)
c21 = 1− c11, (4.7g)
c22 = −c12, (4.7h)
c23 = −c13. (4.7i)
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As mentioned in the previous subsection, for the sake of the MoC it would be ideal to
have b2 = b3 = 1. However, this is impossible according to Eqs. (4.7). Later in this
chapter, we will develop a fourth-order pRK scheme that only involves two stages and
b2 = 1, as opposed to the three-stage method (4.6). This method is more favorable
in the MoC, and thus we will not mention the fourth-order methods of Byrne and
Lambert again.
4.3 pRK methods of Nakashima
A modification of Byrne and Lambert’s pRK framework is given by M. Nakashima
in [9]. Many examples of the Nakashima methods are given in [10], [11]. Nakashima
methods follow the same idea as pRK methods, but they use the values of Yn−1 and
(k1)n−1 in the computation of (k2)n. In this section, we present third- and fourth-order
Nakashima methods.
4.3.1 The third-order pRK scheme of Nakashima
The third-order Nakashmia pRK method (NpRK3) has the form:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (4.8a)
(k2)n = f
(
Yn + Λ(Yn − Yn−1) + h(a20(k1)n−1 + a21(k1)n), tn + b2h
)
, (4.8b)
Yn+1 = Yn + h
(
c11(k1)n + c12(k2)n + c21(k1)n−1
)
. (4.8c)
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The meaning of the Yn − Yn−1 term (4.8b) is the following: according to (4.8c), one
has:
Yn = Yn−1 + h(c11(k1)n−1 + c12(k2)n−1 + c21(k1)n−2).
Thus, the term Yn − Yn−1 is adding stage derivatives from the previous two steps in
the computation of (k2)n. This allows one to avoid the use of (k2)n−1 when computing
Yn+1, as opposed to the pRK methods discussed in Sec. 4.2.
In what follows, we will enforce the condition that b2 = 1 so that the method can
be readily used in the MoC: see Sec. 3.6. Imposing this condition, one obtains the
free parameter a20 and the coefficients
a21 = 2 + a20, (4.9a)
Λ = −1− 2a20, (4.9b)
c11 =
2
3 , (4.9c)
c12 =
5
12 , (4.9d)
c21 = − 112 . (4.9e)
Unlike the Byrne and Lambert pRK methods, the Nakashima methods give the user
a free parameter. This free parameter can affect stability properties of the method,
so it must be chosen wisely. This will be discussed later on in this chapter.
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4.3.2 The fourth-order pRK scheme of Nakashima
The fourth-order Nakashima pRK method (NpRK4) is similar to the NpRK3, except
one uses the value (k1)n−2 when computing Yn+1. The method has the form:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (4.10a)
(k2)n = f
(
Yn + Λ(Yn − Yn−1) + h(a20(k1)n−1 + a21(k1)n), tn + b2h
)
, (4.10b)
Yn+1 = Yn + h
(
c11(k1)n + c12(k2)n + c21(k1)n−1 + c22(k2)n−1 + c31(k1)n−2
)
. (4.10c)
When one imposes b2 = 1, either one obtains the free parameter Λ and the equations
a20 =
−1− Λ
2 , (4.11a)
a21 =
3− Λ
2 , (4.11b)
c11 =
7
6 , (4.11c)
c12 =
3
8 , (4.11d)
c21 = − 524 , (4.11e)
c22 = −38 , (4.11f)
c31 =
1
24 (4.11g)
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or one obtains the free parameter c22 and the equations
a20 = 2, (4.12a)
a21 = 4, (4.12b)
Λ = −5, (4.12c)
c11 =
19− 24c22
24 , (4.12d)
and the same constants c12,21,31 given by (4.11{d,e,g}). We will discuss later how the
free parameters can be chosen wisely.
4.4 A fourth-order pRK scheme following the
framework of (4.1)
In this section, we seek a fourth-order pRK scheme that follows more closely the
framework presented in Sec. 4.1 and the idea of Byrne and Lambert than that of
Nakashima. In Sec. 4.2.1, we stated that the order of pRK methods in this thesis
are given by m+ s− 1. This means that we should be able to discover a fourth-order
method by taking m = 2 and s = 3. We would also like to impose the condition
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b2 = 1. Therefore, we seek a method of the form:
0
1 a21
c11 c12
c21 c22
c31 c32
(4.13)
The equations of this method will look like:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (4.14a)
(k2)n = f
(
Yn + a21h(k1)n, tn + h
)
, (4.14b)
Yn+1 = Yn + h
(
c11(k1)n + c12(k2)n + c21(k1)n−1 + c22(k2)n−1+
c31(k1)n−2 + c32(k2)n−2
)
. (4.14c)
Our goal is to find the coefficients in (4.13) and (4.14) which yield an O(h5) local-
accurate scheme. In other words, we require
yn+1 − Yn+1 = O(h5), (4.15)
where yn is the true solution of the ODE y′ = f(y, t). To do this, we will expand each
term on the l.h.s. of (4.15) in a Taylor series and find conditions on the unknown
coefficients so that (4.15) is satisfied.
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Expanding the first term on the l.h.s. of (4.15) in a Taylor series yields:
yn+1 = yn + hy′n +
h2
2 y
′′
n +
h3
6 y
(3)
n +
h4
24y
(4)
n +O(h5). (4.16)
Using the fact that y′ = f(y, t) and the chain rule for functions of two variables, one
finds
y′′ = fyf + ft, (4.17a)
y(3) = fyyf 2 + ftfy + f(f 2y + 2fty) + ftt, (4.17b)
y(4) = fyyyf 3 + ftf 2y + 3ftfty + f 2(4fyfyy + 3ftyy)+
fttfy + f
(
f 3y + 5fyfty + 3(ftfyy + ftty)
)
. (4.17c)
Equations (4.17) can be substituted into (4.16) to find an expression for the first term
on the l.h.s. of (4.15).
To find an expression for the second term on the l.h.s. of (4.15), one assumes that
Ym = yn for m ≤ n. (4.18)
Then, using Mathematica, one has (omitting the subscript n on the r.h.s.):
(k1)n = f, (4.19a)
(k2)n =
1
6h(h(a21
3f 3hfyyy + 3a21f(a21f(hfyyt + fyy)+
hfytt + 2fyt) + hfttt + 3ftt) + 6a21ffy + 6ft) + f +O(h4), (4.19b)
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(k1)n−1 = −16h
3(f(3ftfyy + 3ftty + f(3ftyy + 4fyfyy + ffyyy)+
5fyfyt + f 3y ) + ft(f 2y + 3fyt) + fttfy + fttt)+
1
2h
2
(
ftfy + ftt + f
(
f 2y + 2fyt + ffyy
))
− h (ft + ffy) + f +O(h4),
(4.19c)
(k2)n−1 =
1
6h(fy(h(−2(3(a21 − 2)a21 + 2)f
2hfyy + (3a21 − 1)h(ftt + 2ffyt)+
(3− 6a21)ft) + 6(a21 − 1)f) + (a21 − 1)fh((a21 − 1)2f 2hfyyy+
3fyy((1− 2a21)hft + (a21 − 1)f)) + (3a21 − 1)fh2f 3y + hf 2y+
((3a21 − 1)hft − 6a21f + 3f)) + f +O(h4), (4.19d)
(k1)n−2 = 2h2
(
f 2fyy + ftfy + ftt + f
(
f 2y + 2fyt
))
−
4
3h
3(f 3fyyy + f 2(3ftyy + 4fyfyy) + f(3(ftfyy + ftty) + 5fyfyt + f 3y )+
ft(f 2y + 3fyt) + fttfy + fttt)− 2h(ft + ffy) + f +O(h4), (4.19e)
(k2)n−2 =
1
2h
2((a21 − 2)2f 2fyy − 4(a21 − 1)fy(ft + ffy)− 2(a21 − 2)ffyt + ftt)+
1
6h
3((a21 − 2)3f 3fyyy − 3(a21 − 2)2f 2ftyy+
4(3a21 − 2)fy(ftfy + ftt + f(f 2y + 2fyt + ffyy))+
12(a21 − 1)fyt(ft + ffy)− 12(a21 − 2)(a21 − 1)ffyy(ft + ffy)+
3(a21 − 2)fftty − fttt) + h((a21 − 2)ffy − ft) + f +O(h4). (4.19f)
One substitutes Eqs. (4.19) into (4.14c) and requires that the entire expression on
the l.h.s. of (4.15) be O(h5). One obtains a linear system for the coefficients whose
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solution corresponds to the tableau
0
1 1
37
24
3
8
−7
12
−3
4
1
24
3
8
(4.20)
We refer to method (4.20) as the pRK4.
4.5 Numerical stability of pRK methods
In this section, we discuss the numerical stability of the pRK3, pRK4, NpRK3, and
NpRK4. The stability analysis follows that of Sec. 1.5.
4.5.1 Stability of the pRK3
To analyze the stability of the pRK3, we first apply the model problem y′ = λy to
Eqs. (4.5). After doing this, one obtains:
Yn+1 −
(
1 + 32hλ+
5
12(hλ)
2
)
Yn +
(1
2hλ+
5
12(hλ)
2
)
Yn−1 = 0. (4.21)
One then makes the substitution Yn = ρnY0 to obtain the polynomial equation
ρ2 −
(
1 + 32hλ+
5
12(hλ)
2
)
ρ+
(1
2hλ+
5
12(hλ)
2
)
= 0. (4.22)
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Eq. (4.22) has the solution
ρ1,2 =
1
24
(
5(hλ)2 + 18hλ+ 12±
√
25(hλ)4 + 180(hλ)3 + 204(hλ)2 + 144hλ+ 144
)
.
(4.23)
Therefore, the pRK3 is stable when |ρ1| ≤ 1 and |ρ2| ≤ 1. The corresponding stability
region is shown in Fig. 4.1, along with the stability region of the cRK3.
Figure 4.1: Stability region of the pRK3 (solid) and cRK3 (dashed) in the Re(hλ)− Im(hλ)
plane. Although both are third-order methods, the cRK3 has a significantly larger stability
region, as well as a higher degree of tangency to the imaginary axis. Therefore, if one
were integrating ODEs, the cRK3 would be the preferred method, as one could use a larger
stepsize and would have better preservation of conserved quantities.
Although the cRK3 may be a better choice for solving ODEs than the pRK3, as
we have seen in Chapter 3, the MoC becomes unstable when the cRK3 is used. We
will see in Chapter 5 that this is not the case for the pRK3.
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4.5.2 Stability of the pRK4
To perform the stability analysis of the pRK4 (4.20), we follow the procedure outlined
above to obtain the stability polynomial
φ(hλ) = ρ3 −
(
1 + 2312hλ+
3
8(hλ)
2
)
ρ2 +
(4
3hλ+
3
4(hλ)
2
)
ρ−
( 5
12(hλ) +
3
8(hλ)
2
)
.
(4.24)
φ(hλ) has three roots, ρ1,2,3, which we will not write but which can be found easily
with, e.g., Mathematica. The corresponding stability region is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Stability region of the pRK4 (solid) and pRK3 (dashed). In the left pane, one
can see that the area of the region for the pRK4 is significantly smaller than that of the
pRK3. This is a common feature of multistep methods, including the well-known Adams
methods. The right pane shows, however, that the pRK4 has a higher degree of tangency to
the imaginary axis than the pRK3. Therefore, for non-stiff ODEs, the pRK4 is expected to
preserve conserved quantities better than the pRK3.
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4.5.3 Stability of the NpRK3
Recall that in the NpRK3, one has the free parameter a20 (see Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9)).
In principle, one has carte blanche over the choice of a20 without running the risk
of compromising the order of the method. In practice, however, one must select
a20 wisely in order to optimize the stability properties of the method, which for our
purposes is the degree of tangency the stability region has to the imaginary axis.
The stability polynomial for the NpRK3 is given by:
φ(hλ) = ρ2 −
(
1 + hλ6 (4− 5a20) +
5(hλ)2
12 (2 + a20)
)
ρ−(
hλ
6 (2 + 5a20) +
5a20
12 (hλ)
2
)
. (4.25)
In Fig. 4.3, we plot the stability region corresponding to the NpRK3 with a20 = 1.4
along with the pRK3. This choice of a20 will be explained soon in the text.
Let us now elaborate on the statement made at the beginning of this subsection,
as well as the reasoning behind our choice of a20 = 1.4 in the analysis above. The
stability region of the NpRK3 changes with the choice of free parameter a20. This is
shown to be the case in Fig. 4.4, where we plot the stability region of the NpRK3
with three different values of a20. The main point of doing this is to emphasize the
fact that a20 will affect the preservation of conserved quantities in the NpRK3. This
will be explored more in Appendix D.
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Figure 4.3: Stability regions of the NpRK3 (solid), pRK3 (dashed), and cRK3 (dotted, right
pane only). The NpRK3 has a much smaller region than the pRK3, as shown in the left
pane. In the right pane, we see that the NpRK3 has a higher degree of tangency to the
imaginary axis than both the pRK3 and cRK3. Therefore, the NpRK3 is a good choice for a
third-order method if one can afford a small stepsize and one is hoping to preserve conserved
quantities.
4.5.4 Stability of the NpRK4
In the NpRK4, one has the free parameter Λ or c22. Our analysis here will focus on
the latter case; the details of the former case are similar.
In the case where c22 is free, one obtains the stability polynomial:
φ(hλ) = ρ3 −
(
1− 17hλ24 − c22hλ+
3(hλ)2
2
)
ρ2+(
4c22hλ− 5hλ3 −
3(hλ)2
4 − 4c22(hλ)
2
)
ρ−
(
hλ
24 + 5c22hλ+ 2c22(hλ)
2
)
.
(4.26)
The choice of c22 has a similar effect on stability that the choice of a20 had in the
NpRK3. This will be explored in Appendix D. In Fig. 4.5, we plot the corresponding
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Figure 4.4: Stability regions of the NpRK3 with a20 = 1.3 (dashed), a20 = 1.4 (solid),
and a20 = 1.5 (dotted). The right pane shows the plots very close to the imaginary axis
(notice the horizontal and vertical scales). The meaning of these plots is the following: for
larger values of hλ, one may want to choose a20 = 1.3, due to the slightly larger region
of stability shown in the left pane. On the other hand, for small values of hλ, one should
choose a20 = 1.4 in order to receive a higher degree of tangency to the imaginary axis.
stability region for c22 = −0.15.
4.5.5 Comparison of pRK methods with Adams methods
In this subsection, we compare the stability regions of the pRK methods with a
well-known family of multistep methods, the Adams–Bashforth (AB) methods. The
reason for doing this is to explain why, in certain situations, pRK methods may be a
better choice than the well-known AB methods.
The third-order AB method (AB3) is given by:
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
12
(
23f(Yn, tn)− 16f(Yn−1, tn−1) + 5f(Yn−2, tn−2)
)
. (4.27)
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Figure 4.5: The left pane shows the stability regions of the NpRK4 with c22 = −0.15 (solid)
and the pRK4 (dashed). This plot follows the behavior shown in Fig. 4.3: stability regions
of NpRK methods can be smaller than those of pRK methods. The right pane shows the
NpRK4 (solid) and pRK4 (dashed) close to the imaginary axis. This plot tells us that for
small values of hλ, the NpRK4 should preserve conserved quantities to a degree better than
the pRK4.
In Fig. 4.6, we compare the stability regions of the pRK3 and AB3.
The fourth-order AB method (AB4) is given by:
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
24 (55f(Yn, tn)− 59f(Yn−1, tn−1) + 37f(Yn−2, tn−2)− 9f(Yn−3, tn−2)) .
(4.28)
In Fig. 4.7, we compare the stability regions of the pRK4 and AB4.
Since we use the MoC to solve hyperbolic equations which admit conserved quan-
tities, we are interested in methods which will do the best job of preserving these
quantities. According to Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, the pRK methods can accomplish this
task better than the AB methods, and thus we will choose to employ pRK methods
in our upcoming MoC schemes.
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Figure 4.6: Stability regions of the pRK3 (solid) and AB3 (dashed). The left pane shows
that the region for the pRK3 is much larger, and the right pane shows that the pRK3 also
has a slightly higher degree of tangency to the imaginary axis than the AB3. Thus, the
pRK3 (and therefore, NpRK3) should preserve conserved quantities better than the AB3.
Figure 4.7: Stability regions of the pRK4 (solid) and AB4 (dashed). We draw similar
conclusions from these plots as we did for the plots in Fig. 4.6.
Another reason we prefer pRK methods over AB methods is because the number
of previous solutions needed in AB methods is greater than the number needed in
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pRK methods. For example, the pRK3 requires Yn and Yn−1, while the AB3 requires
these solutions in addition to Yn−2. When solving an ODE, this is not a huge problem.
However, the implementation of MoC schemes becomes increasingly complicated as
the number previous solutions needed increases. This will be seen in Chapters 5 and
6 when we discuss the implementation of MoC-pRK schemes.
4.6 Numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results obtained from using the aforementioned
methods to solve ODEs. These results confirm what we have seen in the stability plots
of Sec. 4.5 and predict behavior that we will see later when using these methods in
the MoC.
The two subsections focus on two slightly different aspects of the preservation of
conserved quantities by a numerical method. In Sec. 4.6.1 we will mainly focus on
how well the methods preserve the conserved quantities for a given h, while in Sec.
4.6.2 we will focus on how this preservation property scales with h.
4.6.1 Kepler two-body problem
The first problem we consider is the Kepler two-body problem:
q′′ = − q(q2 + r2)3/2 , r
′′ = − r(q2 + r2)3/2 , (4.29)
where q and r are the Cartesian coordinates of a particular radius vector relative to
the center of mass of two particles in each other’s gravitational field. This problem
has constants of motion which include the Hamiltonian, H, and angular momentum,
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A. The equations for these constants are given by:
H = 12(Q
2 +R2)− 1√
q2 + r2
, (4.30)
A = qR− rQ, (4.31)
where Q and R are the velocities corresponding to q and r, respectively. The results
of integrating (4.29) with the initial condition corresponding to an elliptical orbit
with eccentricity  = 0.6 using the cRK3, pRK3, NpRK3 (a20 = 1.4), cRK4, pRK4,
and NpRK4 (c22 = −0.15) are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. It should be noted that
while the values of the numerical error shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 are specific to the
particular value of the orbits eccentricity, they illustrate the general trend observed
among the methods used.
A discussion about the dependence of the error on the free parameters of the
NpRK methods is found in Appendix D.
4.6.2 Anharmonic oscillator
The second problem we consider are the equations of an anharmonic oscillator:
y′1 = y2, (4.32a)
y′2 = −y1(y1 − 1)(y1 + 2). (4.32b)
To make (4.30) into an IVP, we impose the initial condition
y1(0) = 0, y2(0) = 1. (4.32c)
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Figure 4.8: Error in the Hamiltonian vs. time produced from integrating the Kepler problem
up to t = 500 with stepsize h = 0.01. In Sec. 4.5, we found that among the methods
mentioned there, the method with the worst degree of tangency to the imaginary axis for
small λh was the pRK3, and the best was the NpRK4, with the NpRK3 and pRK4 in the
middle. This is exactly what we see in this plot: the pRK3 does the worst job of conserving
the Hamiltonian and the NpRK4 does the best job (comparable to the cRK4).
We will solve IVP (4.32) with the cRK3, pRK3, cRK4, and pRK4 with different
values of h and record the change in the Hamiltonian,
H = 12y
2
2 − y21 +
1
3y
3
1 +
1
4y
4
1. (4.33)
The results are shown in Table 1. Note that we omit the results obtained by the NpRK
methods, as our goal here is to show the degree in which the conserved quantities are
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Figure 4.9: Error in angular momentum vs. time produced from integrating the Kepler
problem, as for Fig. 4.8. Similarly to what was written in the caption of Fig. 4.6, these
results verify what we observed in the stability plots in Sec. 4.5.
preserved by third- and fourth-order methods.
These results allow us to estimate the order in which the Hamiltonian is preserved.
Namely, they tell us that the cRK3 and pRK3 preserve the Hamiltonian with an order
of 3, and the cRK4 and pRK4 do so with an order of 5. This is because when we halve
the stepsize, we obtain ratios in the change in the Hamiltonian of approximately 23
and 25. We will see this type of behavior later on when we use pRK schemes in the
MoC.
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cRK3 pRK3 cRK4 pRK4
∆H for h = 0.01 5.9× 10−3 2.7× 10−2 1.2× 10−6 4.2× 10−5
∆H for h = 0.005 7.4× 10−4 3.4× 10−3 3.8× 10−8 1.3× 10−6
Ratio 8.0 7.9 31.6 32.3
Table 4.1: Results of solving IVP (4.32) up to t = 1000 with four methods. Recorded is the
change in the Hamiltonian, ∆H, for a given method and stepsize. The fourth row gives the
ratio of the numbers in the second and third rows.
4.7 Concluding remarks
In this Chapter, we have presented four ODE solvers based on the pRK framework
for use in the MoC: the third-order pRK3 and NpRK3, and the fourth-order pRK4
and NpRK4. These methods all share the property that b2 = 1 in the second stage
derivative, and can therefore be implemented with ease on our MoC grid without
employing any virtual nodes. We have also investigated the stability of these methods
for ODEs and seen to which order we can expect them to preserve the conserved
quantities that will be of interest to us later on.
The remaining chapters of this thesis will focus on the use of pRK schemes as the
ODE solver in the MoC. We will apply the von Neumann stability analysis to MoC
schemes which use third- and fourth-order pRK methods, then verify the analysis
numerically. We will see that the resulting third- and fourth-order MoC schemes do
not have a large instability, as they did when they were based on explicit RK methods.
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5 The MoC using third-order pRK
schemes
In Chapter 4, we presented pRK schemes for ODEs, including the third-order pRK3
and NpRK3. In this chapter, we will develop a third-order MoC scheme which uses the
pRK3 as the ODE solver. We will show that the resulting method, the MoC-pRK3,
has stability properties similar to the MoC-ME. We will also discuss for the first
time in this thesis the implications of using nonreflecting boundary conditions in an
MoC scheme, rather than the periodic boundary conditions which the von Neumann
analysis and our numerical simulations have assumed thus far. This will be done in
the context of the MoC-pRK3. Chapter 6 will follow a similar structure as Chapter
5 but with a focus on fourth-order pRK schemes.
5.1 Formulation of the MoC-pRK3
Recall the pRK3 scheme for ODEs from Chapter 4:
0
1 1
13
12
5
12
−1
12
−5
12
(4.4)
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For the ODE y′ = f(Yn, tn), tableau (4.4) has the following meaning:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (4.5a)
(k2)n = f(Yn + h(k1)n, tn + h), (4.5b)
Yn+1 = Yn +
h
12 (13(k1)n + 5(k2)n − (k1)n−1 − 5(k2)n−1) . (4.5c)
We now give the equations for the MoC-pRK3 which advance the solution from time
level n to n+ 1. The stencil for the method is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Stencil for the MoC-pRK3 for systems admitting two straight-line and crossing
characteristics, ξ+ and ξ−. The solution Y + is integrated along ξ+, which propagates from
left to right, and the solution Y − is integrated along ξ−, which propagates from right to left.
Recall that we enforce a square grid (∆t = ∆x = h), and thus in order to obtain either of
(Y ±)n+1m , one needs information of both (Y ±)nm∓1 and of both (Y ±)n−1m∓2.
In the MoC-pRK3, the equations for k1 are no different than they have been in
previous methods:
(k+1 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1, (Y −)nm−1
)
, (5.1a)
(k−1 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y +)nm+1, (Y −)nm+1
)
. (5.1b)
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When computing (k2)nm∓1, one needs the points (Y ±)n+1m with local accuracy O(h3),
just as in the MoC-cRK3. We accomplish this task with the MoC-ME:
(
Y
+)n+1
m
= (Y +)nm−1 + h(k+1 )nm−1, (5.1c)(
Y
−)n+1
m
= (Y −)nm+1 + h(k−1 )nm+1, (5.1d)(
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y +)nm−1 +
(
Y
+)n+1
m
+ hf+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
, (5.1e)(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y −)nm+1 +
(
Y
−)n+1
m
+ hf−
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
. (5.1f)
k2 is then computed by:
(k+2 )nm−1 = f+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
)
, (5.1g)
(k−2 )nm+1 = f−
((
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)
. (5.1h)
The solution at the next level is then:
(Y +)n+1m = (Y +)nm−1 +
h
12
(
13(k+1 )nm−1 + 5(k+2 )nm−1 − (k+1 )n−1m−2 − 5(k+2 )n−1m−2
)
, (5.1i)
(Y −)n+1m = (Y −)nm+1 +
h
12
(
13(k−1 )nm+1 + 5(k−2 )nm+1 − (k−1 )n−1m+2 − 5(k−2 )n−1m+2
)
. (5.1j)
Note that (k±1,2)n−1m∓2 were computed in the previous step by the same procedure.
Equations (5.1) form the MoC-pRK3. This scheme is more straightforward than
our other third-order scheme, the MoC-cRK3, since we do not need to compute any
points that are not on the stencil.
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5.2 von Neumann stability analysis of the MoC-
pRK3
With the MoC-pRK3 formulated, we would like to know if the method is stable. We
will answer this question by performing the von Neumann stability analysis on the
background of system (1.50), which we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3. Recall the
goal of the von Neumann analysis is to write the numerical method in the form
(s)n+1m = Φ(z)(s)nm, z = kh, (5.2)
where s is a vector of small perturbations from the true solution and Φ is a matrix.
Previously, s had the form (s)nm ≡ ((s+)nm, (s−)nm)T . Now, in the context of the
MoC-pRK3, the solution at level n + 1 depends on the solutions at level n and at
level n− 1. To reflect this in the von Neumann analysis, we seek an equation of the
form:
(
(s)n+1m , (s)nm
)T
= Φ(z)
(
(s)nm, (s)n−1m
)T
. (5.3)
Let us commence with the analysis. Conceptually, the analysis is identical to that
which we performed in the previous chapters. However, the vector on the l.h.s. of
(5.3) is now of length 8, rather than 4. Thus, most of the matrices we encounter in
this analysis will be of size 4× 8.
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Equations (5.1{a,b}) applied to (2.11), the linearized version of (1.50), yield:
k
+
1
k−1

n
m
= [P,O]ˆs ≡ K11 sˆ, (5.4a)
k
+
1
k−1

n−1
m
= [O,P]ˆs ≡ K12 sˆ, (5.4b)
where P is defined in (2.12), O is the 4× 4 zero matrix, and sˆ is the 8× 1 vector
sˆ = ((s)nm, (s)n−1m )T .
Next, Eqs. (5.1{c,d}) applied to (2.11), along with the substitution (2.16), give us:
s+
s−

n+1
m
=
[
Q
(
[I,O] + hK11
)]
sˆ ≡ S11 sˆ, (5.4c)
s+
s−

n
m
=
[
Q
(
[O, I] + hK12
)]
sˆ ≡ S12 sˆ, (5.4d)
where Q is defined in (2.21) and I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. (5.4{c,d}) share a
similar structure with (2.22), the matrix we obtained for the MoC-SE.
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Applying (5.1{e,f}) to (2.11) gives us an analogue of the MoC-ME stability matrix:
s¨+
s¨−

n+1
m
=
[1
2
(
[Q,O] + S11 + hK11M11
)]
sˆ ≡ S21 sˆ, (5.4e)
s¨+
s¨−

n
m
=
[1
2
(
[O,Q] + S12 + hK12M12
)]
sˆ ≡ S22 sˆ, (5.4f)
where
M11 =
 S11O4×8
 , M12 =
O4×8S12
 . (5.5)
After applying (5.1{g,h}) to (2.11), we obtain:
(k
+
2 )nm−1
(k−2 )nm+1
 = ([Pdiag,O]M11 + [Poffdiag,O]M21)sˆ ≡ K21 sˆ, (5.4g)
(k
+
2 )n−1m−1
(k−2 )n−1m+1
 = ([O,Pdiag]M12 + [O,Poffdiag]M22)sˆ ≡ K22 sˆ, (5.4h)
where
M21 =
 S21O4×8
 , M22 =
O4×8S22
 . (5.6)
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Equations (5.1{i,j}) applied to (2.11) yield:
s+
s−

n+1
m
=
(
[Q,O] + h12
(
13QK11 + 5K21 −Q2K12 − 5QK22
) )
sˆ ≡ N1 sˆ. (5.4i)
Note that K11 and K12 are defined with the index m, as are the quantities in sˆ.
According to (5.1{i,j}) we need k1 at the nodes (m−1, n) and (m−2, n−1). This ex-
plains why K11 and K12 are multiplied on the left by Q and Q2. A similar explanation
applies to the presence of Q on the left of K22.
Equation (5.4i) gives us an expression for (s)n+1m in the l.h.s. of (5.3) in terms of
sˆ. The expression for (s)nm in terms of sˆ is simple:
(s)nm = [I,O]
(
(s)nm, (s)n−1m
)T ≡ N2 sˆ. (5.4j)
Therefore, the stability matrix Φ in (5.3) is given by:
Φ(z) =
N1N2
 . (5.5)
In Fig. 5.2, we show the von Neumann stability plot corresponding to Φ(z).
5.3 Numerical verification of the von Neumann
analysis
Following the analysis of Appendix B, at time t, the maximum of the logarithm of
the error in the Fourier spectrum for the MoC-pRK3 when solving system (1.50) will
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Figure 5.2: Largest eigenvalue of the stability matrix for the MoC-pRK3 for h = 0.01 and
h = 0.02. The plots are very similar for these values of h, so by an analysis similar to that
of Appendix B, we have |λmax| ≈ 1+O(h2), which means that the growth rate in the error is
O(h). Similar to the MoC-ME, the largest instability occurs for harmonics near the middle
of the spectrum. However, the maximum growth rate of harmonics with |k| ∼ kmax/2 is
about three times smaller than that for the MoC-ME.
be:
errpRK3 =
cht
ln 10 + log10W0, (5.6)
where W0 is the initial error in the Fourier spectrum and c satisfies
|λmax| = 1 + ch2. (5.7)
From Fig. 5.2, one can find that c ≈ 1/3. Therefore, in our simulation with log10W0 ≈
−7.8, we should expect the logarithm of the maximum error to be approximately −7.
This is shown to be the case in Fig. 5.3.
In the numerical simulation, at t = 500, the base-10 logarithm of the error has
grown by approximately 0.8. Recall that in the MoC-ME, the growth constant c was
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Figure 5.3: Logarithm Fourier spectrum of the error in the solution obtained by solving
(1.50) with the MoC-pRK3 up to t = 500 with h = 0.01. The logarithm of the maximum
error is close to −7, as predicted.
1. In the MoC-pRK3, c = 1/3. This means that the error in the MoC-ME should
increase by around 3 times as much, in the logarithmic scale, the error in the MoC-
pRK3. This is what we have observed: the growth in the logarithm of the error in the
MoC-ME was 2.2, roughly 3 times larger than 0.8. From this, we see that although
the instability in the MoC-ME and MoC-pRK3 occurs for similar harmonics and with
a similar shape, it will destroy the solution in the MoC-ME sooner than it will in the
MoC-pRK3.
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5.4 Implementation of the MoC-pRK3 scheme
with periodic boundary conditions
In the von Neumann analysis and simulation performed to verify it, we assume peri-
odic boundary conditions (b.c.), meaning:
(Y ±)n−1 ≡ (Y ±)nM , (Y ±)nM+1 ≡ (Y ±)n0 , (5.8)
where M + 1 is the number of spatial grid points and m = 0, 1, . . . ,M . The same
convention applies to all of the stage derivatives k±i which we compute. In the MoC
schemes discussed so far in this thesis, it is straightforward to implement periodic
b.c. using (5.8). Implementing them in a multistep scheme, such as the MoC-pRK3,
must be done with care. To see why this is so, let us examine the stencil for the
MoC-pRK3 near the left boundary (Fig. 5.4).
Figure 5.4: Stencil for the MoC-pRK3 near the left boundary (the thick line, m = 0).
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By (5.1i), the solution (Y +)n+10 is given by:
(Y +)n+10 = (Y +)n−1 +
h
12
(
13(k+1 )n−1 + 5(k+2 )n−1 − (k+1 )n−1−2 − 5(k+2 )n−1−2
)
. (5.9)
The values with the index (m = −1, n) can be found as prescribed in (5.8). To
maintain periodic b.c., the values with index (m = −2, n− 1) can be found by:
(Y ±)n−1−2 ≡ (Y ±)n−1M−1. (5.10a)
Similarly, one needs values at the node (m = M +2, n−1) when computing (Y −)n+1M .
These values can be found by:
(Y ±)n−1M+2 ≡ (Y ±)n−11 . (5.10b)
Code implementing the MoC-pRK3 with periodic b.c. will be given in Appendix F.
5.5 The MoC-NpRK3 scheme and stability
The NpRK3 scheme (4.8) with b2 = 1 for the ODE y′ = f(Y, t) is given by:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (5.11a)
(k2)n = f (Yn + Λ(Yn − Yn−1) + h(a20(k1)n−1 + a21(k1)n), tn + h) , (5.11b)
Yn+1 = Yn + h (c11(k1)n + c12(k2)n + c21(k1)n−1) , (5.11c)
where all of the coefficients are completely determined by the free parameter a20 via
(4.9). The MoC-NpRK3 has the same stencil as the MoC-pRK3 (Fig. 5.1), and the
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equations for the scheme are given by:
(Y˜ ±)nm = (Y ±)nm + Λ
(
(Y ±)nm − (Y ±)n−1m∓1
)
+ h
(
a20(k±1 )n−1m∓1 + a21(k±1 )nm
)
, (5.12a)
(k+2 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y˜ +)nm−1, (Y¨ −)n+1m
)
, (5.12b)
(k−2 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y¨ +)nm, (Y˜ −)nm+1
)
, (5.12c)
(Y ±)n+1m = (Y ±)nm∓1 + h
(
c11(k±1 )nm∓1 + c12(k±2 )nm∓1 + c21(k±1 )n−1m∓2
)
, (5.12d)
where k±1 and Y¨ ± are computed the same way as they are in (5.1{a,b,e,f}).
We will omit the technical details of the von Neumann analysis of the MoC-
NpRK3, since they are very similar to those given in Sec. 5.2. We will, however,
present the results of it and the numerical verification (see Fig. 5.5). In the following
analysis, we use a20 = 7/5 = 1.4, the value which optimizes the stability region for the
ODE. Although we saw in Appendix D that the optimal choice of a20 in the PDE case
is problem dependent, the von Neumann stability plots for different a20 are virtually
indistinguishable.
For the remainder of this thesis, our examination of third-order MoC schemes will
focus on the MoC-pRK3. Although the growth rate of the instability in the MoC-
NpRK3 is smaller than that in the MoC-pRK3, both growth rates are small enough
that either method could be used for a realistic integration time.
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Figure 5.5: von Neumann stability plot of the NpRK3 (left) and numerical verification
(right), both with h = 0.01. Like the MoC-ME and MoC-pRK3, the growth rate of the
instability is O(h) in this method, with the growth constant c ≈ 0.17, i.e. twice as small
as for the MoC-pRK3. Unlike the MoC-ME and MoC-pRK3, the largest instability for the
MoC-NpRK3 occurs for harmonics near z = pi/4 and z = 3pi/4, rather than z = pi/2.
The figure on the right was created by integrating system (1.50) up to t = 500 with the
MoC-NpRK3. We see that the two “peaks" predicted by the stability plot have begun to
form.
5.6 MoC schemes using nonreflecting boundary
conditions
So far in this thesis, when analyzing the stability of an MoC scheme and verifying
the analysis numerically, we have assumed periodic b.c. in our systems of PDEs.
Another type of b.c. that can be used are nonreflecting b.c. When nonreflecting b.c.
are used, the boundary values are computed at every time step by a known function.
This means:
(Y +)n0 = F+(n), (Y −)nM = F−(n), (5.13)
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where F± are given. The numerical stability of the MoC-SE and MoC-ME using
nonreflecting boundary conditions has been studied in [12]. In that paper, it was
shown that the MoC-ME becomes stable when nonreflecting b.c. are used. In this
chapter, we present results which the constant nonreflecting b.c. given by:
F±1,3 = 0, F±2 = ±1, (5.14)
where subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the components Y ±1,2,3 ≡ S±1,2,3 of the solution (2.7) of
our model problem (1.50). The logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error in the
MoC-ME case is shown in Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Numerical solution of system (1.50) using the MoC-ME with periodic b.c. (left)
and nonreflecting b.c. (right) up to t = 500 with h = 0.01. As we saw in Chapter 2, there
is a mild instability near z = pi/2 when periodic b.c. are used whose growth rate is O(h).
When nonreflecting b.c. are used, this instability vanishes, and the error in the middle of
the spectrum decays.
The question we would now like to answer is: will nonreflecting b.c. eliminate the
instability in MoC-pRK schemes? In this chapter, we will answer this question for
the MoC-pRK3.
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5.7 Implementing nonreflecting b.c. in the
MoC-pRK3
In Sec. 5.4, we explained how some care must be taken when implementing the MoC-
pRK3 with periodic b.c. Even more care is needed when implementing this scheme
with nonreflecting b.c. We will explain this process for Y + by advancing through the
stencil.
We obtain the solution (Y +)n=1m from the initial condition. As described in Chapter
4, the first step of the pRK3 can be taken by the ME. Thus, the first step of the
MoC-pRK3 is taken by the MoC-ME, giving us (Y +)2m. The first time we use the
MoC-pRK3 scheme is when we are computing the solution at time level n = 3. The
corresponding stencil is shown in Fig. 5.7.
Computation of the solution at the boundary is straightforward, as these values
are prescribed by (5.13). As such, the value (Y +)30 comes for free.
The next value we compute is (Y +)31. In the MoC-pRK3, this requires the solution
and stage derivatives at (Y +)20 and (Y +)1−1. The former value is available to us from
the MoC-ME; the latter value, however, is not. Note that we need this value with
at least local accuracy O(h3). This is because (Y +)31 must be computed with local
accuracy O(h4), and thus all values on the r.h.s. of (5.1i) must be O(h4). The terms
required at level n = 2 are multiplied by h in (5.1i), so they must be at least O(h3).
The resolution is to extrapolate the value (Y +)1−1 with the desired accuracy. This
process is explained in Appendix E. In this case, one can compute:
(Y +)1−1 = 3(Y +)10 − 3(Y +)11 + (Y +)12 +O(h3). (5.15)
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Figure 5.7: Stencil showing the advancement of the solution along ξ+ to (Y +)3m using
the MoC-pRK3. Filled-in circles represent nodes where the solution and stage derivatives
are available. Currently, n = 1 and n = 2 are available for all 0 ≤ m ≤ M from the
initial condition and first step with MoC-ME. Filled-in squares represent the nodes we are
advancing to; thus, all nodes at level n = 3 with 0 ≤ m ≤M have a filled-in square. Empty
circles represent nodes which are not available, but are needed to compute a node with a
filled-in square. Currently, the only node like this is (m = −1, n = 1), as the solution and
stage derivatives are needed here in order to compute the solution at (m = 1, n = 3).
With this point in hand, we can now compute (Y +)31. The remaining points at level
n = 3, (Y +)3m,m = 2, . . . ,M are straightforward to compute because all of the values
needed at previous time levels are available. A similar routine is, of course, used at
the right boundary to compute Y − at level n = 3.
Let us make a very important remark: the extrapolation (5.15) will only be used
to compute a point outside of the boundary at level n = 1. This is because the extrap-
olation involved the Lagrange polynomial, which assumes a smooth solution. Thus,
if the numerical solution happens to be non-smooth, the extrapolation (5.15) could
give a poor approximation. Moving forward, extrapolation outside of the boundary
will be computed by another method, which will be described soon.
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We now describe how to advance the solution from n = 3 to n = 4. The corre-
sponding stencil is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Stencil showing the advancement of the solution along ξ+ to (Y +)4m using the
MoC-pRK3. The solution (Y +)40 is supplied by the boundary condition, and (Y +)42 is found
by the MoC-pRK3 algorithm using the available solutions at nodes with (m,n) = (1, 3) and
(0, 2). To compute (Y +)41, we need the solution at node (−1, 2), which is not yet available.
Our goal now is to explain how one computes the point (m = −1, n = 2) with the
desired local accuracy O(h3). As mentioned above, we will not do this by extrapola-
tion. We can, however, do this with the MoC-ME. We will demonstrate the idea in
Fig. 5.9 and then explain it in the text.
According to the rotated stencil in Fig. 5.9, the desired point can be computed
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Figure 5.9: Left pane: bottom-left rectangle of the stencil in Fig. 5.8; right pane: the
same rectangle rotated by −90 degrees. We include the characteristics ξ+ (dashed) and ξ−
(dotted), as well as the direction in which they propagate. The point which we are interested
in computing is represented by the open circle. When the usual stencil is rotated, we obtain
an MoC-ME-like stencil, with the locations of ξ+ and ξ− reversed. From the left pane,
notice also that in the rotated stencil, ξ+ propagates in the opposite direction compared to
that in the bulk of the grid.
by the MoC-ME as follows:
(
Y
+)n=2
m=−1 = (Y
+)30 − hf+
(
(Y +)30, (Y −)30
)
, (5.16a)(
Y
−)n=2
m=−1 = (Y
−)10 + hf−
(
(Y +)10, (Y −)10
)
, (5.16b)(
Y¨ +
)n=2
m=−1 =
1
2
[
(Y +)30 +
(
Y
+)2
−1 − hf
+
((
Y
+)2
−1 ,
(
Y
−)2
−1
)]
, (5.16c)(
Y¨ −
)n=2
m=−1 =
1
2
[
(Y −)10 +
(
Y
−)2
−1 + hf
+
((
Y
+)2
−1 ,
(
Y
−)2
−1
)]
. (5.16d)
This closely resembles the MoC-ME seen many times in this thesis, with two main
differences. First, the node to which ξ+ propagates in (5.16) is the node that ξ−
propagates from in the usual MoC-ME. Likewise, the node from which ξ− propagates
in (5.16) is the node that ξ+ propagates from in the usual MoC-ME. Second, in
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(5.16a) and (5.16c), the function evaluations are multiplied by negative h. This
reflects the fact, shown in the stencil, that ξ+ in this scheme propagates away from
the desired node, rather than towards it. Thus, we can “reverse" the direction by
stepping backwards, i.e. by using the stepsize −h.
Equations (5.16) give us the desired values at node (−1, 2), which can then be
used to compute the stage derivatives needed to find (Y +)41. On the right boundary,
we encounter a similar situation: to find the Y − values at (M − 1, 4), we need values
at (M + 1, 2). The analogue of (5.16) at the right boundary to accomplish this task
is:
(
Y
+)2
M+1
= (Y +)1M + hf+
(
(Y +)1M , (Y −)1M
)
, (5.17a)(
Y
−)2
M+1
= (Y −)3M − hf−
(
(Y +)3M , (Y −)3M
)
, (5.17b)(
Y¨ +
)2
M+1
= 12
[
(Y +)1M +
(
Y
+)2
M+1
+ hf+
((
Y
+)2
M+1
,
(
Y
−)2
M+1
)]
, (5.17c)(
Y¨ −
)2
M+1
= 12
[
(Y +)3M +
(
Y
+)2
M+1
− hf+
((
Y
+)2
M+1
,
(
Y
−)2
M+1
)]
. (5.17d)
The solution at all levels n > 4 will follow a similar pattern. The pseudocode for the
MoC-pRK3 with nonreflecting b.c. is shown in Algorithm 1. In Appendix F, we will
include our commented MATLAB code.
5.8 Numerical results of MoC-pRK3 with non-
reflecting b.c.
The results of simulating system (1.50) with the MoC-pRK3 using nonreflecting b.c.
(5.14) are shown in Fig. 5.10. We see that nonreflecting b.c. in the MoC-pRK3 have
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Algorithm 1: MoC-pRK3 algorithm with nonreflecting boundary conditions
1 while n < nmax do
2 if n = 1 then
3 (Y ±)1[0,M ] given by initial condition;
4 Extrapolate (Y ±)1−1,M+1 by (5.15);
5 else if n = 2 then
6 Compute (Y ±)2[0,M ] by MoC-ME;
7 else
8 Compute (Y¨ ±)n[0,M ] by MoC-ME.
As a byproduct, we obtain the MoC-SE solution (Y ±)n[0,M ] ;
9 if n = 3 then
10 Compute (k+1,2)1[−1,M−2] and (k−1,2)1[2,M+1] by (5.1{a,b,g,h});
11 else
12 Compute (Y ±)n−2−1,M+1 by rotated MoC-ME ;
13 Set (k+1 )n−2[−1,M−2] =
[
f+((Y +)n−2−1 , (Y −)n−2−1 ), (k+1 )n−1[0,M−2]
]
;
14 Set (k−1 )n−2[2,M+1] =
[
(k−1 )n−1[2,M ], f−((Y +)n−2M+1, (Y −)n−1M+1)
]
;
15 Compute (Y +)n−20 and (Y
−)n−2M by MoC-SE using (Y ±)n−2−1,M+1;
16 Set (k+2 )n−2[−1,M−2] =
[
f+((Y +)n−20 , (Y −)n−20 ), (k+2 )n−1[0,M−2]
]
;
17 Set (k−2 )n−2[2,M+1] =
[
(k−2 )n−1[2,M ], f−((Y +)n−2M , (Y
−)n−2M )
]
;
18 end Set (k+1 )n−1[0,M−1] = f+
(
(Y +)n−1[0,M−1], (Y −)n−1[0,M−1]
)
;
19 Set (k−1 )n−1[1,M ] = f−
(
(Y +)n−1[1,M ], (Y −)n−1[1,M ]
)
;
20 Set (k+2 )n−1[0,M−1] = f+
(
(Y +)n[1,M ], (Y¨ −)n[1,M ]
)
;
21 Set (k−2 )n−1[1,M ] = f−
(
(Y¨ +)n[0,M−1], (Y
−)n[0,M−1]
)
;
22 Compute (Y ±)n[0,M ] by MoC-pRK3;
23 end
24 end
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a similar effect on the error that they do in the MoC-ME. Thus, a stable, third-order
MoC scheme has been established.
Figure 5.10: Logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error obtained by solving (1.50) with
the MoC-pRK3 using nonreflecting b.c. (5.14) up to t = 500 with h = 0.01. One sees that
the error decays most drastically near the middle of the spectrum, contrary to what occurs
when periodic b.c. are used. However, one may also notice that the middle of the spectrum
for the MoC-pRK3 does not “sag" as strongly as it does for the MoC-ME; compare with
Fig. 5.6.
In Chapter 6, we will establish a stable, fourth-order MoC scheme using the pRK4
as the ODE solver along with nonreflecting b.c. In Chapter 7, we will present nu-
merical results for both methods verifying their accuracy as well as their ability to
preserve conserved quantities.
5.9 An alternative implementation of
nonreflecting b.c. in the MoC-pRK3
The implementation of the MoC-pRK3 with nonreflecting b.c. becomes rather com-
plicated due to the need to compute points that lie outside the boundary. However,
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this only needs to be done so that one can compute (Y +)n1 , and similarly (Y −)nM−1 by
the MoC-pRK3 algorithm (see Fig. 5.8). The natural question that one might as is:
why not just compute these two values at each level by another third-order method,
say MoC-cRK3, to avoid exiting the boundary?
The answer to this question is stability. Recall from Chapter 3 that the MoC-
cRK3 can be strongly unstable for harmonics close to pi. Although we would only use
the MoC-cRK3 to compute the values at two nodes per level, the instability of the
MoC-cRK3 eventually pervades the solution. This is shown in Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.11: Logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error obtained by solving (1.50) with
the MoC-pRK3 using the cRK3-style implementation of nonreflecting b.c. While the error
does decay throughout most of the spectrum, one can see that it is growing for high Fourier
harmonics, an emblematic feature of the MoC-cRK3. Soon, this error will be order 1, which
will completely destroy the solution.
Based on these considerations, we advocate for the use of the implementation
described in Sec. 5.8 to avoid any risk of instability.
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6 The MoC using fourth-order pRK
schemes
In Chapter 5, we formulated an MoC scheme which used the third-order pRK method
developed in Chapter 4. We analyzed the stability of the resulting MoC-pRK3 and
discussed how to implement the method using both periodic and nonreflecting bound-
ary conditions. In this Chapter, we will perform the same tasks but now with the
fourth-order pRK method. In Chapter 7, we will provide the numerical verification
that the MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4 are third- and fourth-order methods, respec-
tively, and that they preserve conserved quantities to the degree predicted in Chapter
4.
6.1 Formulation of the MoC-pRK4
Recall the pRK4 scheme for ODEs from Chapter 4:
0
1 1
37
24
3
8
−7
12
−3
4
1
24
3
8
(4.20)
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For the ODE y′ = f(Yn, tn), method (4.20) has the following meaning:
(k1)n = f(Yn, tn), (6.1a)
(k2)n = f(Yn + h(k1)n, tn + h), (6.1b)
Yn+1 = Yn + h
37
24(k1)n+
3
8(k2)n −
7
12(k1)n−1 −
3
4(k2)n−1+
1
24(k1)n−2 +
3
8(k2)n−2
. (6.1c)
The stencil for the MoC-pRK4 is shown in Fig. 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Stencil for the MoC-pRK4. To obtain either of (Y ±)n+1m , one needs information
of both (Y±)nm∓1, of both (Y ±)n−1m∓2, and of both (Y ±)n−2m∓3.
The equations for k±1 in the MoC-pRK4 are:
(k+1 )nm−1 = f+
(
(Y +)nm−1, (Y −)nm−1
)
, (6.2a)
(k−1 )nm+1 = f−
(
(Y +)nm+1, (Y −)nm+1
)
. (6.2b)
Recall our convention, stated after Eqs. (3.3), that the indices of the stage derivatives
k’s are those from which the respective k’s are computed, while the indices of the
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auxiliary solutions Y ±, Y¨ ±, and Y˜ ± in (6.2) are those at which these solutions are
found.
According to Eqs. (6.1b) and (6.1c), to compute k±2 in the MoC-pRK4 at level
n, one needs Y ∓ at level n+ 1 with local accuracy O(h4) to achieve a local accuracy
of O(h5) (and hence a global accuracy of O(h4)) in the solution (6.1c). Thus, we
need a third-order accurate method to estimate those Y ±. The third-order accurate
MoC schemes which we can use are the MoC-cRK3 and MoC-pRK3. In Chapters 3
and 5, we showed that the former of these methods can be strongly unstable, while
the latter is not. Thus, we opt to compute the O(h4)-local accurate solution by the
MoC-pRK3. As seen in Chapter 5, this requires the MoC-SE and MoC-ME solutions,
given by:
(
Y
+)n+1
m
= (Y +)nm−1 + h(k+1 )nm−1, (6.2c)(
Y
−)n+1
m
= (Y −)nm+1 + h(k−1 )nm+1, (6.2d)(
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y +)nm−1 +
(
Y
+)n+1
m
+ hf+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
, (6.2e)(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
= 12
[
(Y −)nm+1 +
(
Y
−)n+1
m
+ hf−
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)]
, (6.2f)
as well as the stage derivatives
(`+2 )nm−1 = f+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y¨ −
)n+1
m
)
, (6.2g)
(`−2 )nm+1 = f−
((
Y¨ +
)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)
. (6.2h)
The values `±2 were referred to as k±2 in Chapter 5. We use a different notation here as
we reserve the k notation for the stage derivatives in the MoC-pRK4. The MoC-pRK3
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solution, Y˜ ±, is then found by:
(
Y˜ +
)n+1
m
= (Y +)nm−1 +
h
12
(
13(k+1 )nm−1 + 5(`+2 )nm−1 − (k+1 )n−1m−2 − 5(`+2 )n−1m−2
)
, (6.2i)(
Y˜ −
)n+1
m
= (Y −)nm+1 +
h
12
(
13(k−1 )nm+1 + 5(`−2 )nm+1 − (k−1 )n−1m+2 − 5(`−2 )n−1m+2
)
. (6.2j)
We can now compute k±2 for the MoC-pRK4:
(k+2 )nm−1 = f+
((
Y
+)n+1
m
,
(
Y˜ −
)n+1
m
)
, (6.2k)
(k−2 )nm+1 = f−
((
Y˜ +
)n+1
m
,
(
Y
−)n+1
m
)
. (6.2l)
By Eq. (6.1c), the MoC-pRK4 solution is then given by:
(Y +)n+1m = (Y +)nm−1 + h
37
24(k
+
1 )nm−1 +
3
8(k
+
2 )nm−1 −
7
12(k
+
1 )n−1m−2 −
3
4(k
+
2 )n−1m−2+
1
24(k
+
1 )n−2m−3 +
3
8(k
+
2 )n−2m−3
,
(6.2m)
(Y −)n+1m = (Y −)nm+1 + h
37
24(k
−
1 )nm+1 +
3
8(k
−
2 )nm+1 −
7
12(k
−
1 )n−1m+2 −
3
4(k
−
2 )n−1m+2+
1
24(k
−
1 )n−2m+3 +
3
8(k
−
2 )n−2m+3
. (6.2n)
As in the MoC-pRK3, the values k±1,2 at levels n − 1 and n − 2 are computed in the
previous steps by an identical procedure. Equations (6.2) form the MoC-pRK4.
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6.2 von Neumann stability analysis of the MoC-
pRK4
We will investigate the stability properties of the MoC-cRK4 by performing the von
Neumann stability analysis on the background of system (1.50). In the stability
analysis of the MoC-pRK3, we sought an equation of the form:
(
(s)n+1m , (s)nm
)T
= Φ(z)
(
(s)nm, (s)n−1m
)
. (5.3)
The need to evolve (s)n−1m arose from the dependence of the MoC-pRK3 solution on
stage derivatives at level n−1. In the analysis of the MoC-pRK3, we seek an equation
of the form:

(s)n+1m
(s)nm
(s)n−1m
(s)n−2m

= Φ(z)

(s)nm
(s)n−1m
(s)n−2m
(s)n−3m

≡ Φ(z) sˆ. (6.3)
Each of the perturbation vectors s are of length 4, and thus Φ must be a 16 × 16
matrix. The need to include the values of s at 4 levels will become evident in the
forthcoming analysis, but stems from the fact that the MoC-pRK4 requires stage
derivatives from two previous steps, as well as the MoC-pRK3 solution at every step
(see Eqs. (6.2{i,j}).
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Equations (6.2{a,b}) applied to (2.11), the linearized version of (1.50), yield:
(
k±1
)n
m
= [P,O,O,O] sˆ ≡ K11 sˆ, (6.4a)(
k±1
)n−1
m
= [O,P,O,O] sˆ ≡ K12 sˆ, (6.4b)(
k±1
)n−2
m
= [O,O,P,O] sˆ ≡ K13 sˆ, (6.4c)(
k±1
)n−3
m
= [O,O,O,P] sˆ ≡ K14 sˆ, (6.4d)
where P is defined in (2.12), O is the 4 × 4 zero matrix, and sˆ is the 16 × 1 vector
defined in (6.3). Recall that each k± has length 4, so the dimensions on each side of
Eqs. (6.4) agree.
According to (6.2{a,b}), we require the MoC-SE solution. The analogue of the
MoC-SE stability matrix in the context of the MoC-pRK4 is:
(s)n+1m =
(
[Q,O,O,O] + hQK11
)
sˆ ≡ S11 sˆ, (6.4e)
(s)nm =
(
[O,Q,O,O] + hQK12
)
sˆ ≡ S12 sˆ, (6.4f)
(s)n−1m =
(
[O,O,Q,O] + hQK13
)
sˆ ≡ S13 sˆ, (6.4g)
(s)n−2m =
(
[O,O,O,Q] + hQK14
)
sˆ ≡ S14 sˆ, (6.4h)
where Q is defined in (2.21). Next, we find the analogue of the MoC-ME stability
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matrix:
(s¨)n+1m =
[1
2
(
[Q,O,O,O] + S11 + hK11M11
)]
sˆ ≡ S21 sˆ, (6.4i)
(s¨)nm =
[1
2
(
[O,Q,O,O] + S12 + hK12M12
)]
sˆ ≡ S22 sˆ, (6.4j)
(s¨)n−1m =
[1
2
(
[O,O,Q,O] + S13 + hK13M13
)]
sˆ ≡ S23 sˆ, (6.4k)
(s¨)n−2m =
[1
2
(
[O,O,O,Q] + S14 + hK14M14
)]
sˆ ≡ S24 sˆ, (6.4l)
where, in a similar fashion to the MoC-pRK3,
M11 =
 S11O12×16
 , M12 =

O4×16
S12
O8×16
 , M13 =

O8×16
S13
O4×16
 , M14 =
O12×16S14
 . (6.5)
Applying (6.2{g,h}) to (2.11) gives us an analogue of (5.4{g,h}):
(
`±2
)n
m∓1 =
(
[Pdiag,O,O,O]M11 + [Poffdiag,O,O,O]M21
)
sˆ ≡ L21 sˆ, (6.4m)(
`±2
)n−1
m∓1 =
(
[O,Pdiag,O,O]M12 + [O,Poffdiag,O,O]M22
)
sˆ ≡ L22 sˆ, (6.4n)(
`±2
)n−2
m∓1 =
(
[O,O,Pdiag,O]M13 + [O,O,Poffdiag,O]M23
)
sˆ ≡ L23 sˆ, (6.4o)(
`±2
)n−3
m∓1 =
(
[O,O,O,Pdiag]M14 + [O,O,O,Poffdiag]M24
)
sˆ ≡ L24 sˆ, (6.4p)
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where
M21 =
 S21O12×16
 , M22 =

O4×16
S22
O8×16
 , M23 =

O8×16
S23
O4×16
 , M24 =
O12×16S24
 . (6.6)
Applying (6.2{i,j}) to (2.11) gives us an analogue of the MoC-pRK3 matrix (5.4i):
(s˜)n+1m =
(
[Q,O,O,O] + h12
(
13QK11 + 5L21 −Q2K12 − 5QL22
))
sˆ ≡ S31 sˆ,
(6.4q)
(s˜)nm =
(
[O,Q,O,O] + h12
(
13QK12 + 5L22 −Q2K13 − 5QL23
))
sˆ ≡ S32 sˆ,
(6.4r)
(s˜)n−1m =
(
[O,O,Q,O] + h12
(
13QK13 + 5L23 −Q2K14 − 5QL24
))
sˆ ≡ S33 sˆ.
(6.4s)
Equation (6.4s) is the reason we must include (s)n−2m and (s)n−3m in this stability
analysis on, respectively, the left- and right-hand sides of (6.3). Indeed, the calculation
of (s˜)n−1m is required in the MoC-pRK4, which in turn requires the aforementioned
values by way of K14 and L24 having a nonzero last 4 × 4 block. Note also that we
do not need to compute (s˜)n−2m (see Eqs. (6.2{k,l,m,n}), and hence do not need to
include the solution at levels lower than (n− 3) in (6.3).
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Continuing with the analysis, (6.2{k,l}) gives us:
(
k±2
)n
m∓1 =
(
[Pdiag,O,O,O]M11 + [Poffdiag,O,O,O]M31
)
sˆ ≡ K21 sˆ, (6.4t)(
k±2
)n−1
m∓1 =
(
[O,Pdiag,O,O]M12 + [O,Poffdiag,O,O]M32
)
sˆ ≡ K22 sˆ, (6.4u)(
k±2
)n−2
m∓1 =
(
[O,O,Pdiag,O]M13 + [O,O,Poffdiag,O]M33
)
sˆ ≡ K23 sˆ, (6.4v)
where
M31 =
 S31O12×16
 , M32 =

O4×16
S32
O8×16
 , M33 =

O8×16
S33
O4×16
 . (6.7)
Equations (6.2{m,n}) applied to (2.11) yield:
(s)n+1m =
 [Q,O,O,O] + h
37
24QK11 +
3
8K21 −
7
12Q
2K12 − 34QK22+
1
24Q
3K13 + 38Q
2K23
sˆ
≡ N1 sˆ, (6.4w)
where the powers on Q are as such for reasons analogous to those explained in Chapter
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5 after Eq. (5.4i). We can also write:
(s)nm = [I,O,O,O] sˆ ≡ N2 sˆ, (6.4x)
(s)n−1m = [O, I,O,O] sˆ ≡ N3 sˆ, (6.4y)
(s)n−2m = [O,O, I,O] sˆ ≡ N4 sˆ, (6.4z)
where I is the 4×4 identity matrix. Thus, the stability matrix Φ in (6.3) is given by:
Φ(z) =

N1
N2
N3
N4

. (6.8)
In Fig. 6.2, we show the von Neumann stability plot corresponding to Φ(z).
Figure 6.2: Largest eigenvalue of the stability matrix for the MoC-pRK4 for h = 0.01 and
h = 0.02. Like the MoC-ME and MoC-pRK3, the largest instability occurs for harmonics
near the middle of the spectrum. The growth rate of this instability is O(h) because the
maximum value of each plot is the same for both values of h (see Appendix B). This growth
rate is roughly double than that for the MoC-pRK3. However, it is still small enough that
the method is suitable for reasonably long calculations.
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6.3 Numerical verification of the von Neumann
analysis
Following the analysis of Appendix B, the growth constant in the MoC-pRK4 is
c ≈ 0.67. Therefore, if we solve system (1.50) with the MoC-pRK4 up to t = 500
with h = 0.01 using periodic b.c., we should expect the maximum error in the log-10
scale to be approximately −6.3. This is shown to be the case in Fig. 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error in the solution obtained by solving
(1.50) with the MoC-pRK4 up to t = 500 with h = 0.01 using periodic b.c. The logarithm
of the maximum error is close to −6.3, as predicted.
6.4 Implementation of the MoC-pRK4 scheme
with periodic boundary conditions
Recall the meaning of periodic b.c. discussed in Chapter 5:
(Y ±)n−1 ≡ (Y ±)nM , (Y ±)nM+1 ≡ (Y ±)n0 , (5.8)
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where M + 1 is the number of spatial grid points and m = 0, 1, . . . ,M . In an MoC-
(p)RK scheme, the same convention applies to the values of the stage derivatives
immediately outside of the boundary.
In the MoC-pRK4, we need values at three nodes outside of the left and right
boundaries. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.4 for the case of computing (Y +)n+1m=0,1. From
Figure 6.4: Stencil for computing (Y +)n+10 and (Y +)n+11 along ξ+.
the stencil, we see that the computation of (Y +)n+10 requires the values at 3 nodes to
the left of the boundary. Indeed, according to (6.2m),
(Y +)n+10 = (Y +)n−1 + h
37
24(k
+
1 )n−1 +
3
8(k
+
2 )n−1 −
7
12(k
+
1 )n−1−2 −
3
4(k
+
2 )n−2−2 +
1
24(k
+
1 )n−2−3 +
3
8(k
+
2 )n−2−3
. (6.9)
Values at the nodes (m,n) = (−1, n) can be found as prescribed by (5.8). As we
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described in Chapter 5, values at nodes (−2, n− 1) can be found by:
(Y ±)n−1−2 ≡ (Y ±)n−1M−1. (5.10a)
By the same logic, periodic b.c. are maintained at the nodes (−3, n− 2) by setting:
(Y ±)n−2−3 ≡ (Y ±)n−1M−2. (6.10a)
Similarly, for values at nodes outside the right boundary, one can set:
(Y ±)n−1M+2 ≡ (Y ±)n−11 , (5.10b)
(Y ±)n−2M+3 ≡ (Y ±)n−22 . (6.10b)
When computing (Y +)n+11 , the procedure for the outside-boundary values is the same,
but with the upper index of the nodes shifted. This has no effect on how the periodic
b.c. are applied. Our code which implements the MoC-pRK4 with periodic b.c. will
be given in Appendix F.
6.5 Implementing nonreflecting b.c. in the
MoC-pRK4
Recall that when nonreflecting b.c. are used, the boundary values are computed at
every time step by a known function, meaning
(Y +)n0 = F+(n), (Y −)nM = F−(n). (5.13)
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In Chapter 5, we saw that when nonreflecting b.c. are used in the MoC-ME and MoC-
pRK3 schemes, the instability that arises when periodic b.c. are used is eliminated.
In this Chapter, we will show that this is a trait shared by the MoC-pRK4 as well.
Before presenting the numerical results which show this, we will explain how one
implements nonreflecting b.c. in the MoC-pRK4 scheme.
To compute any level of the solution by the MoC-pRK4, one needs the solution
at the current level and the solution at the two previous levels. Thus, we cannot
begin using the MoC-pRK4 until 3 levels of the solution are available. The solution
at n = 1 is supplied by the initial condition. The next two levels must be computed
with local accuracy O(h4). Our options for this include MoC-cRK3 and MoC-pRK3.
The latter method, however, must be started by the MoC-ME. In theory, one could
take the first step by MoC-cRK3 and the second step by MoC-pRK3. For simplicity,
we choose to take both steps my MoC-cRK3. Although this method is unstable for
certain systems (see Sec. 3.3), it will not hurt us to use it for these two steps only.
Once the first three levels are available, we can begin using the MoC-pRK4. Figure
6.5 shows the advancement of the solution from level n = 3 to n = 4 using the MoC-
pRK4.
The value (Y +)40 is supplied by the boundary condition. The computation of
(Y +)41 requires the yet unknown values of the stage derivatives, and hence of Y ±, at
the nodes (m,n) = (−2, 1) and (−1, 2). Similarly, (Y +)42 requires the yet unknown
values at (−1, 1). Since the function evaluations of the values at these nodes will
be multiplied by h in the MoC-pRK4 algorithm, we must compute them with local
accuracy O(h4). We do not have the solution available at the appropriate points
to compute these points with a third-order method such as the MoC-cRK3 or MoC-
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Figure 6.5: Stencil showing the advancement of the Y + solution along ξ+ from n = 3 to
n = 4 using the MoC-pRK4. Black squares represent the nodes we are advancing to, filled-
in circles represent the nodes where the solution is available, and empty circles represent
nodes which we need the values at in order to advance to n = 4 but do not have. In the
current stencil, the solution inside the integration domain at n = 1, 2, 3 was obtained from
the initial condition and the MoC-cRK3.
pRK3. Therefore, at these levels and these levels only, we extrapolate the points
with the fourth-order formula derived in Appendix E:
(Y ±)1−1 = 4(Y ±)10 − 6(Y ±)11 + 4(Y ±)12 − (Y ±)13, (6.11a)
(Y ±)1−2 = 4(Y ±)1−1 − 6(Y ±)10 + 4(Y ±)11 − (Y ±)12. (6.11b)
The extrapolation of (Y +)2−1 is similar. Since we will need the value (Y +)2−2 when ad-
vancing to n = 5, we extrapolate it now as well. Again, we perform this extrapolation
only at these two initial time levels because it may not be reliable for non-smooth
solutions. Moreover, it is unknown how such an extrapolation, if done for all n, can
affect the stability of the scheme.
With these values in hand we can now compute the MoC-pRK4 solutions (Y +)41,2.
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The information required to find the solutions (Y ±)4m, m = 3, . . . ,M − 3 is fully
available in the integration domain. Once we come to m = M − 2, we perform an
analogous extrapolation near the right boundary.
Now let us explain how to advance the MoC-pRK4 solution from n = 4 to n = 5.
This includes the trickiest part of the treatment of non-periodic b.c.
Figure 6.6: Stencil showing the advancement of the Y + solution from n = 4 to n = 5 using
the MoC-pRK4. The only node (near the left boundary) where we need values but do not
have them is (−1, 3).
All values (Y −)5m near the left boundary and (Y +)5m≥2 are computed by the in-bulk
algorithm (6.1). (Y +)50 is given by the b.c. The difficulty arises with the computation
of (Y +)51. To find (Y +)51 with local accuracy O(h5), we need to compute the stage
derivatives, and hence Y ±, at nodes (−2, 2) and (−1, 3) with local accuracy O(h4).
(Y ±)2−2 have already been computed above, and so the aforementioned difficulty oc-
curs in the computation of (Y ±)3−1. This node is shown by the open circle in Fig.
6.6.
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Since, as we have noted, we intend to avoid using interpolation at levels n ≥ 3,
we must then compute the values (Y ±)3−1 by a third-order scheme. Between the two
available such schemes, MoC-cRK3 and MoC-pRK3, we choose the latter because of
the instability that can potentially be introduced by the former scheme (see Sec. 5.9)1.
We cannot find (Y +)3−1 using the regular MoC-pRK3 stencil, because it would require
nodes with m = −2,−3. However, we can use the trick of “rotating" the stencil, as
we did earlier to compute virtual nodes in the MoC-pRK3 with nonreflecting b.c. in
Sec. 5.7. Then, by “rotating" the stencil in Fig. 6.6, we will obtain a “new" stencil,
shown in Fig. 6.7.
Thus, our current goal is to compute (Y ±)3−1 by a “rotated" version of the MoC-
pRK3, shown in the right-pane of Fig. 6.7. According to Fig. 5.1, for this computation
we need the solution at nodes (1, 1), (0, 2), (0, 4) (the filled-in circles in Fig. 6.7) and
at node (1, 5) (the filled-in square). We have the solution at the first three nodes
from previous time levels and the b.c. However, (Y +)51 is precisely the solution we
are trying to compute! Thus, to summarize the conundrum: to compute (Y +)51 with
MoC-pRK4, we need to first compute (Y ±)3−1 by MoC-pRK3, which in turn requires
the solution (Y ±)51. We seem to have run into a viscous circle.
The resolution to this conundrum comes from the observation that the computa-
tion of (Y ±)3−1 by the MoC-pRK3 requires (Y ±)51 at a lower accuracy – only O(h3)
– than the O(h5) accuracy which we need to achieve in the MoC-pRK4 computation
of (Y ±)51. Thus, to compute (Y ±)30 by the rotated MoC-pRK3, it will suffice to com-
1Note parenthetically that if, regardless of the stability considerations, we had chosen to compute
(Y ±)3−1 by the MoC-cRK3, we would still have had to use this rotated stencil, because the MoC-
cRK3 requires a solution to be available on the left of node (−1, 3). No such solution is available
in the regular stencil (see Fig. 6.6), but it would become given by (Y ±)2−1 in the rotated stencil in
Fig. 6.7. This, as well as an analogous consideration for (Y ±)3−2, shows that using the MoC-cRK3
to compute the solution at virtual nodes has no advantages over computing it with the MoC-pRK3.
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Figure 6.7: Left pane: second and third “columns" of the stencil in Fig. 6.6; right pane: the
same substencil, rotated by −90 degrees. The characteristics ξ+ (dashed) and ξ− (dotted),
along with the direction in which they propagate, are indicated in the stencil. The rotated
stencil seems appropriate to compute the desired values at the node (m = −1, n = 3) with the
desired accuracy by the MoC-pRK3, with one caveat: the value at the node (m = 1, n = 5)
has yet to be computed by the MoC-pRK4. The resolution to this will be explained in
the text.
pute (Y ±)51 by the MoC-ME, which we can do readily using the information already
available.
Thus, the computation of (Y ±)3−1 proceeds as follows. The second stage derivatives
in the rotated MoC-pRK3 are given by (5.1{g,h}):
(`+2 )40 = f+
((
Y
+)3
−1 ,
(
Y¨ −
)3
−1
)
, (6.12a)
(`−2 )20 = f−
((
Y¨ +
)3
−1 ,
(
Y
−)3
−1
)
, (6.12b)
(`+2 )51 = f+
((
Y
+)4
0
,
(
Y¨ −
)4
0
)
, (6.12c)
(`−2 )11 = f−
((
Y¨ +
)2
0
,
(
Y
−)2
0
)
, (6.12d)
where the Y ± values are computed by the rotated MoC-SE (5.16{a,b}) and the Y¨ ±
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values have been computed with at least third-order local accuracy. Namely, (Y¨ ±)3−1
are computed by the rotated MoC-ME (5.16{c,d}), while (Y¨ −)40 has already been
found by the MoC-pRK4 at n = 4, and (Y¨ +)20 is given by the b.c. The rotated
MoC-pRK3 solution is then:
(Y +)3−1 = (Y +)40 −
h
12
(
13(k+1 )40 + 5(`+2 )40 − (k+1 )51 − 5(`+2 )51
)
, (6.12e)
(Y −)3−1 = (Y −)20 +
h
12
(
13(k−1 )20 + 5(`−2 )20 − (k−1 )11 − 5(`−2 )11
)
, (6.12f)
where the k±1 values are computed as usual by (6.2{a,b}). Note that we have multi-
plied h by negative 1 in the Y + solution to reflect the fact that the ξ+ characteristic
propagates in the rotated MoC-pRK3 stencil (Fig. 6.7) in the direction opposite to
that in the bulk. This is similar to the situation in the rotated MoC-ME stencil in
Fig. 5.9.
Similarly, near the right boundary, we need the value (Y ±)3M+1 with local accuracy
O(h4). In this case, the rotated MoC-pRK3 equations are:
(`+2 )2M = f+
((
Y
+)3
M+1
,
(
Y¨ −
)3
M+1
)
, (6.13a)
(`−2 )4M = f−
((
Y¨ +
)3
M+1
,
(
Y
−)3
M+1
)
, (6.13b)
(`+2 )1M−1 = f+
((
Y
+)2
M
,
(
Y¨ −
)2
M
)
, (6.13c)
(`−2 )5M−1 = f−
((
Y¨ +
)4
M
,
(
Y
−)4
M
)
, (6.13d)
(Y +)3M+1 = (Y +)2M +
h
12
(
13(k+1 )2M + 5(`+2 )2M − (k+1 )1M−1 − 5(`+2 )1M−1
)
, (6.13e)
(Y −)3M+1 = (Y −)4M −
h
12
(
13(k−1 )4M + 5(`−2 )4M − (k−1 )5M−1 − 5(`−2 )5M−1
)
, (6.13f)
where the Y ± values are computed by the rotated MoC-SE (5.17{a,b}), the Y¨ ± are
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computed with local accuracy of at least O(h3), the k±1 are computed as usual by
(6.2{a,b}), and the function evaluations on the r.h.s. of (6.13) are multiplied by
−h to reflect the fact that ξ− propagates in the rotated MoC-pRK3 stencil in the
direction opposite to that in the bulk.
With the points outside of the boundary computed with the desired accuracy,
we can obtain the entire solution within the integration domain at n = 5. Observe
that to compute (Y ±)3−1,M+1, the highest level at which we needed the MoC-pRK4
solution was n = 4. Therefore, once the solution at level n is obtained, the next step
is to compute the solution at (Y ±)n−1−1,M+1, as this will be needed to advance to level
n+ 1.
We now explain how to find the solution at n = 6. The calculation at the remaining
steps will mirror the one presented here. The stencil for this calculation is shown in
Fig. 6.8.
We see that the only node where we need a solution which we do not yet have is
(m,n) = (−2, 3). We only need these values with local accuracy O(h4), so we can
use the rotated MoC-pRK3, as we have the appropriate points to use this method.
The remaining steps will follow a similar pattern. Once the solution is found at
level n, first compute the values at (Y ±)n−1−1,M+1, by the rotated MoC-pRK3, then
compute the values (Y ±)n+1m=0,...,M by the MoC-pRK4. Next, compute (Y ±)n−1,M+1,
and finally compute the values at (Y ±)n−2−2,M+2 by the same procedure as used to
compute (Y ±)n−1−1,M+1.
The pseudocode for the MoC-pRK4 with nonreflecting b.c. is presented in Algo-
rithm 2. In Appendix F, we will include our commented Matlab implementation of
the method.
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Algorithm 2: MoC-pRK4 algorithm with nonreflecting boundary conditions
1 while n < nmax do
2 if n < 4 then
3 if n = 1 then
4 (Y ±)1[0,M ] given by initial condition;
5 Extrapolate (Y ±)1−2,−1,M+1,M+2 by (6.11);
6 else if n = 2 then
7 Compute (Y ±)2[0,M ] by MoC-cRK3;
8 Extrapolate (Y ±)2−2,−1,M+1,M+2 by (6.11);
9 else
10 Compute (Y ±)3[0,M ] by MoC-cRK3;
11 end
12 else
13 Compute (Y¨ ±)n[0,M ] by MoC-pRK3.
As a byproduct, we obtain: (k±1 )n−1[0,M ] and the MoC-SE solution (Y
±)n[0,M ] ;
14 if n > 4 then
15 Compute (Y ±)n−2−1,M+1 by rotated MoC-pRK3;
16 if n > 5 then
17 Compute (Y ±)n−3−2,M+2 by rotated MoC-pRK3;
18 end
19 end
20 if n = 4 then
21 Compute (k+1,2)1[−2,M−3] and (k
−
1,2)1[3,M+2] by (6.2{a,b,k,l});
22 Compute (k+1,2)2[−1,M−2] and (k
−
1,2)2[2,M+1] by (6.2{a,b,k,l});
23 else
24 Set (k+1 )n−3[−2,M−3] =
[
f+((Y +)n−3−2 , (Y −)n−3−2 ), (k+1 )n−3[−1,M−3]
]
;
25 Set (k−1 )n−3[3,M+2] =
[
(k−1 )n−3[3,M+1], f−((Y +)
n−3
M+2, (Y −)
n−3
M+2)
]
;
26 Compute (Y +)n−2−1 and (Y
−)n−2M+1 by MoC-SE using (Y ±)
n−3
−2,M+2;
27 Set (k+2 )n−3[−2,M−3] =
[
f+((Y +)n−2−1 , (Y −)n−2−1 ), (k+2 )n−3[−1,M−3]
]
;
28 Set (k−2 )n−3[3,M+2] =
[
(k−2 )n−3[3,M+1], f−((Y +)
n−2
M+1, (Y
−)n−2M+1)
]
;
29 Compute (k+1,2)n−2[−1,M−2] and (k
−
1,2)n−2[2,M+1] as in Lines 24-28 using (Y ±)
n−2
−1,M+1;
30 end
31 Set (k+2 )n−1[0,M−1] = f+
(
(Y +)n[1,M ], (Y¨ −)n[1,M ]
)
;
32 Set (k−2 )n−1[1,M ] = f−
(
(Y¨ +)n[0,M−1], (Y
−)n[0,M−1]
)
;
33 Compute (Y ±)n[0,M ] by MoC-pRK4.
Note: (k±1 )n−1 were found when computing (Y¨ ±)n by MoC-pRK3 ;
34 end
35 end
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Figure 6.8: Stencil to advance the Y + solution from n = 5 to n = 6 using the MoC-pRK4.
The only node where we need values but do not have them is (m,n) = (−2, 3). All of
the other available values were computed in previous steps, and the value at (−1, 4) was
computed by the rotated MoC-pRK3 after the solution at n = 5 was found.
6.6 Numerical results of the MoC-pRK4 with
nonreflecting b.c.
In Fig. 6.9, we show the results of solving system (1.50) with the MoC-pRK4 using
nonreflecting b.c. We see that nonreflecing b.c. iron out the instability present in
the scheme with periodic b.c., similar to the behavior witnessed in the MoC-ME and
MoC-pRK3. Thus, we have a stable, fourth-order method of characteristics.
In Chapter 7, we present the numerical results verifying that the MoC-pRK3
and MoC-pRK4 are third- and fourth-order methods, respectively. We also verify
that they preserve conserved quantities with order 3 and order 5, respectively, as
predicted in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.9: Logarithm of the Fourier spectrum of the error obtained by solving (1.50) with
the MoC-pRK4 using nonreflecting b.c. up to t = 500 with h = 0.01. One can see that the
error decays here, whereas in the case of periodic b.c. the error grows. Unlike the MoC-
ME and MoC-pRK3 with nonreflecting b.c., there is not a noticeable “beak" forming in the
middle of the spectrum.
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7 Numerical results using the
MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4
In this chapter, we present some numerical results which verify that the MoC-pRK3
and MoC-pRK4 are third- and fourth-order accurate schemes, respectively. We also
verify that these schemes preserve conserved quantities to the degree that their ODE
counterparts do. That is, the preservation of conserved quantities should be third-
order in the MoC-pRK3 and fifth-order in the MoC-pRK4.
The model problem that we use to obtain our results in this chapter is the massive
Gross–Neveu model, first mentioned in Sec. 1.6:
S+t + S+x = i(|S−|2S+ + (S−)2(S+)∗)− iS−, (1.51a)
S−t − S−x = i(|S+|2S− + (S+)2(S−)∗)− iS+. (1.51b)
The conserved quantities admitted by system (1.51) are Hamiltonian, H, and charge,
Q, given by:
H =
∫ [
− i((S+)∗S+x − (S−)∗S−x )−
1
2(S
+(S−)∗ + (S+)∗S−)2+
(S+(S−)∗ + (S+)∗S−)
]
dx, (1.52)
Q =
∫ (
|S+|2 + |S−|2
)
dx. (1.53)
We will present results which solve system (1.51) using periodic boundary conditions,
then nonreflecting boundary conditions. We will examine the error obtained in each
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computation as well as the change in H and Q.
7.1 Results using periodic b.c.
When solving system (1.51) with periodic b.c., we impose the initial condition in the
form of a standing (i.e., non-moving) soliton:
S+ = u0 + v0√
2
, S− = u0 − v0√
2
, (7.1a)
where
u0(x) =
√
2(1− ω) cosh(βx)
cosh2(βx)− µ2 sinh2(βx) , v0(x) = iµ tanh(x)u0(x), (7.1b)
and
β =
√
1− ω2, µ =
√
(1− ω)/(1 + ω). (7.1c)
The argument x in (7.1b) refers to a point in the spatial grid, and the frequency ω is
constant and is set by the user. u0 and iv0 are plotted in Fig. 7.1 for different values
of ω.
In the results that follow, we set the length of the spatial grid to be L = 128 with
center at the origin, i.e. x ∈ [−L/2, L/2]. The fineness of the grid is determined by
M , from which h = L/M .
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Figure 7.1: u0 (left pane) and iv0 (right pane) for ω = 0.3 (solid) and ω = 0.6 (dashed).
Table 7.1: The log-10 error obtained from solving system (1.51) with the MoC-pRK3 up to
t = 200 using periodic b.c. with different values of M and ω.
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −4.3 −5.2 −6.1 −7.0
0.6 −5.1 −6.0 −6.9 −7.7
7.1.1 Scaling of the error and conserved quantities
(long-term)
In Tables 7.1 and 7.2, we show the numerical results which verify the order of accuracy
of the MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4, respectively.
In Tables 7.3 and 7.4, we show the numerical results which verify that the Hamil-
tonian is preserved by a factor of 3 in with the MoC-pRK3 and a factor of 5 with the
MoC-pRK4. In Tables 7.5 and 7.6, we verify the same result for the charge. These
simulations were run until t = 200 to show that the Hamiltonian and charge are pre-
served with the desired scaling after long-time simulations. In a later subsection, we
will run the simulations until t = 5 for many values of h to demonstrate the proper
scaling of the error.
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Let us briefly explain how these tables are interpreted. By increasingM by a factor
of 2, we are halving h, since h = L/M . Thus, when h1/h2 = 2, a third-order method,
for example, should have error1/error2 = 23. In the log-10 scale, which is the scale
our tables are in, this means we should have log10 error1− log10 error2 = 3 log2 ≈ 0.9.
For fourth-order scaling, this number is 4 log10 2 ≈ 1.2, and for fifth-order scaling,
5 log10 2 ≈ 1.5.
Table 7.2: Same description as Table 7.1 but with the MoC-pRK4.
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −5.5 −6.7 −7.9 −9.1
0.6 −6.0 −7.3 −8.5 −9.7
Table 7.3: The log-10 change in the Hamiltonian, H, that arises from solving system (1.51)
with the MoC-pRK3 up to t = 200 using periodic b.c. with different values of M and ω.
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −2.4 −3.3 −4.2 −5.1
0.6 −2.5 −3.4 −4.3 −5.2
Table 7.4: Same description as Table 7.3 but with the MoC-pRK4
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −4.6 −6.1 −7.6 −9.1
0.6 −5.1 −6.6 −8.1 −9.7
7.1.2 Comparison of MoC-pRK and MoC-NpRK methods
Our results show that the MoC-NpRK methods may have an advantage over the MoC-
pRK methods when it comes to preserving the conserved quantities. As discussed in
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Table 7.5: Change in the charge, Q, that arises from solving system (1.51) with the MoC-
pRK3 up to t = 200 using periodic b.c. with different values of M and ω.
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −2.1 −3.0 −3.9 −4.8
0.6 −2.3 −3.2 −4.1 −5.0
Table 7.6: Same description as Table 7.5 but with the MoC-pRK4
ω
M 211 212 213 214
0.3 −4.3 −5.8 −7.3 −8.8
0.6 −5.0 −6.5 −8.0 −9.5
Chapter 4, the NpRK methods each have at least one free parameter. In Appendix
D, we discuss how the selection of these free parameters can affect the conservation
laws admitted by a problem. Figure 7.2 shows the change in the Hamiltonian and the
charge obtained by using the MoC-NpRK3 for different values of the free parameter
a20, and Fig. 7.3 shows the same for the MoC-NpRK4 and the free parameter c22.
We can therefore draw the conclusion that for certain values of the free parameter
in MoC-NpRK methods, the conserved quantities may be preserved better.
7.1.3 Scaling of the error (short-term)
In this subsection, we verify that the error in the third- and fourth-order MoC schemes
scales properly in the short-term. The motivation for doing this is twofold: First, since
we use many small values of h, long simulations are not time efficient. Second, when
we consider a moving pulse in the next subsection, the computation requires us to
track the center and frequency of the pulse. This becomes rather complicated and
can lead to a growth in the error in the long-term which is not a byproduct of the
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Figure 7.2: Results from solving system (1.51) with the MoC-NpRK3 up to t = 200 using
M = 212, ω = 0.3, and different values of a20. Left pane: log-10 of the change in H vs.
a20. Right pane: log-10 of the change in Q vs. a20. In each pane, the dotted line shows the
value of ∆H or ∆Q from the MoC-pRK3 (see Tables 7.3 and 7.5). The optimal value of
a20 in each plot is a20 ≈ 3.72 ≈ e + 1. We see that for this optimal value, H and Q are
preserved by at least two orders of magnitude better in the MoC-NpRK3 than they are in
the MoC-pRK3.
numerical method.
To examine the error in the short-term, we compute the logarithm of the error
obtained solving system (1.51) with various third- and fourth-order MoC schemes for
11 values of M spaced evenly between M = 211 and M = 216 (i.e. h ≈ 0.06 and
h ≈ 0.002) up to t = 5. Results for third-order schemes are shown in Fig. 7.4, and
results for fourth-order schemes are shown in Fig. 7.5.
Our results also show that the MoC-pRK and MoC-NpRK methods produce very
similar numerical error, regardless of the free parameters in the MoC-NpRK methods.
Since we will not considerH and Q when we use nonreflecting b.c., we will omit results
concering the MoC-NpRK methods using nonreflecting b.c.
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Figure 7.3: Results from solving system (1.51) with the MoC-NpRK4 up to t = 200 using
M = 212, ω = 0.3, and different values of c22. Left pane: log-10 of the change in H vs. c22.
Right pane: log-10 of the change in Q vs. c22. In each pane, the dotted line shows the value
of ∆H or ∆Q from the MoC-pRK4 (see Tables 7.4 and 7.6). The optimal value of c22 in
each plot is c22 ≈ −0.36. We see that for this optimal value, H and Q are preserved by at
least an order of magnitude better in the MoC-NpRK4 than they are in the MoC-pRK4.
7.2 Results using nonreflecting b.c.
We now present the numerical results obtained from using the MoC-pRK methods to
solve (1.51) with nonreflecting b.c. To test these methods with nonreflecting b.c., we
solve (1.51) in the case of a moving soliton. As described in [13], the equations of a
soliton moving with velocity V ∈ (−1, 1) are given by:
umov(x, t)
vmov(x, t)
 = 1√2

√
Γ + 1
√
Γ− 1
√
Γ− 1 √Γ + 1

u(xmov, tmov)
v(xmov, tmov)
 (7.2a)
where
Γ = 1/
√
1− V 2, xmov = Γ(x− V t), tmov = Γ(t− V x). (7.2b)
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Figure 7.4: Log-10 of the error vs. h obtained by solving system (1.51) with the MoC-pRK3
(solid), MoC-NpRK3 with a20 = 3.72 (dashed), and the MoC-NpRK3 with a20 = 5 (dot-
dashed) up to t = 5 with ω = 0.3 and periodic b.c. The dotted line is a line of slope 3 and
is included for reference to show that each of the error vs. h curves have slope 3. This
shows that the error in these method scales as h3. We show the results for two MoC-NpKk3
methods to illustrate that the free parameter a20 has very little effect on the error, as opposed
to the effect it has on the Hamiltonian and charge.
The initial shape of the moving soliton is shown in Fig. 7.6. Numerical results
verifying the proper scaling of the MoC-pRK3 with nonreflecting b.c. are shown in
Table 7.7 and Fig. 7.6.
Table 7.7: The log-10 error obtained from solving system (1.51) with the MoC-pRK3 and
MoC-pRK4 up to t = 5 using nonreflecting b.c. with different values of M and ω = 0.3.
For reasons explained in Sec. 7.1, this shows that the error scales as h3 in the MoC-pRK3
and as h4 in the MoC-pRK4.
M 211 212 213 214
MoC-pRK3 −3.8 −4.7 −5.6 −6.5
MoC-pRK4 −4.7 −6.0 −7.1 −8.4
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Figure 7.5: Log-10 of the error vs. h obtained by solving system (1.51) with the MoC-pRK4
(solid), MoC-NpRK4 with c22 = −0.36 (dashed), and the MoC-NpRK4 with c22 = 1 (dot-
dashed) up to t = 5 with ω = 0.3 and periodic b.c. The dotted line is a line of slope 4 and
is included for reference to show that each of the error vs. h curves have slope 4. This
shows that the error in these method scales as h4. We show the results for two MoC-NpRK4
methods to illustrate that the free parameter c22 has very little effect on the error, as opposed
to the effect it has on the Hamiltonian and charge.
Figure 7.6: Initial shape of each component of the soliton (7.1) now moving according to
(7.2). The solid curves show the soliton with ω = 0.3, and the dashed curves show the
soliton with ω = 0.6.
7.3 Concluding remarks
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, it was stated that the objective of this thesis was to
develop explicit MoC schemes which are of an order greater than two. After showing138
Figure 7.7: Log-10 of the error vs. h obtained by solving system (1.51) with the MoC-pRK3
(left pane) and MoC-pRK4 (right pane) up to t = 5 with ω = 0.3 and nonreflecting b.c. The
dashed line in each pane is included for reference to show that the error in each method has
the desired scaling.
that MoC schemes using the third- and fourth-order RK methods are unstable in
Chapter 3, we studied the pRK methods in Chapter 4, then developed MoC schemes
using the pRK3 and pRK4 in Chapters 5 and 6. It was shown in these chapters that
the MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4 can have only a mild instability when periodic b.c.
are used, and no instability at all in the case of nonreflecting b.c. In this chapter, we
verified numerically that the MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4 are third- and fourth-order
methods. Therefore, the main objective of this thesis has been completed.
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8 Conclusion
We will now summarize the main results of this thesis.
In Chapter 1, we explained that only first- and second-order accurate explicit
MoC schemes for the solution of hyperbolic systems of PDEs with straight-line and
crossing characteristics have been reported. This fact motivated the work undertaken
in the thesis: to develop higher-order and numerically stable explict MoC schemes.
Before attempting to develop higher-order methods, in Chapter 2 we gave a de-
tailed exposition of how one constructs an MoC scheme using explicit RK methods.
We also described the procedure of the von Neumann stability analysis for these
schemes, which showed that the MoC-SE, MoC-ME, and MoC-MP all have a growth
rate in the error that is O(h).
Our first approach in achieving the goal of developing higher-order methods was
in Chapter 3. We gave many examples of how one can construct a third-order MoC
scheme using third-order RK methods. However, the von Neumann stability analysis
predicted, and the numerical simulations verified, that the MoC schemes using third-
order RKmethods can be strongly unstable, with anO(1) growth rate in the error. We
showed that the MoC using the fourth-order RK method has the same unpleasant
stability properties of the aforementioned third-order schemes. These third- and
fourth-order schemes all required the approximation of the solution at nodes which
were not on the stencil. Accepting the hypothesis that the off-stencil points lead
to a strong instability, we chose to seek higher-order ODE methods whose MoC
counterparts would not need to approximate off-stencil values.
This brought us to the pRK methods, explored in Chapter 4. There, we compared
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the traditional pRK methods and Nakashima pRK methods for ODEs. The main
benefit of the pRK methods is that when used in the MoC for hyperbolic PDEs, the
schemes do not require any off-stencil values. In Chapter 5, we described how one
constructs a third-order MoC scheme using third-order pRK methods. We showed
that the MoC-pRK3 results in only a mild instability with the growth rate in the
error of O(h). Although the MoC-pRK3 and already known MoC-ME both have the
O(h) instability, the growth constant in the MoC-pRK3 is three times smaller than
that of the MoC-ME. In the first part of Chapter 6, we constructed the MoC-pRK4
and showed that it has the mild O(h) instability as well.
In the latter parts of Chapters 5 and 6, we explained that the instability seen in
the MoC-pRK3 and MoC-pRK4 using periodic boundary conditions vanishes when
nonreflecting b.c. are used instead. Because of the multistep nature of the pRK
methods, the implementation of nonreflecting b.c. becomes quite complicated. We
therefore provided a detailed account of how to overcome the complications which
arise when nonreflecting b.c. are used, and we proposed an algorithmic method for
how they can be implemented.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we presented numerical results using the MoC-pRK3 and
MoC-pRK4. These results verified that the error obtained in the MoC-pRK3 scales
as h3, and the error obtained in the MoC-pRK4 scales as h4. These results were
consistent using both periodic and nonreflecting b.c.
Other than the order of the error, another important advantage that some of
the third- and fourth-order MoC-pRK methods provide over the second-order MoC-
ME concerns the preservation of conserved quantities, such as the total mass or
the Hamiltonian. In the MoC-ME, these quantities drift (i.e. increase or decrease
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linearly) in time with a rate O(h3). In the third-order MoC-pRK, the drift rate
scales similarly, i.e. as O(h3). However, in the fourth-order MoC-pRK, the drift
rate drops substantially, to O(h5). Moreover, the constant in front of O(hn), n =
3 or 5, in the drift rate can be increased by one to two orders of magnitude by
choosing an appropriate Nakashima “flavor” of the pRK instead of the traditional
pRK. This improvement of the preservation of conserved quantities by Nakashima
pRK methods over traditional ones was reported and verified for both ODEs (Chapter
4) and hyperbolic PDEs (Chapter 7).
As we have mentioned, in this thesis we only considered explicit MoC schemes,
as opposed to implicit schemes. The most popular “implicit” (see below regarding
the quotes) scheme appears to be a fourth-order scheme described in [3]. While
the ODE solver for this scheme can be formulated as an implicit RK method, in
practice it is implemented as a predictor-corrector method. The correction step can
be applied an arbitrary number k of times, and in the limit k →∞ (but, in practice,
already for k = 3) the method approaches its implicit “ancestor”. Hence the quotes in
“implicit”. A natural question then arises: do implicit (or “implicit”) methods resolve
the instability seen in explicit methods? In work which we are currently undertaking,
the answer appears to be “yes” for the implicit MoC-ME, and “no” for the implicit
fourth-order MoC using periodic boundary conditions.
Even if nonreflecting b.c. are found to be able to vanquish the instability in
the implicit fourth-order MoC, one may wonder if the MoC-pRK4 is still a better
choice. The main advantage of the MoC-pRK4 appears to be computational efficiency,
since the “implicit” method requires iterations. The MoC-pRK4 requires 4 function
evaluations per characteristic per step, while the “implicit” method requires 3 + 2k
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function evaluations per characteristic per step, where k is the number of iterations.
For the commonly used value k = 3, the MoC-pRK4 is expected to run about twice as
fast as the MoC based on the “implicit” RK method. A more thorough investigation
of the implicit MoC schemes is a work in progress.
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A Derivation of the Lax–Wendroff
Method
In this Appendix, we derive the Lax–Wendroff method which is used used to solve
the one-dimensional hyperbolic convection equation,
ut + cux = 0. (A.1)
Before we do so, we will need approximations of the first and second spatial deriva-
tives.
A.1 Second-order centered-difference
approximations of the first and second
spatial derivatives
Suppose y(x, t) ≡ y is discretized over a two-dimensional grid, where ynm denotes the
solution at grid point (m,n). Here we derive expressions for yx|nm and yxx|nm. One can
derive expressions for the time derivatives in a similar manner.
Begin by expanding ynm+1 and ynm−1 in a Taylor series in the x-variable around ynm:
ynm+1 = ynm + yx|nm∆x+
1
2yxx|
n
m∆x2 +O(∆x3), (A.2a)
ynm−1 = ynm − yx|nm∆x+
1
2yxx|
n
m∆x2 +O(∆x3). (A.2b)
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Subtracting (A.2b) from (A.2a), and solving for yx|nm, yields:
yx|nm =
ynm+1 − ynm−1
2∆x +O(∆x
2), (A.3)
the second-order approximation of the first derivative. By expanding (A.2a) and
(A.2b) to be fourth-order accurate, then adding the results, one arrives at:
yxx|nm =
ynm+1 − 2ynm + ynm−1
∆x2 +O(∆x
2), (A.4)
the second-order approximation of the second derivative.
A.2 Lax–Wendroff Method
We can now derive the Lax–Wendroff Method. We begin by expanding (A.1) in a
Taylor series in time about the grid point (m,n):
un+1m = unm + ut|nm∆t+
1
2utt|
n
m∆t2 +O(∆t3). (A.5)
Differentiating (A.1) with respect to time, we obtain:
utt = (−cux)t = −c(ut)x = −c(−cux)x = c2uxx. (A.6)
Substituting (A.1) and (A.6) into (A.5) yields:
un+1m = unm − cux|nm∆t+
1
2c
2uxx|nm∆t2 +O(∆t3). (A.7)
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Substituting the second-order centered-difference approximations for ux|nm and uxx|nm
((A.3) and (A.4)) gives us:
un+1m = unm − c
(
unm+1 − unm−1
2∆x +O(∆x
2)
)
∆t
+ 12c
2
(
unm+1 − 2unm + unm−1
∆x2 +O(∆x
2)
)
∆t2 +O(∆t3). (A.8)
Simplifying and dropping the truncation error term yields:
un+1m = unm −
γ
2 (u
n
m+1 − unm−1) +
γ2
2 (u
n
m+1 − 2unm + unm−1), (A.9a)
where in (A.9a)
γ = c∆t∆x . (A.9b)
Equations (A.9) are the Lax–Wendroff Method. Note that (A.8) implies that its
discretization error is O(∆x2∆t+ ∆t3).
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B Interpretation of results obtained in
the von Neumann stability analysis
and numerical verification
B.1 Growth rate of the error in the numeri-
cal solution predicted by the von Neumann
analysis
Recall in the von Neumann analysis (Sec. 2.3), one obtains a stability matrix, Φ(z),
where z = kh. One can then recover information about the stability of the numerical
method by plotting the maximum eigenvalue λ of Φ(z) for z ∈ [0, pi), since the
magnitude of initially small perturbations in the numerical solution at step n will be
proportional to |λ|n. When this is done for the MoC-SE, MoC-ME, and MoC-MP,
one obtains:
Examining the y-axis of each plot, one can conclude that the maximum (in mod-
ulus) eigenvalue satisfies:
|λ| = 1 +O(h2) (B.1)
for each method. This follows from the fact that the magnitude of the largest eigen-
value is the same for a given method no matter what h is. In Fig. B.1 we show
results only for two values of h to illustrate this point. Equation (B.1) can be written
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Figure B.1: von Neumann stability plots for the MoC-SE, MoC-ME, and MoC-MP. The
reason why we show essentially identical plots for two different values of h is explained in
the text.
equivalently as:
|λ| = 1 + ch2, (B.2)
where c depends on z (i.e., the wavenumber), but on on h. Therefore, the size of the
perturbations at step n is:
|λ|n = |λ|t/h = (1 + ch2)t/h ≈ e(ch)t, (B.3)
meaning that the growth rate in the error of the solution is ch = O(h).
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B.2 Numerical verification of the von Neumann
analysis
Here we explain how the numerical simulation we perform verifies the results of the
von Neumann analysis. To begin the simulation, we add to the initial condition a
small white noise, whose Fourier spectrum is uniform (see Fig. B.2).
Figure B.2: Fourier spectrum of initial white noise
This noise acts as the small initial perturbation to the solution. Let Wn represent
the magnitude of the noise in the spectrum at time level n for some wavenumber k.
Then, according to (B.3),
Wn = W0echt, (B.4)
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where the value c may depend on k. Taking the logarithm of (B.4) yields:
log10(Wn) = cht+ log10W0, (B.5)
which by (B.2) means:
log10(Wn) =
( |λ| − 1
h2
)
ht+ log10W0
≡
( |λ| − 1
h2
)
const1 + const2, (B.6)
where const1,2 do not depend on k. The only dependence on k on the r.h.s. of B.6
comes from |λ|. Therefore, the shape of the spectrum on the log scale is the same as
that which we see in the von Neumann stability plot.
B.3 Prediction and interpretation of numeri-
cal results
Given the numerical data used to create Fig. B.1, one can solve (B.2) for c. For the
MoC-SE and MoC-ME (with h = 0.02 or 0.01), one finds:
cSE = 3, cME = 1. (B.7)
Thus, by way of the analysis in B.2, one can predict the size of the numerical error
at a given time using either of these methods. By (B.5) and (B.7), one will have:
errSE =
3ht
ln 10 + log10W0, errME =
ht
ln 10 + log10W0, (B.8)
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where errSE denotes the maximum error in the Fourier spectrum (in log-10 scale)
resulting from the MoC-SE, and errME has a similar meaning.
For example, suppose we integrate to t = 500 with h = 0.01. In the simulations
conducted in this thesis for the integration of (1.50), W0 = 10−7.8 (see Fig. B.2).
Therefore, by (B.8), we will have:
errSE ≈ −1.3, errME ≈ −5.6.
This is quite close to what one sees in Fig. 2.4. of Sec. 2.3.3.
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C Derivation of the fourth-order
local accurate Taylor interpolation
used in the MoC-cRK4
In this Appendix, we derive the fourth-order local accurate Taylor approximation of
the points (Y ±)n+1/2m∓1/2 used in the MoC-cRK4.
To perform this interpolation, one must have the solutions (Y ±)nm and (Y ±)n+1m±1
with at least local accuracy O(h4). The former will be available from the previous
step, and the latter can be computed by e.g. MoC-cRK3.
We will provide the details of the derivation for (Y +)n+1/2m+1/2. The details for the
negative component will similarly follow. One begins by expanding the desired term
in a fourth-order Taylor series around the point (Y +)nm:
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2 = (Y +)nm +
h
2
[
(Y +)nm
]′
+ h
2
8
[
(Y +)nm
]′′
+ h
3
48
[
(Y +)nm
]′′′
+O(h4). (C.1)
To find the unknown terms [(Y +)nm]′′ and [(Y +)nm]′′′ in (C.1) with the desired accuracy
O(h4), we expand the known terms (Y +)n+1m+1 and [(Y +)n+1m+1]′ ≡ f+((Y +)n+1m+1, (Y −)n+1m+1)
in Taylor series, and then solve a linear system of equations:
(Y +)n+1m+1 = (Y +)nm + h
[
(Y +)nm
]′
+ h
2
2
[
(Y +)nm
]′′
+ h
3
6
[
(Y +)nm
]′′′
+O(h4), (C.2)
h
[
(Y +)n+1m+1
]′
= h
[
(Y +)nm
]′
+ h2
[
(Y +)nm
]′′
+ h
3
2
[
(Y +)nm
]′′′
+O(h4), (C.3)
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while ignoring the O(h4) terms. Equations (C.2) and (C.3) have the solutions
h2
8
[
(Y +)nm
]′′
= 34(Y
+)n+1m+1 −
3
4(Y
+)nm −
h
2
[
(Y +)nm
]′ − h4
[
(Y +)n+1m+1
]′
, (C.4)
h3
48
[
(Y +)nm
]′′′
= 14(Y
+)nm −
1
4(Y
+)n+1m+1 +
h
8
[
(Y +)nm
]′
+ h8
[
(Y +)n+1m+1
]′
. (C.5)
Substituting (C.4) and (C.5) into (C.1) yields:
(Y +)n+1/2m+1/2 =
1
2(Y
+)nm +
1
2(Y
+)n+1m+1 +
h
8f
+
(
(Y +)nm, (Y −)nm
)
−
h
8f
+
(
(Y +)n+1m+1, (Y −)n+1m+1
)
. (C.6)
In a similar fashion, one obtains:
(Y −)n+1/2m−1/2 =
1
2(Y
−)nm +
1
2(Y
−)n+1m−1 +
h
8f
− ((Y +)nm, (Y −)nm)−
h
8f
− ((Y +)n+1m−1, (Y −)n+1m−1) . (C.7)
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D Selection of the free parameter(s)
in the NpRK methods
Recall that in the NpRK3 and NpRK4 schemes for ODEs, the user has the choice
of at least one free parameter. It was shown in Chapter 4 that the free parameter
has an effect on the stability region of the method, which in turn effects how well
the method preserves conserved quantities. In this Appendix, we explore this fact in
greater detail.
D.1 Free parameter in the NpRK3: ODE exam-
ple
In the NpRK3 scheme (4.8), the parameter a20 is selected by the user, which then
determines the rest of the coefficients by Eqs. (4.9). In Sec. 4.5.3, it was shown that
the value of a20 which yields the stability region with highest degree of tangency to
the imaginary axis (for small λh) is approximately 1.4.
This result might lead one to believe that if one integrated the Kepler two-body
problem (4.30), for example, with the NpRK3, the Hamiltonian and angular momen-
tum would be conserved the best if a20 = 1.4. Indeed, if one sets the eccentricity of
the orbit, , to be any value which yields a non-stiff problem (say,  . 0.5) one will
find this to be the case, as shown in Fig. D.1. However, for higher eccentricity values,
leading to a stiff problem, the error of H and A can have a minimum at different
values of a20.
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Figure D.1: Change in the Hamiltonian and angular momentum vs. a20 obtained when
integrating the Kepler two-body problem,  = 0.4, t = 50, with the NpRK3. We give the
results for h = 0.01 and h = 0.02 to show that the effect a20 has on these quantities appears
to be independent of the stepsize (for reasonably small h). These results agree with the result
of Sec. 4.5.3, that the optimal value of a20 occurs somewhere near 1.4.
D.2 Free parameter in the NpRK3: PDE exam-
ple
In this example, we solve the system (1.51) using the MoC-NpRK3 with different
values of a20. We use periodic boundary conditions and the initial condition defined
in Chapter 7. This system admits the conserved quantities Hamilton, H, and charge,
Q, defined in (1.52) and (1.53), respectively. Thus, our goal is to see how a20 affects
the change in each of these quantities.
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When solving this system, the user must set the frequency, ω. Figure D.3 shows
the results for different values of ω. The results lead us to believe that the optimal
value of a20 in the MoC-NpRK3 may be completely unrelated to the optimal value
for the ODE scheme. It also appears that in the PDE case, the optimal a20 depends
on the parameters of the problem at hand.
Figure D.2: Change in charge and the Hamiltonian vs. a20 obtained when solving system
(1.51) with different values of ω and h = 0.02. (We obtain the same results independent
of h.) The optimal value of a20 changes with ω, and is never close to the value of 1.4 we
found for ODEs.
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D.3 Free parameters in the NpRK4: ODE exam-
ples
In the NpRK4 scheme (4.10), one obtains the free parameter Λ or c22. In this section,
we solve the Kepler problem and investigate how each free parameter affects the
conserved quantities. In Fig. D.3, we show the results when c22 is free, and in Fig.
D.4 we show the results when Λ is free.
Figure D.3: Similar to Fig. D.1, but now with the NpRK4 with c22 free. For this method,
there are two large dips in the error in each plot (except ∆H for h = 0.02). The ∆H plots
have a consistent optimal value of c22 ≈ −0.1, and for ∆A, c22 ≈ −0.2 or c22 ≈ −0.5.
Thus, c22 = −0.15 seems like a fair compromise. This is the value we use in Chapter 4.
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Figure D.4: Similar to Fig. D.3, but now with the NpRK4 with Λ free. There appears to
be an optimal Λ for ∆H and a very different optimal Λ for ∆A. The optimal Λ for ∆A is
close to −5, which corresponds to the previously analyzed case of c22 being free. Therefore,
rather than seek a trade-off between the values of Λ, we may want to use the NpRK4 method
with c22 free.
D.4 Free parameters in the NpRK4: PDE exam-
ple
We will now examine how the MoC-NpRK4 conserves the Hamiltonian and charge
when solving system (1.51) with different values of c22 (Fig. D.5) and Λ (Fig. D.6).
From these results, we will draw two main conclusions. The first conclusion is
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that c22 and Λ being optimal in the ODE case does not imply they are optimal in the
PDE case. The second conclusion is that, in the case of solving (1.51), we are more
likely to preserve the Hamiltonian and charge as much as possible when we select c22
as the free parameter in the MoC-NpRK4.
Figure D.5: Similar to Fig. D.2, but now with the MoC-NpRK4 with c22 free. These plots
are somewhat similar to the plots of ∆A vs. c22 in Fig. D.2, with an optimal value of
c22 ≈ −0.4. For higher values of ω, we see two large dips in the error, also similar to Fig.
D.2. We do not, however, see any indication that the optimal value for the MoC-NpRK4 is
c22 = −0.15.
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Figure D.6: Similar to Fig. D.5, but now with Λ free. In the ∆Q vs. Λ plots, we see an
optimal value close to −5. This is similar to ∆A in the ODE version of this case (Fig. D.4).
The optimal value of Λ for ∆H is nowhere near the value for ∆Q, though. Again, this is
similar to the ODE case. From this, we conclude that selecting c22 as the free parameter in
the MoC-NpRK4 will allow us to better optimize both of the conserved quantities.
D.5 Concluding remarks
Based on the experiments conducted in this Appendix, it seems that the optimal
value of the free parameter to select in an NpRK method for ODEs can be nearly
predicted by the stability plot. This does not apply to MoC-NpRK methods used for
solving PDEs, though. In that case, one must investigate for themselves what value
the free parameter needs to be in order to optimize the conserved quantities.
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E Extrapolation of nodes outside the
integration domain for use in MoC-
pRK methods
When implementing nonreflecting boundary conditions in the MoC-pRK schemes,
one must extrapolate points that lie outside the boundary at a few initial time levels.
In this Appendix, we derive the extrapolation formulae used in our analysis.
E.1 Third-order extrapolation of a single
point
In the MoC-pRK3, we require the values of Y ± at the nodes (m,n) = (−1, 1) and
(M + 1, 1) with third-order accuracy (see Sec. 5.7). Here we will explain how one
obtains these values at (−1, 1). The explanation for the node (M+1, 1) is symmetric.
Figure E.1 shows the stencil for our argument. The time level n = 1, as well as
the superscript “±”, is irrelevant in this analysis, so we will refer to the desired value
simply as Y−1.
Figure E.1: Stencil for the extrapolation of Y−1 given the points Y0,1,2.
We use the available values (x, y) ≡ (0, Y0), (h, Y1), (2h, Y2) to extrapolate the
value (−h, Y−1). Using the Lagrange form, (see, e.g. [14]), we find that the degree-3
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polynomial interpolating the available points is:
L3(x) = Y0 (x− h)(x− 2h)(0− h)(0− 2h) + Y1
(x− 0)(x− 2h)
(h− 0)(h− 2h) + Y2
(x− 0)(x− h)
(2h− 0)(2h− h) . (E.1)
Evaluating L3(x) at −h gives us Y−1.
Y−1 = L3(h) = 3Y0 − 3Y1 + Y2. (E.2)
Expanding the l.h.s. of (E.2) in a Taylor series yields:
Y−1 = Y0 − hY ′0 +
h2
2 Y
′′
0 +O(h3). (E.3)
Similarly, we expand the r.h.s. of (E.2) in a Taylor series to obtain:
3Y0 − 3Y1 + Y2 = 3Y0 − 3
(
Y0 + hY ′0 +
h2
2 Y
′′
0
)
+ Y0 + 2hY ′0 + 2h2Y ′′0 +O(h3)
= Y0 − hY ′0 +
h2
2 Y
′′
0 +O(h3). (E.4)
The l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (E.2) agree up to terms of order 3, so (E.2) is a valid third-order
formula to obtain the desired point. At the right boundary, one will have:
YM+1 = 3YM − 3YM−1 + YM−2. (E.5)
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E.2 Fourth-order extrapolation of a single
point
The fourth-order extrapolation needed in the MOC-pRK4 is similar. To find Y−1, one
finds the degree-4 polynomial, L4(x), interpolating the points (0, Y0), (h, Y1), (2h, Y2),
and (3h, Y3). Then, one finds:
Y−1 = L4(−h) = 4Y0 − 6Y1 + 4Y2 − Y3. (E.6)
It can be verified that (E.6) is fourth-order accurate by expanding the l.h.s. and r.h.s.
of (E.6) in a fourth-order Taylor series. Similarly, at the right boundary, one has:
YM+1 = 4YM − 6YM−1 + 4YM−2 − YM−3. (E.7)
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F Matlab code for the MoC-pRK3 and
MoC-pRK4 algorithms
In this Appendix, we include our commented MATLAB code implementing the MoC-
pRK3 and MoC-pRK4 algorithms. The codes presented here are for systems with two
components, S+ and S−, with the characteristics ξ+ and ξ−.
F.1 MoC-pRK3 algorithm
1 % MoC-pRK3 algorithm ------------------------------------------------------
2 % Conventions:
3 % s1 denotes the solution along the positive characteristic
4 % s2 denotes the solution along the negative characteristic
5 % Corresponding functions are f1 and f2
6 % n = 1 is given by the initial condition ---------------------------------
7 s1_1 = Initial Condition; s2_1 = Initial Condition;
8 % Extrapolate the "virtual" boundadry values by (5.15)
9 v1_left = 3*s1(1)-3*s1(2)+s1(3); v2_left = 3*s2(1)-3*s2(2)+s2(3);
10 v1_right = 3*s1(M)-3*s1(M-1)+s1(M-2); v2_right = 3*s2(M)-3*s2(M-1)+s2(M-2);
11 % Store boundary values for later use. These will be length-3 vectors,
12 % and will be denoted with a capital S.
13 S1_left(1) = s1_1(1); S1_right(1) = s1_1(M);
14 S2_left(1) = s2_1(1); S2_right(1) = s2_1(M);
15 % n = 2 -------------------------------------------------------------------
16 % Compute the MoC-SE solution, sb, to find the MoC-ME solution.
17 % Here, the _2 notations means these values are at n = 2.
18 s1b_2(2:M) = s1(1:M-1) + dt*f1(s1(1:M-1),s2(1:M-1));
19 s2b_2(1:M-1) = s2(2:M) + dt*f2(s1(2:M) ,s2(2:M));
20 s1b_2(1) = Left b.c.; s2b_2(M) = Right b.c.;
21 % Compute the MoC-ME solution, sd.
22 s1d_2(2:M) = (1/2)*(s1(1:M-1)+s1b_2(2:M) +dt*f1(s1b_2(2:M) ,s2b_2(2:M)));
23 s2d_2(1:M-1) = (1/2)*(s2(2:M) +s2b_2(1:M-1)+dt*f2(s1b_2(1:M-1),s2b_2(1:M-1)));
24 s1d_2(1) = Left b.c.; s2d_2(M) = Right b.c.;
25 % Update the solution for n = 3.
26 s1 = s1d_2; s2 = s2d_2;
27 % Store the boundary values
28 S1_left(2) = s1(1); S1_right(2) = s1(M);
29 S2_left(2) = s2(1); S2_right(2) = s2(M);
30 % Main loop: for n >= 3 ---------------------------------------------------
31 for n = 3 : nmax
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32 % Compute the MoC-SE and MoC-ME solutions
33 s1b(2:M) = s1(1:M-1) + dt*f1(s1(1:M-1),s2(1:M-1));
34 s2b(1:M-1) = s2(2:M) + dt*f2(s1(2:M) ,s2(2:M));
35 s1b(1) = Left b.c.; s2b(M) = Right b.c.;
36 s1d(2:M) = (1/2)*(s1(1:M-1)+ s1b(2:M)+dt*f1(s1b(2:M) ,s2b(2:M)));
37 s2d(1:M-1) = (1/2)*(s2(2:M)+ s2b(1:M-1)+dt*f2(s1b(1:M-1),s2b(1:M-1)));
38 s1d(1) = Left b.c.; s2d(M) = Right b.c.;
39 if n == 3
40 % Compute k1 and k2 at n = 1.
41 % Notation: ki_j = stage derivative i, component j.
42 k1_1_nmin2 = [f1(v1_left,v2_left),f1(s1_1(1:M-2),s2_1(1:M-2))];
43 k1_2_nmin2 = [f2(s1_1(3:M),s2_1(3:M)),f1(v1_right,v2_right)];
44 s1b_left = v1_left + dt*f1(v1_left,v2_left);
45 s2d_left = s2d_2(1); s1d_right = s1d_2(M);
46 s2b_right = v2_right + dt*f2(v1_right,v2_right);
47 k2_1_nmin2 = [f1(s1b_left,s2d_left),f1(s1b_2(2:M-1),s2d_2(2:M-1))];
48 k2_2_nmin2 = [f2(s1d_2(2:M-1),s2b_2(2:M-1)),f2(s1d_right,s2b_right)];
49 else
50 % Compute the virtual nodes by rotated MoC-ME
51 s1b_left = S1_left(3) - dt*f1(S1_left(3),S2_left(3));
52 s2b_left = S2_left(1) + dt*f2(S1_left(1),S2_left(1));
53 % Rotated ME for the right boundary (5.16{c,d})
54 v1_left = (1/2)*(S1_left(3) + s1b_left - dt*f1(s1b_left,s2b_left));
55 v2_left = (1/2)*(S2_left(1) + s2b_left + dt*f2(s1b_left,s2b_left));
56 % Rotated SE for the right boundary (5.17{a,b})
57 s1b_right = S1_right(1) + dt*f1(S1_right(1),S2_right(1));
58 s2b_right = S2_right(3) - dt*f2(S1_right(3),S2_right(3));
59 % Rotated ME for the right bounday (5.17{c,d})
60 v1_right = (1/2)*(S1_right(1)+s1b_right+dt*f1(s1b_right,s2b_right));
61 v2_right = (1/2)*(S2_right(3)+s2b_right-dt*f2(s1b_right,s2b_right));
62 % Compute k1 and k2 at level (n-2)
63 k1_1_left = f1(v1_left,v2_left); k1_2_right = f2(v1_right,v2_right);
64 k1_1_nmin2 = [k1_1_left,k1_1_nmin1(1:end-1)];
65 k1_2_nmin2 = [k1_2_nmin1(2:end),k1_2_right];
66 s1b_left = v1_left + dt*k1_1_left;
67 s2b_right = v2_right + dt*k1_2_right;
68 k2_1_nmin2 = [f1(s1b_left,S2_left(3)),k2_1_nmin1(1:end-1)];
69 k2_2_nmin2 = [k2_2_nmin1(2:end),f2(S1_right(3),s2b_right)];
70 % Update the boundary values
71 S1_left(1) = S1_left(2); S1_right(1) = S1_right(2);
72 S1_left(2) = S1_left(3); S1_right(2) = S1_right(3);
73 S2_left(1) = S2_left(2); S2_right(1) = S2_right(2);
74 S2_left(2) = S2_left(3); S2_right(2) = S2_right(3);
75 end
76 % Compute k1 and k2 at level (n-1)
77 k1_1_nmin1 = f1(s1(1:M-1),s2(1:M-1)); k1_2_nmin1 = f2(s1(2:M),s2(2:M));
78 k2_1_nmin1 = f1(s1b(2:M),s2d(2:M)); k2_2_nmin1 = f2(s1d(1:M-1),s2b(1:M-1));
79 % Compute the MoC-pRK3 solution
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80 s1n(2:M) = s1(1:M-1)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_1_nmin1+5*k2_1_nmin1-...
81 k1_1_nmin2-5*k2_1_nmin2);
82 s2n(1:M-1) = s2(2:M)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_2_nmin1+5*k2_2_nmin1-...
83 k1_2_nmin2-5*k2_2_nmin2);
84 s1n(1) = Left b.c.; s2n(M) = Right b.c.;
85 % Update the solution and store boundary values
86 s1 = s1n; s2 = s2n;
87 S1_left(3) = s1(1); S1_right(3) = s1(M);
88 S2_left(3) = s2(1); S2_right(3) = s2(M);
89 end
F.2 MoC-pRK4 algorithm
1 % MoC-pRK4 algorithm with nonreflecting b.c. ------------------------------
2 % Conventions:
3 % s1 denotes the solution along the positive characteristic
4 % s2 denotes the solution along the negative characteristic
5 % Corresponding functions are f1 and f2
6 % To start, s1 and s2 have length M. Once we extrapolate the near-boundary
7 % values, all solution and stage derivative vectors will have length M+2.
8 % Auxiliary Functions are given at the end of the main code.
9
10 % n = 1 -------------------------------------------------------------------
11 % a) Solution at this level given by initial condition
12 % b) Extrapolate to m = 0, M+1. (See Functions below)
13 [v1_left,v2_left] = extrapolateL(s1(1:4),s2(1:4));
14 [v1_right,v2_right] = extrapolateR(s1(M-3:M),s2(M-3:M));
15 V1_left(1) = v1_left; V2_left(1) = v2_left;
16 V1_right(1) = v1_right; V2_right(1) = v2_right;
17 % Update the solution vector
18 s1 = [V1_left(1),s1,V1_right(1)]; s2 = [V2_left(1),s2,V2_right(1)];
19 % c) Extrapolate to m = -1, M+2
20 % Notation: "lleft" and "rright" refer to m = -1 and m = M+2
21 % in this context. They have a different meaning later on.
22 [V1_lleft,V2_lleft] = extrapolateL(s1(1:4),s2(1:4));
23 [V1_rright,V2_rright] = extrapolateR(s1(M-1:M+2),s2(M-1:M+2));
24 % Update the solution vector
25 s1 = [V1_lleft,s1,V1_rright]; s2 = [V2_lleft,s2,V2_rright];
26 % d) Update the boundary values
27 % Notation: "lleft" and "rright" refer to m = 2 and m = M-1 in
28 % this context.
29 S1_left(1) = s1(3); S1_lleft(1) = s1(4);
30 S2_left(1) = s2(3); S2_lleft(1) = s2(4);
31 S1_right(1) = s1(M+2); S1_rright(1) = s1(M+1);
32 S2_right(1) = s2(M+2); S2_rright(1) = s2(M+1);
33
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34 % n = 2 -------------------------------------------------------------------
35 % Set the nonreflecting b.c.
36 % s1left = Left_Boundary_Condition(n); s2right = Right_Boundary_Condition(n);
37 Bc = [s1left,s2right];
38 % a) Compute the MoC-cRK3 solution (see Function below)
39 [s1n,s2n] = cRK3(M,dt,s1(3:M+2),s2(3:M+2),Bc,F);
40 % b) Extrapolate to m = 0, M+1
41 [v1_left,v2_left] = extrapolateL(s1n(1:4),s2n(1:4));
42 [v1_right,v2R] = extrapolateR(s1n(M-3:M),s2n(M-3:M));
43 V1_left(2) = v1_left; V2_left(2) = v2_left;
44 V1_right(2) = v1_right; V2_right(2) = v2R;
45 s1n = [V1_left(2),s1n,V1_right(2)]; s2n = [V2_left(2),s2n,V2_right(2)];
46 % c) Extrapolate to m = -1, M+2
47 [V1_lleft,V2_lleft] = extrapolateL(s1n(1:4),s2n(1:4));
48 [V1_rright,V2_rright] = extrapolateR(s1n(M-1:M+2),s2n(M-1:M+2));
49 s1n = [0,s1n,0]; s2n = [0,s2n,0];
50 % d) Compute k_{1,2} at n = 1 by (6.2{a,b,k,l})
51 k1_1_nmin2 = f1(s1(1:M-1),s2(1:M-1)); k1_2_nmin2 = f2(s1(6:M+4),s2(6:M+4));
52 % Requires the MoC-SE solution; see Functions below.
53 s1b = SE_1(dt,s1(1:M-1),k1_1_nmin2); s2b = SE_2(dt,s2(6:M+4),k1_2_nmin2);
54 k2_1_nmin2 = f1(s1b,s2n(2:M)); k2_2_nmin2 = f2(s1n(5:M+3),s2b);
55 % e) Reassign the solution
56 s1 = s1n; s2 = s2n;
57 % f) Store the boundary values
58 S1_left(2) = s1(3); S1_lleft(2) = s1(4);
59 S2_left(2) = s2(3); S2_lleft(2) = s2(4);
60 S1_right(2) = s1(M+2); S1_rright(2) = s1(M+1);
61 S2_right(2) = s2(M+2); S2_rright(2) = s2(M+1);
62 % Notation: _p refers to values needed in the MoC-pRK3 later on.
63 S1_left_p(1) = s1(3); S1_right_p(1) = s1(M+2);
64 S2_left_p(1) = s2(3); S2_right_p(1) = s2(M+2);
65
66 % n = 3 -------------------------------------------------------------------
67 % Set the nonreflecting b.c.
68 % s1left = Left_Boundary_Condition(n); s2right = Right_Boundary_Condition(n)
69 Bc = [s1left,s2right];
70 % a) MoC-cRK3 solution
71 [s1n,s2n] = cRK3(M,dt,s1(3:M+2),s2(3:M+2),Bc,F);
72 s1n = [0,0,s1n,0,0]; s2n = [0,0,s2n,0,0];
73 % b) k{1,2} at n = 2
74 k1_1_nmin1 = f1(s1(2:M),s2(2:M)); k1_2_nmin1 = f2(s1(5:M+3),s2(5:M+3));
75 s1b = SE_1(dt,s1(2:M),k1_1_nmin1); s2b = SE_2(dt,s2(5:M+3),k1_2_nmin1);
76 k2_1_nmin1 = f1(s1b,s2n(3:M+1)); k2_2_nmin1 = f2(s1n(4:M+2),s2b);
77 % c) Reassign the solution
78 s1 = s1n; s2 = s2n;
79 % f) Assign boundary values
80 S1_left(3) = s1(3); S1_lleft(3) = s1(4);
81 S2_left(3) = s2(3); S2_lleft(3) = s2(4);
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82 S1_right(3) = s1(M+2); S1_rright(3) = s1(M+1);
83 S2_right(3) = s2(M+2); S2_rright(3) = s2(M+1);
84 S1_left_p(2) = s1(3); S1_right_p(2) = s1(M+2);
85 S2_left_p(2) = s2(3); S2_right_p(2) = s2(M+2);
86
87 % The main loop begins here:
88 for n = 4 : nmax
89 % Set the nonreflecting b.c.
90 % s1left = Left_Boundary_Condition(n); s2right = Right_Boundary_Condition(n);
91 Bc = [s1left,s2right];
92 % a) Compute K1 at level n and MoC-SE soln at n+1
93 k1_1_nmin0 = f1(s1(3:M+1),s2(3:M+1)); k1_2_nmin0 = f2(s1(4:M+2),s2(4:M+2));
94 s1b = SE_1(dt,s1(3:M+1),k1_1_nmin0); s2b = SE_2(dt,s2(4:M+2),k1_2_nmin0);
95 % b) Compute the MoC-pRK3 solution (see previous code in this Appendix)
96 % Compute k1
97 s1_bulk = s1(3:M+2); s2_bulk = s2(3:M+2);
98 k1_1_nmin0_p = [0,f1(s1_bulk,s2_bulk),0]; k1_2_nmin0_p = [0,f2(s1_bulk,s2_bulk)
,0];
99 % Compute the MoC-SE and MoC-ME solutions
100 s1b_p(2:M) = s1_bulk(1:M-1) + dt*f1(s1_bulk(1:M-1),s2_bulk(1:M-1));
101 s2b_p(1:M-1) = s2_bulk(2:M) + dt*f2(s1_bulk(2:M) ,s2_bulk(2:M));
102 s1b_p(1) = s1left; s2b_p(M) = s2right;
103 s1d_p(2:M) = (1/2)*(s1_bulk(1:M-1) + s1b_p(2:M) + dt*f1(s1b_p(2:M) ,s2b_p(2:
M)));
104 s2d_p(1:M-1) = (1/2)*(s2_bulk(2:M) + s2b_p(1:M-1) + dt*f2(s1b_p(1:M-1),s2b_p(1:
M-1)));
105 s1d_p(1) = s1left; s2d_p(M) = s2right;
106 % Compute k2 at the *current* level, in the bulk only
107 k2_1_nmin0_p(1:M-1) = f1(s1b_p(2:M),s2d_p(2:M)); k2_2_nmin0_p(2:M) = f2(s1d_p
(1:M-1),s2b_p(1:M-1));
108 k2_1_nmin0_p = [0,k2_1_nmin0_p(1:M-1),0,0]; k2_2_nmin0_p = [0,0,k2_2_nmin0_p(2:M)
,0];
109 % Compute new solution by pRK3
110 % If n = 4, we use the already computed k1_nmin1.
111 % It gets computed *specifically* for this loop later on.
112
113 if n == 4
114 s1n_p(2:M) = s1_bulk(1:M-1)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_1_nmin0_p(2:M) +5*k2_1_nmin0_p(2:M)-
...
115 1*k1_1_nmin1-5*k2_1_nmin1);
116 s2n_p(1:M-1) = s2_bulk(2:M)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_2_nmin0_p(3:M+1)+5*k2_2_nmin0_p(3:M+1)
-...
117 1*k1_2_nmin1-5*k2_2_nmin1);
118 else
119 s1n_p(2:M) = s1_bulk(1:M-1)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_1_nmin0_p(2:M) +5*k2_1_nmin0_p(2:M)-
...
120 1*k1_1_nmin1_p(1:M-1)-5*k2_1_nmin1_p(1:M-1));
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121 s2n_p(1:M-1) = s2_bulk(2:M)+(dt/12)*(13*k1_2_nmin0_p(3:M+1)+5*k2_2_nmin0_p(3:M+1)
-...
122 1*k1_2_nmin1_p(4:M+2)-5*k2_2_nmin1_p(4:M+2));
123 end
124 s1n_p(1) = s1left; s2n_p(M) = s2right;
125 % Update the solution and store boundary values
126 s1_p = [0,s1n_p,0]; s2_p = [0,s2n_p,0];
127 S1_left_p(3) = s1_p(2); S1_right_p(3) = s1_p(M+1);
128 S2_left_p(3) = s2_p(2); S2_right_p(3) = s2_p(M+1);
129 % Compute near-boundary values by "rotated" ME
130 % Rotated SE at the left boundary (5.16{a,b})
131 s1b_left_p = S1_left_p(3) - dt*f1(S1_left_p(3),S2_left_p(3));
132 s2b_left_p = S2_left_p(1) + dt*f2(S1_left_p(1),S2_left_p(1));
133 % Rotated ME at the right boundary (5.16{c,d})
134 v1_left_p = (1/2)*(S1_left_p(3) + s1b_left_p - dt*f1(s1b_left_p,s2b_left_p));
135 v2_left_p = (1/2)*(S2_left_p(1) + s2b_left_p + dt*f2(s1b_left_p,s2b_left_p));
136 % Rotated SE at the right boundary (5.17{a,b})
137 s1b_right_p = S1_right_p(1) + dt*f1(S1_right_p(1),S2_right_p(1));
138 s2b_right_p = S2_right_p(3) - dt*f2(S1_right_p(3),S2_right_p(3));
139 % Rotated ME at the right bounday (5.17{c,d})
140 v1_right_p = (1/2)*(S1_right_p(1) + s1b_right_p + dt*f1(s1b_right_p,s2b_right_p))
;
141 v2_right_p = (1/2)*(S2_right_p(3) + s2b_right_p - dt*f2(s1b_right_p,s2b_right_p))
;
142 % Compute and store the "virtual" k1 values at the previous level
143 k1_1_nmin1_p = [f1(v1_left_p,v2_left_p),k1_1_nmin0_p(2:M+1),f1(v1_right_p,
v2_right_p)];
144 k1_2_nmin1_p = [f2(v1_left_p,v2_left_p),k1_2_nmin0_p(2:M+1),f2(v1_right_p,
v2_right_p)];
145 % Compute and store the "virtual" k2 values at the previous level
146 s1b_left_p = v1_left_p + dt*f1(v1_left_p,v2_left_p);
147 s2d_left_p = S2_left_p(3); s1d_right_p = S1_right_p(3);
148 s2b_right_p = v2_right_p + dt*f2(v1_right_p,v2_right_p);
149 k2_1_nmin1_p = [f1(s1b_left_p,s2d_left_p),k2_1_nmin0_p(2:end)];
150 k2_2_nmin1_p = [k2_2_nmin0_p(1:end-1),f2(s1d_right_p,s2b_right_p)];
151 % Update boundary values for use in the next step
152 S1_left_p(1) = S1_left_p(2); S1_right_p(1) = S1_right_p(2);
153 S1_left_p(2) = S1_left_p(3); S1_right_p(2) = S1_right_p(3);
154 S2_left_p(1) = S2_left_p(2); S2_right_p(1) = S2_right_p(2);
155 S2_left_p(2) = S2_left_p(3); S2_right_p(2) = S2_right_p(3);
156 % s1dd refers to the MoC-pRK3 solution
157 s1dd = [0,s1_p,0]; s2dd = [0,s2_p,0];
158 % c) Compute virtual boundary values and K's
159 if n == 4
160 % Do nothing for this n
161 else
162 % Compute m = {0,M+1}, n = n-2 by "rotated" pRK3 (function at end)
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163 v1Ltemp = pRK3_loc1(dt,F,s1dd(4),s2dd(4),S1_left(end),S2_left(end),S1_left(
end-2),S2_left(end-2),'L');
164 v2Ltemp = pRK3_loc2(dt,F,S1_left(end),S2_left(end),S1_left(end-2),S2_left(end
-2),S1_lleft(end-3),S2_lleft(end-3),'L');
165 v1Rtemp = pRK3_loc1(dt,F,S1_right(end),S2_right(end),S1_right(end-2),S2_right
(end-2),S1_rright(end-3),S2_rright(end-3),'R');
166 v2Rtemp = pRK3_loc2(dt,F,s1dd(M+1),s2dd(M+1),S1_right(end),S2_right(end),
S1_right(end-2),S2_right(end-2),'R');
167 if n == 5
168 % Reassign boundary values
169 V1_left(3) = v1Ltemp; V2_left(3) = v2Ltemp; V1_right(3) = v1Rtemp;
V2_right(3) = v2Rtemp;
170 else
171 % Reassign boundary values
172 V1_left(1) = V1_left(2); V2_left(1) = V2_left(2);
173 V1_right(1) = V1_right(2); V2_right(1) = V2_right(2);
174 V1_left(2) = V1_left(3); V2_left(2) = V2_left(3);
175 V1_right(2) = V1_right(3); V2_right(2) = V2_right(3);
176 V1_left(3) = v1Ltemp; V2_left(3) = v2Ltemp;
177 V1_right(3) = v1Rtemp; V2_right(3) = v2Rtemp;
178 % Compute m = {-1,M+2}, n = n-2
179 V1_lleft = pRK3_loc1(dt,F,S1_left(end),S2_left(end),V1_left(3),V2_left(3)
,V1_left(1),V2_left(1),'L');
180 V2_lleft = pRK3_loc2(dt,F,V1_left(3),V2_left(3),V1_left(1),V2_left(1),
S1_left(end-4),S2_left(end-4),'L');
181 V1_rright = pRK3_loc1(dt,F,V1_right(3),V2_right(3),V1_right(1),V2_right
(1),S1_right(end-4),S2_right(end-4),'R');
182 V2_rright = pRK3_loc2(dt,F,S1_right(end),S2_right(end),V1_right(3),
V2_right(3),V1_right(1),V2_right(1),'R');
183 end
184 % K1_nmin2
185 k1_1_nmin2 = [f1(V1_lleft,V2_lleft),k1_1_nmin1(1:M-2)];
186 k1_2_nmin2 = [k1_2_nmin1(2:M-1),f2(V1_rright,V2_rright)];
187 % K2_nmin2
188 s1bL_nmin2 = SE_loc1(dt,F,V1_lleft,V2_lleft);
189 s2bR_nmin2 = SE_loc2(dt,F,V1_rright,V2_rright);
190 k2_1_nmin2 = [f1(s1bL_nmin2,V2_left(3)),k2_1_nmin1(1:M-2)];
191 k2_2_nmin2 = [k2_2_nmin1(2:M-1),f2(V1_right(3),s2bR_nmin2)];
192 % K1_nmin1
193 k1_1_nmin1 = [f1(V1_left(3),V2_left(3)),k1_1_nmin0(1:M-2)];
194 k1_2_nmin1 = [k1_2_nmin0(2:M-1),f2(V1_right(3),V2_right(3))];
195 % K2_nmin1
196 s1bL_nmin1 = SE_loc1(dt,F,V1_left(3),V2_left(3));
197 s2bR_nmin1 = SE_loc2(dt,F,V1_right(3),V2_right(3));
198 k2_1_nmin1 = [f1(s1bL_nmin1,s2(3)),k2_1_nmin0(1:M-2)];
199 k2_2_nmin1 = [k2_2_nmin0(2:M-1),f2(s1(M+2),s2bR_nmin1)];
200 end
201 % d) Compute K2_nmin0
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202 k2_1_nmin0 = f1(s1b,s2dd(4:M+2));
203 k2_2_nmin0 = f2(s1dd(3:M+1),s2b);
204 % e) Compute the MoC-pRK4 solution (function below)
205 [s1n,s2n] = pRK4fun(M,dt,Bc,s1(3:M+2),s2(3:M+2),k1_1_nmin0,k1_2_nmin0,k1_1_nmin1,
k1_2_nmin1,k1_1_nmin2,k1_2_nmin2,...
206 k2_1_nmin0,k2_2_nmin0,k2_1_nmin1,
k2_2_nmin1,k2_1_nmin2,
k2_2_nmin2);
207 s1 = [0,0,s1n,0,0]; s2 = [0,0,s2n,0,0];
208 % f) Update the boundary values
209 if n == 4 || n == 5
210 lengthSLetc = length(S1_left);
211 S1_left(lengthSLetc + 1) = s1(3); S1_lleft(lengthSLetc + 1) = s1(4);
212 S2_left(lengthSLetc + 1) = s2(3); S2_lleft(lengthSLetc + 1) = s2(4);
213 S1_right(lengthSLetc + 1) = s1(M+2); S1_rright(lengthSLetc + 1) = s1(M+1);
214 S2_right(lengthSLetc + 1) = s2(M+2); S2_rright(lengthSLetc + 1) = s2(M+1);
215 else
216 for jSL = 1 : 4
217 S1_left(jSL) = S1_left(jSL + 1);
218 S2_left(jSL) = S2_left(jSL + 1);
219 S1_right(jSL) = S1_right(jSL + 1);
220 S2_right(jSL) = S2_right(jSL + 1);
221 S1_lleft(jSL) = S1_lleft(jSL + 1);
222 S2_lleft(jSL) = S2_lleft(jSL + 1);
223 S1_rright(jSL) = S1_rright(jSL + 1);
224 S2_rright(jSL) = S2_rright(jSL + 1);
225 end
226 S1_left(5) = s1(3); S1_right(5) = s1(M+2);
227 S2_left(5) = s2(3); S2_right(5) = s2(M+2);
228 S1_lleft(5) = s1(4); S1_rright(5) = s1(M+1);
229 S2_lleft(5) = s2(4); S2_rright(5) = s2(M+1);
230 end
231 end
232
233 % Function to extrapolate the LEFT boundary value
234 % at n = 1 and n = 2. (Equation E.6)
235 function [v1L,v2L] = extrapolateL(s1,s2)
236 v1L = 4*s1(1) - 6*s1(2) + 4*s1(3) - s1(4);
237 v2L = 4*s2(1) - 6*s2(2) + 4*s2(3) - s2(4);
238 end
239
240 % Function to extrapolate the RIGHT boundary value
241 % at n = 1 and n = 2 (Equation E.7)
242 function [v1R,v2R] = extrapolateR(s1,s2)
243 v1R = 4*s1(4) - 6*s1(3) + 4*s1(2) - s1(1);
244 v2R = 4*s2(4) - 6*s2(3) + 4*s2(2) - s2(1);
245 end
246
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247 % Function to compute the MoC-cRK3 solution
248 function [s1n,s2n] = cRK3(M,dt,s1,s2,Bc,F)
249 bc1 = Bc(1); bc2 = Bc(2); f1 = F{1}; f2 = F{2};
250 % K1
251 k1_1(1:M) = f1(s1(1:M),s2(1:M));
252 k2_1(1:M) = f2(s1(1:M),s2(1:M));
253 % s-bar (Simple euler)
254 s1b(2:M) = s1(1:M-1) + dt*k1_1(1:M-1);
255 s2b(1:M-1) = s2(2:M) + dt*k2_1(2:M);
256 s1b(1) = bc1; s2b(M) = bc2;
257 % s-dot (Modified Euler)
258 s1d(2:M) = (1/2)*(s1(1:M-1) + s1b(2:M) + dt*f1(s1b(2:M),s2b(2:M)));
259 s2d(1:M-1) = (1/2)*(s2(2:M) + s2b(1:M-1) + dt*f2(s1b(1:M-1),s2b(1:M-1)));
260 s1d(1) = bc1; s2d(M) = bc2;
261 % Auxiliary value used to find K2
262 s1c(1:M-1) = s1(1:M-1) + (dt/2)*k1_1(1:M-1);
263 s2c(2:M) = s2(2:M) + (dt/2)*k2_1(2:M);
264 s1c(M) = s1(M) + (dt/2)*k1_1(M);
265 s2c(1) = s2(1) + (dt/2)*k2_1(1);
266 % s-tilde (the half-step)
267 s1t(2:M) = (3/4)*s1(1:M-1) + (1/4)*s1d(2:M) + (dt/4)*k1_1(1:M-1);
268 s2t(1:M-1) = (3/4)*s2(2:M) + (1/4)*s2d(1:M-1) + (dt/4)*k2_1(2:M);
269 s1t(1) = (3/4)*s1(M) + (1/4)*s1d(1) + (dt/4)*k1_1(M);
270 s2t(M) = (3/4)*s2(1) + (1/4)*s2d(M) + (dt/4)*k2_1(1);
271 % k2
272 k1_2(1:M) = f1(s1c(1:M),s2t(1:M));
273 k2_2(1:M) = f2(s1t(1:M),s2c(1:M));
274 % Auxiliary value used in K3
275 s1h(1 : M-1) = s1(1 : M-1) - dt*k1_1(1:M-1) + 2*dt*k1_2(1:M-1);
276 s2h(2 : M) = s2(2 : M) - dt*k2_1(2:M) + 2*dt*k2_2(2:M);
277 s1h(M) = s1(M) - dt*k1_1(M) + 2*dt*k1_2(M);
278 s2h(1) = s2(1) - dt*k2_1(1) + 2*dt*k2_2(1);
279 % k3
280 k1_3(1:M-1) = f1(s1h(1:M-1),s2d(2:M));
281 k2_3(2:M) = f2(s1d(1:M-1),s2h(2:M));
282 k1_3(M) = f1(s1h(M),s2d(1));
283 k2_3(1) = f2(s1d(M),s2h(1));
284 % Solution at next time step
285 s1n(2 : M) = s1(1 : M-1) + dt*(1/6)*k1_1(1:M-1) + dt*(2/3)*k1_2(1:M-1) + dt*(1/6)
*k1_3(1:M-1);
286 s2n(1 : M-1) = s2(2 : M) + dt*(1/6)*k2_1(2:M) + dt*(2/3)*k2_2(2:M) + dt*(1/6)*
k2_3(2:M);
287 s1n(1) = bc1;
288 s2n(M) = bc2;
289 end
290
291 % Function to compute SE for the 1st component
292 function s1b = SE_1(dt,s1,k1_1)
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293 s1b = s1 + dt*k1_1;
294 end
295
296 % Function to compute SE for the 2nd component
297 function s2b = SE_2(dt,s2,k2_1)
298 s2b = s2 + dt*k2_1;
299 end
300
301 % Function to compute the rotated pRK3 soln for the FIRST component
302 function v1 = pRK3_loc1(dt,F,s1_p1,s2_p1,s1_p2,s2_p2,s1_p3,s2_p3,boundary)
303 f1 = F{1}; f2 = F{2};
304 if boundary == 'L'
305 % 1) K1(+) at p1 and p2 -------------------------------------------
306 k1_1_p1 = f1(s1_p1,s2_p1); k1_1_p2 = f1(s1_p2,s2_p2);
307 % 2) K2(+) at p1 --------------------------------------------------
308 % SE(+) at p2
309 s1b_p2 = s1_p1 - dt*k1_1_p1;
310 % ME(-) at p2 we already have, so no need to compute
311 k1_2_p1 = f1(s1b_p2,s2_p2);
312 % 3) K2(+) at p2 --------------------------------------------------
313 s1b_v = s1_p2 - dt*k1_1_p2;
314 s2b_v = s2_p3 + dt*f2(s1_p3,s2_p3);
315 % ME(-) at v
316 s2d_v = (1/2)*(s2_p3 + s2b_v + dt*f2(s1b_v,s2b_v));
317 k1_2_p2 = f1(s1b_v,s2d_v);
318 % 4 ) pRK3 soln at v ----------------------------------------------
319 v1 = s1_p2 - dt*((13/12)*k1_1_p2 + (5/12)*k1_2_p2 - (1/12)*k1_1_p1 - (5/12)*
k1_2_p1);
320 else
321 % 1) K1(+) at p3 and p2 -------------------------------------------
322 k1_1_p3 = f1(s1_p3,s2_p3); k1_1_p2 = f1(s1_p2,s2_p2);
323 % 2) K2(+) at p3 --------------------------------------------------
324 s1b_p2 = s1_p3 + dt*k1_1_p3;
325 % ME(-) at p2 we already have
326 % Compute k2 at p3
327 k1_2_p3 = f1(s1b_p2,s2_p2);
328 % 3) K2(+) at p2 --------------------------------------------------
329 s1b_v = s1_p2 + dt*k1_1_p2;
330 s2b_v = s2_p1 - dt*f2(s1_p1,s2_p1);
331 % ME(-) at v
332 s2d_v = (1/2)*(s2_p1 + s2b_v - dt*f2(s1b_v,s2b_v));
333 % Compute K2(+) at p2
334 k1_2_p2 = f1(s1b_v,s2d_v);
335 % pRK3 solution ----------------------------------------------
336 v1 = s1_p2 + dt*((13/12)*k1_1_p2 + (5/12)*k1_2_p2 - (1/12)*k1_1_p3 - (5/12)*
k1_2_p3);
337 end
338 end
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340 % Function to compute the rotated pRK3 soln for the SECOND component
341 function v2 = pRK3_loc2(dt,F,s1_p1,s2_p1,s1_p2,s2_p2,s1_p3,s2_p3,boundary)
342 f1 = F{1}; f2 = F{2};
343 if boundary == 'L'
344 % 1) K1(-) at p2 and p3
345 k2_1_p2 = f2(s1_p2,s2_p2); k2_1_p3 = f2(s1_p3,s2_p3);
346 % 2) K2(-) at p2
347 s1b_v = s1_p1 - dt*f1(s1_p1,s2_p1);
348 s2b_v = s2_p2 + dt*k2_1_p2;
349 s1d_v = (1/2)*(s1_p1 + s1b_v - dt*f1(s1b_v,s2b_v));
350 k2_2_p2 = f2(s1d_v,s2b_v);
351 % 3) K2(-) at p3
352 s2b_p2 = s2_p3 + dt*k2_1_p3;
353 k2_2_p3 = f2(s1_p2,s2b_p2);
354 % 4) pRK3 soln at v
355 v2 = s2_p2 + dt*((13/12)*k2_1_p2 + (5/12)*k2_2_p2 - (1/12)*k2_1_p3 - (5/12)*
k2_2_p3);
356 else
357 % 1) K1(-) at p1 and p2
358 k2_1_p2 = f2(s1_p2,s2_p2); k2_1_p1 = f2(s1_p1,s2_p1);
359 % 2) K2(-) at p1
360 s2b_p2 = s2_p1 - dt*k2_1_p1;
361 k2_2_p1 = f2(s1_p2,s2b_p2);
362 % 3) K2(-) at p2
363 s1b_v = s1_p3 + dt*f1(s1_p3,s2_p3);
364 s2b_v = s2_p2 - dt*k2_1_p2;
365 s1d_v = (1/2)*(s1_p3 + s1b_v + dt*f1(s1b_v,s2b_v));
366 k2_2_p2 = f2(s1d_v,s2b_v);
367 % 4) pRK3 soln
368 v2 = s2_p2 - dt*((13/12)*k2_1_p2 + (5/12)*k2_2_p2 - (1/12)*k2_1_p1 - (5/12)*
k2_2_p1);
369 end
370 end
371
372 function [s1n,s2n] = pRK4fun(M,dt,Bc,s1,s2,k1_1_nmin0,k2_1_nmin0,k1_1_nmin1,
k2_1_nmin1,k1_1_nmin2,k2_1_nmin2,k1_2_nmin0,k2_2_nmin0,k1_2_nmin1,k2_2_nmin1,
k1_2_nmin2,k2_2_nmin2)
373 bc1 = Bc(1); bc2 = Bc(2);
374 s1n(2:M) = s1(1:M-1) + dt*(37/24)*k1_1_nmin0 + dt*(9/24)*k1_2_nmin0...
375 - dt*(7/12)* k1_1_nmin1 - dt*(9/12)*k1_2_nmin1...
376 + dt*(1/24)* k1_1_nmin2 + dt*(9/24)*k1_2_nmin2;
377 s2n(1:M-1) = s2(2:M) + dt*(37/24)*k2_1_nmin0 + dt*(9/24)*k2_2_nmin0...
378 - dt*(7/12)* k2_1_nmin1 - dt*(9/12)*k2_2_nmin1...
379 + dt*(1/24)* k2_1_nmin2 + dt*(9/24)*k2_2_nmin2;
380 s1n(1) = bc1; s2n(M) = bc2;
381 end
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